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24 & 28 PTO h.p.
UTILITY

TRACTORS

Quality-Built, Fuel-Efficient 2-Cylinder Diesels —
Priced Up To 25% Less*
WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?
■ LONG 2-cylinder diesel tractors are priced up to
25% LESS than competitive models of comparable
horsepower.
■ LONG 2-cylinder tractors are precision engi
neered for outstanding fuel efficiency and perfor
mance to give you MORE for LESS.
■ LONG 2-cylinder diesels give the small farm
operator, turf care professional, and weekend gar
dener a choice of three small utility tractors with
power matched attachments to handle a variety of
jobs at LESS cost.
■ LONG 2-cylinder diesels provide MORE of the

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

features of larger tractors, including: continuous
PTO, category 1 &2 3-point hitch with draft and posi
tion control, automatic depth control, variable wheel
spacing and lights. Hydrostatic steering is optional.
Available with turf or farm tires.
■ The LONG 24 PTO h.p. 260-C and 28 PTO h.p.
310-C are MORE than a small garden tractor, they
are compact size, fuel-efficient farm tractors with
power enough for garden, turf, and small-acreage
farm operations — yet, cost LESS than many smaller
horsepower garden tractors.
■ Why pay MORE for a competitive 2-cylinder com
pact or standard size tractor, when you can own a
quality-built LONG tractor for LESS money?

“SMALL IN SIZE—BIG IN POWER”
See your Long dealer, or contact:

LONG
LONG MFG.N.C. INC.
HOME OFFICE: TARBORO, N.C.

Box 1139 (1907 N. Main St.), Tarboro, NC 27886 Tel. (919) 823-4151
Box 918 (2610 Hwy. 77 North), Carrollton, TX 75006 Tel. (214) 242-5102
Box 3928 (3863 W. River Dr.), Davenport, IA 52808 Tel. (319) 324-0451
Box 167 (Hwy. U.S. 41 South), Tifton, GA 31794 Tel. (912) 382-3600
Box 13263 (1920 Channel Ave.), Memphis, TN 38113 Tel. (901) 774-6523
Box 259 (#8 Long Lane), Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 Tel. (717) 697-8277
906 Harney St., Vancouver, WA 98660 Tel. (206) 695-1259

' Tractor retail price comparison brochure available on request.
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GIVES YOU A SUPER GARDEN WITHOUT
HARD WORK OR PAINFUL BACKACHE!
AMAZING NEW TILLER W EIGHS 20 LB S . . . TILLS DEEP. . . WEEDS NARROW ROWS
F A S T ... (ITS ONLY 9 INCHES W ID E )... IMPROVES YOUR SOIL .. MAKES BOTHER
SOME G ARDENING CHORES FAST, EASY AND FUN!

Weeds Narrow Rows Fast
Why Shovel Or Hoe?
Use an AGCO
Liberal warranties. .. 15 day trial period,
GASOUNE POWERED - EASY TO USE
your money back if not fully satisfied. . .
IMPROVES YOUR GARDEN 7 WAYS!
(Less shipping charges n a tu ra lly )...
1. High speed tig er tines granulate
Made by American Co. with 55 years
toughest clays into sandy loam.
experience in the manufacture of tough
Unique tilling action improves your
& reliable tools
soil, can till 6 to 8 inches deep.
2. Makes weeding fast easy and fun.
weeds 1 to 3 inches deep in narrow
rows set 12 inches wide.
3. Gives you bumper crops of lush fruits
and vegetables.
4. Gives you excellent flower beds helps
your garden burst w ith beautiful
blooms.

Not available in stores Sold by mail to
save you money For literature crammed
full of useful gardening tips write to:

AGCO. P O. BOX 75 DEPT OX
SOUTHAMPTON PA. 18966
J I want more information. Please send
literature to:
NAME _________________________
STREET

5. Gives you a garden others will envy.

C IT Y __

6. Aerates and thatches your lawn.

ZIP
STATE
For rush delivery of literature call:
215 947-8855 Mon - Sat 10 am - 4 pm

7. Cuts neat borders around gardens,
walkways, shrubs and trees.
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Dear FARMSTEAD,
I’d like to make a few comments
about the Winter 1981 issue. First off,
I loved the scratchboard art for the
“ Gourd Crafting’’ article, and I’m
curious as to how it is done.
Then there was a little coincidence.
My husband read, “ The Twitch
Horse’’ by Eric Wiggin, and in the
article he came across the name of an
old friend of his, Kenneth Rideout of
Washington, Maine. I guess it’s been
15 or 16 years since he’s seen him, if
it is the same man.
It’s difficult to say just which article
I enjoyed the most. There’s lots of
variety and that’s what I like. Some
magazines get on a “ theme” kick and
have nearly every article on the same
subject.
You had an article on goats, which
are my favorite animals. Although I
had to sell my 15 registered dairy
goats when we left Vermont (We used
to make and sell goat milk fudge,
netting about $200 a week!), I’m still
very much involved with goats thro
ugh the Sables Breeders Association.
We are trying to save Sables (the
off-colored offsprings of Saanens) by
establishing them as a separate
breed.
My favorite article was ‘‘Grow Your
Own Garden Seeds.” You should see
the seeds I save! (But, then I save
everything I think might be useful
someday!) I was curious about seeds,
especially those from colder climates.
Do you think they do better if frozen
or kept warm and dry all winter?
A friend gave me a gift, which was a
planter with pine tree seeds. In the
directions I had to water and store the
seeds in the refrigerator for three
weeks, in its soil. Then remove, set it
at room temperature, water, and let it
grow. I now have a little pine tree.
People have told me fruit seeds do
best that way, that’s why I was
wondering about vegetable seeds.
Keep up the good work.
Fran Stoddard
Calder, Idaho
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BARBADOS BLACKBELLY SHEEP
Dear FARMSTEAD,
In regards to a letter in your #36
Winter 1981 issue, you have a letter
from Jack Ryan regarding Barbados
Blackbelly Sheep.
I have raised this very fine breed
and have information and quality
stock as well as a list of breeders
available to Mr. Ryan and your other
readers.
Walter L. Robbins, Jr
1373 Highland Street
Holliston, Massachusetts 01746
SCALLOP GUT FERTILIZER
Dear FARMSTEAD,
I enjoy your magazine and am
writing to tell you of another way to
get the coast into the farm. The sea
offers many things in addition to
seaweed for composting. Why not get
MOFGA or someone in Maine agri
culture to use the scallop gut we
scallop draggers just throw away?
The fish factory at S.W. Harbor
gets $3.00 a bushel for fish churn. If
this car be sold, why can’t scallop
guts? We throw tons of them back
into the ocean every day. These could
be collected, brought in with the catch
and sold bolstering our pay as
fishermen and your yields as gar
deners. There is a lot of gut to a
scallop and as it takes a lot of work to
get the scallops, why not get more out
of them? Think what rich soil they
could help you build! It would mean
more for both fisher and fanner.
Maybe you could ask your readers
if they would buy a cheap, organic,
rich fertilizer. Well, another idea from
a farming fisherman. Keep up the
good work.
Skip Fraley
Bass Harbor, Maine

-MELLINGER’d, INC.
W e’re more
than a nursery!
“4,000 Exciting, Interesting Items”
O u r 55th year, serving the p ro fe s s io n a l and
hobbyist alike. S end fo r your FR E E C a ta lo g today.
You'll be g la d you did !

- FREE CATALOG —

Bigger & Better Than Ever — 104 Pages
F R E E regular mail . 1st class m ail-$1.00

A FAMILY OF HELPFUL
METERS For PLANT GROWERS

FERTILITY ANALYZER
In 10 second test measures amount o f !
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash in
the soil and tells you whether it is time
to fertilize. Too much fertilizer can be
as harmful as too little. . . . . $19.95

BIRD MESH —
Not a P lastic Film
. Not a
W ebbing. Does not c lin g or
dam age fru it. Lightw e ig h t,
easy to in stall. Reuseable for
m any years. DUREX is the o n 
ly 100% nylon anti-bird n e t
ting. Field tested and approv
ed. DUREX is availab le in five

ORGANIC INSECT
CONTROLS

For INDOOR & OUTDOOR PLANTS, LAWNS,
GREENHOUSES, NURSERIES
No Battery Required • Durable Construction
Permanently Calibrated • Simple Directions
Instantaneous Readouts • Handy Compact Size
Easy to Follow Directions • One Year Warranty
Gift Boxed • Performance Independently Validated

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED.
Please Include Card No. & Exp. Date.

Save Fruits &
Vegetables!
Stop Bird
Damage!

2378P South Range Road
North Lima, Ohio 44452

TRICHO PRETIOSIS
A tta cks over 200 varieties of in sects. 3
releases at 2 week in tervals c o n tro ls
m ost pests. 1 vial $3.40;
3 vials $8.25
10 v ia ls ............................ ................. $26.00

THURICIDE
C o ntrols Gypsy M oth, Inchworm , Tent C ater
pillars, Cabbage Loper and more.
8 Oz.......................... $5.00
Case of 1 2 ........... $39.60
P i n t ......................... $9.25
Case of 6 ............... 33.30
Q u a r t.................... $16.50
Case of 6 ............. $59.40
Add 15% shippin g & handling

MOISTURE A LIGHT METER
In 5 seoond test the Moisture & Light
M ete r m easu res the w ate r level in
planter. Another 5 second test deter
mines light level where the plant is
standing. Simple directions tell user
whether plant needs watering and if
plant has enough light.............. $10.95

PRAYING MANTIS
Use 3 c lu sters per 6,000 sq. ft.
3 c lu sters . . $2.95
6 clu s te rs . . $4.95
12 egg c lu s te rs ............... $7.75 PREPAID

GRASSHOPPER SPORE

nnr

pH SOIL TESTER
In one minute test the pH Soil Tester
determines the acid/alkaline composi
tion. Directions include desired range
for 350 plants — grass, crops, fruits,
shrubs, trees, veg eta b les , herbs,
spices, indoor/outdoor plants. Tells
user what to do if soil is not in desired
pH range............ ....................... $19.95

6 Oz. covers 3,000 square feet.
6 Oz....................$4.95
20 Oz.................... $9.95
240 Oz..................................... .............................. $84.95
720 Oz..................................................................$214.92
Add 5% s h ippin g & handling

LADY BIRD BEETLES
Use Vi Pint per Vi acre. Prepaid.
P t.............$7.50
V* P t..............$10.50

m il k y s p o r e

SOIL SALTS METER

Tho OLD TIME Favorite
AMERICAN ELDERBERRIES
Delicious Pies . . . Preserves
Home Made Wine
(Sambucus canadensis) Easily grown shrub that
rewards you with an abundant supply of fruit and
attractive clusters of creamy white blooms. Per
fectly hardy in all areas of U S. Attains an average
height of 6 to 8 feet Two or more plants should be
grown for cross pollination. SHIPPED PREPAID.

Two P la n ts .....................................$ 4.25
Five f o r ___ $7.95 25 f o r ____ 33.75

GROW BETTER TOMATOES AND
VEGETABLES with Our Growing Aids

tomatcr
ladder

AND TALL KANT SUPPORT

FOR HEALTHIER
MORE PRODUCTIVE
TOMATO PLANTS!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully Assembled
Promotes Heslthler Plants
Lssts For Yesrs
Made of Heavy Qauge Wire
No Stakes • No Tying
Rust Resistant
Collapsible for Easy Storage

No assembly required . . it’s ready to use. COL
LAPSIBLE for easy storage. No need for tying or
staking — the results are healthier, more productive
plants. Do not confuse this HEAVY DUTY plant
support with the light weight supports offered by
some firms Our HEAVY DUTY support may be
used year after year.

MELLINQER S TOMATO LADDERS are made of
HEAVY GAUGE, Rust Resistant Galvanized Wire
and provide perfect continuous support for Tom a
toes and other Heavy Vine Vegetables, Beans,
Eggplant, Grapes and Flowers. Ladders are 12" sq.,
46 tall. Prices PREPAID East of Mississippi River
3 fo r ................... $15.33

6 fo r ....................$27.00

1 2 , o r ................................................................... $51.26
For Prepaid Shipment West of the Mississippi add
15% to above prices.

In 5 second test the Soil Salts Meter
measures the concentration of soluble
salts. Indicates concentration as "Safe"
or “Danger”. Based on Dept, of Agricul
ture criteria. Tells user what to do if
soluble salt level is too high . $21.95
Include $1.00 per order for Handling & Shipping.

SAVE:

Two or more meters
ALL Four M eters — $65.52

10% Off.
Prepaid.

OSAGE ORANGE
Bears large globular fruits
th at are used by many per
sons for the control of
roaches. One fru it per average size room
effectively repels roaches. Osage Orange
trees are rapid growing w ith long thorns
and are used as hedges and barriers.
Grows up to 15 ft. if not sheared.
No S 235; 3 plants.............................. $2 .95
10 fo r. . . . $ 8 .90; 25 for . . . $ 2 8.75
Include $2 .25 fo r prepaid delivery

GROUND
COVERS
100 for . . . $2 4.75
1000 fo r . . 18 9.95

Birds Away Repeller
Will Eliminate
Birds From
Your:
Fruit Trees, Gardens,
Strawberry Patches,
Berry Bushes, Barns
and Attics.
This 5 Foot Long
"Natural Enemy"
Snake with tie-down
tabs will do a good
job for you! And it
lasts for years

THE
VIC TO R IO
SUPER SQUEEZING

STRAINER
NEW, EASY
^
WAY TO
V j.
CAN
^
Tomatoes
Fruits &

N0

^

STEMMING'

Vegetables

t w ic e as fast

Eliminates Tiresome Turning!
Built-in squeeze pressure elim inates tiresome tur
ning. No stopping to clean accum ulated seeds
and skin. Perfect for applesauce, ketchup, juices,
soups, baby food, jams, jellies, sauces, purees,
puddings, wines, and health foods.
Only $33.95 (regular $35.90) + $2.75 shipping

STR A IN ER A C CESSO RIES

Plant Hardy, Evergreen Periwinkle (Hardy Myrtle)
Shipped prepaid at proper planting time.
CLUMPS
(a group of multiple leads)

25 for. . . . $8 .45
500 f o r . . .9 9 .9 5

K ills Japanese Beetle grubs and
many oth e r w h ite grubs. 1 pound
covers 4,000 sq. ft.
1 lb......... $14.99
2% lb s . . . . $35.99
5 lbs . . . . $65.95 25 lb s . $319.00

PREPAID
Each
$ 4.95
2 for
7.96
5 for
17 50

Berry S c re e n ............................................ (each) $7.95
Grape S p ira l...............................................(each) $5.95
Pumpkin S c re e n ......................................(each) $7.95
Include $.50 additional per screen for postage.

See our catalog for other strainers, grist mills,
fruit presses & grinders.

GARDEN
MONSTER

_

SAVES AND
PROTECTS
WHAT
YOU
f j P L A N T

The Garden Monster's weird noises, movements,
reflections, & vibrations elim inates BIRDS, RAB
BITS, SQUIRRELS MICE, and MOLES from your
garden vegetables and fruits. The GARDEN
MONSTER has eight tentacles of super strong
black plastic film which fan out around aluminmum
grommet. Fasten to the top of a light stake
GARDEN MONSTERS ARE PREPAID:

Two f o r . .

..$5.00

Four f o r -----$9.00
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SAUCED BUT RENEWED
Dear FARMSTEAD,.

* (KEOGH Plan Included)

Let our Individual Retirement Plans
steer your course to financial security.

May we help you insure your
financial future?
BAR HARBOR BANKING & TRUST
Bar Harbor • Northeast Harbor - Southwest Harbor
COMPANY
Lubec - Milbridge Blue Hill - Deer Isle

Please excuse the barbecue sauce
on the renewal form. I threw it out
yesterday as part of my plan to cut
back on the publications to which I
subscribe.
However, today’s mail brought
your Garden 1981 issue and I’ve been
hooked again! This issue is loaded
with goodstuffs for me. Thanks!
P. Prosser, J.D.
Lexington, Kentucky
/
WEST VIRGINIAN HELLO

WATER FROM OUR OWN BACKYARD WELL
Opelika, Alabama—What can you
buy for a nickel and still get sor 3
change back? 500 gallons of water,
that’s what! As a matter of fact, the
electricity to pump 500 gallons from
your own backyard well costs only
four cents!
With this reliable, convenient
source of water you can supply your
home, your garden, and with a water
well heat pump you can even heat
and cool your home for a fraction of
the cost of conventional systems!
In the past, the cost of drilling a
well made it uneconomical for
anyone who could hook on to city
water mains. However, as city water
becomes much more expensive,
backyard wells have become more
and more popular. To hold the cost
of drilling a well to an affordable
level, an easy-to-use low-cost machine
has been developed for the
homeowner who wants to drill his
own. Called the HYDRA-DRILL, it
is already in use around the world,
and an estimated 60,000 Hydra-Drill water well, send your name and
wells have been drilled to date.
address to: DeepRock Mfg., 5349
The Hydra-Drill can drill to depths Anderson Road, Opelika, Alabama
of 200 feet, which puts you within 36802. Or phone toll-free (800) 821reach of “90% of all the jjood fresh 2280 (Ext.) 5349. There is no charge
ground water in the world. The or obligation, and no salesman will
typical Hydra-Drill well can produce call. Call anytime including Sundays.
over 4,000 gallons of water each
day—just compare that with the ^______ CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY! ____
average U.S. family consumption of
M fg.. Co.
I DeepRock
500 gallons of water per day!
5 3 4 9 Anderson Rd.
|
Opelika.
Alabama
36802
The Hydra-Drill is remarkably
simple to operate. It is completely [ Please mail your free information kit immediately.
I understand there is no obligation, and no
portable, and can be operated .I salesman
will call.
anywhere . . . e,?en in places a truckmounted drilling rig can’t get. Yet it
Print Name
can drill most anything the big,
truck-mounted rigs can drill, and
Address
drilling speeds range up to 40 feet
pier hour.
City
To find out more about the HydraZip
Drill and how you can drill your own I State
©1981 DeepRock Mfg.
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Dear FARMSTEAD,
Several times I have started to
sit down and send you a little note
telling you how much I have enjoyed
your magazine. It’s a real treat to go
to our post office and find that
Farmstead has arrived. Bob and I are
both in printing and we find your work
pleasing both to the eye and mind.
You put out a magazine that is warm
and personal as well as informative. It
gives me, a person that has only been
into serious farming for three years,
the needed boost to continue and try
new things and also to see that the old
standbys are still practical for we
small scale farmers.
We have a 10 acre farm in the
upper part of West Virginia. I gave up
doing paste-up and type design to
farm, three years ago. In the garden
season I keep two gardens going; one
potato and berry patch that is about
9000 square feet and our main garden
is 4275 square feet. I have a
greenhouse to keep things going and
start my own plants. Six to ten
Toggenbergs ramble around the place
along with pigs, chickens, three dogs
and cats plus the occasional steer and
one big pet horse. Our house is circa
1890 with an old log house under
neath. We are in the process of
remodeling and find all kinds of wild
problems that emerge, just from all
the strange ways people have added
onto the structure in the past. So we
are comfortable but country.
Jane Grace’s information on elec
troculture hit home for I have been
using it for three years now on a small
scale and found the article encour
aged me to continue with its use.

The $12,000Secret
of an Ohio Housewife
Have you tried to make an honest dollar at
home lately?
My wife and I did. And, we found ourselves
flooded with bogus envelope stuffing schemes,
“party plans”, and a variety of other non-profit
balderdash. It was a sour experience.
Then, several years ago at a bridge party, one
of the guests began discussing a very different
and special home “money project”. The secret
was literally whispered across the table.
We discussed the idea as we were driving
home. We decided to try it.
The project kept us busy about four hours a
week. We used our dining room as an “office”. At
first our income was small — about $65.00 to
$75.00 per week. But as the weeks passed we
began making hundreds o f dollars each week
—all at home.
Let me emphasize one thing. This is very
important. Our “money project” is moral, hon
est and downright enjoyable. And, it’s 100%
your own. It doesn’t involve working for anyone
else.
I explained the project to my mother in Akron,
Ohio. She was 71 years old and lived by herself in
an apartment on W. Market St. But within the
first 90 days she made over $3,000.00. All by
herself!
As our curiosity grew, we discovered a variety
of other people making money but with some
what different projects . . .
I talked with an Ohio housewife who’s been
earning thousands of dollars for over six years.
• She provides a needed service to her neigh
borhood.
• No one comes to her home - nor does she go
to anyone else’s.
• She uses only her telephone, a spiral note
book and a small filing box.
• She makes up to $100.00 per week, spare
time.
• Her service requires no technical skill of
any kind. Some states require a simple
license.
• Mary works for no one else. She does no
selling whatsoever. Most of her clients call
her at home.
• Her service is so simple that almost anyone
could start the same project in just 9 days!
A woman in Pennsylvania uses a similar pro
ject to make up to $300.00 per week—all in
cash—all earned at home.
An Oregon husband-wife team started the
same project we did. In a recent letter they

reported gross income of over $14,000.00—all
earned at home!
Obviously, this is exceptional income. What
you make will be largely up to you. But the
income potential from some of these projects
can be staggering! For example, a California
couple using the same project we used made
$14,870.00 in just five months.
Again, these data are accurate or we couldn’t and wouldn’t - print them.

TRY THIS TEST
1. When your materials arrive, select
just one money p ro ject. . . the one
you like best.
2. Try it for six months. Remember to
begin slowly.
3. At the end of this trial period examine
your income. If you’re not satisfied
with the results, return the book and
we will REFU N D YOUR FULL
PURCHASE PRICE.

SIX-MONTH
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

HOW TO START
This isn’t a “get rich quick" scheme. These
money projects will require time and effort on
your part.
But you won’t need “money" to begin. Most o'
these projects can be started on less than $25.00
many on less than $10.00.
You won’t need a car. . . in a few cases it wi
be helpful, but not necessary.
You won’t need youth. Maturity and '
rience are exoellent assets.
You won’t need an “office”. Just one con
spare room is usually sufficient.
Best of all, you won’t have to wait. Most
projects can be started in just 9 days!
We’ve put everything . . . every secret
simple Guide. It’s entitled THE $12,000 H
WIFE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All data presented here are supported by correspondence and bank recorr.
file. All the money projects described are independent. They do not involve you it
commercial “work-at-home” schemes or businesses in which you must deal I
way with a parent company.
Ail money you may receive will be your own.
Your satisfaction with our Guide is absolutely guaranteed or your money
promptly refunded.
Green Tree Pre

LJ

To prove that you can make extra money at
home, you have our positive 100% money-back
guarantee. Order your guide. Keep itforuptosix
months. This gives you time to actually try a
project yourself. If you’re not satisfied just return
it. We’ll send you a full refund within three
working days—no nonsense—no excuses—no
hassles.
If you’re still skeptical feel free to post date
your check 45 days. That way it’s not cashable
for a month and a half. I’ll send your Guide right
away. Read everything. Try a project. Again, if
you’re not satisfied, return the materials and I’ll
return your original U N C A SH ED check. This
way there is absolutely no risk to you!*
Our offices are located on Temple
Road in Dunkirk, N. Y. We belong to the
Dunkirk Chamber of Commerce and our
telephone number is 716-366-8300. We’re
f -» from 9 am - 5 pm weekdays. Our
*
Nat i onal Bank

HARDY PLANT
CATALOG

FREE

One of America's finest collections of
Hardy Perennials, Rock Plants, Flowering
Shrubs, Daylilies. Iris and Poppies.
It pronounces all names!

LAMB NURSERIES
E 101 Sharp, BOX T -4 1 Spokane. Wash 99202

Husk tomatoes are going to be an
added treat to our garden this year;
and some of the article on “ An
Alaskan Garden” is going to be sent
to our friends in Colorado, so please
keep your magazine the same and
don’t lose the warmness it conveys
by going modern in format.
Lee and Bob Ekholm
Worthington, West Virginia

ABETTER LOG
FOR ABETTER HOME

ANNUAL SHEEP FESTIVAL

For basic models and inform ation
about custom log homes send for
free brochure:

BUSHurn tuddnco;
BOSTON CORNERS ROAD
MILLERTON. NEW YORK 12546
518-789-3311
Builder/Dealers Wanted

999 PICTURE
PET HOBBY
U n iq u e S u pp ly

CATALOG
$ 1.00

A

E n joy — M aking
Them YOURSELF* j

-=>2500 Cage Clamps Clincher. Instructions. $17.95 Prepaid

Everything- You Same It!"

DEALERS
klTETH

STROMBERG CHICKS & PETS UNLIMITED. Pine R iv e r6 ()M in n e s o ta 56474

DISCOVER THE JOY
OF WATER GARDENING
THAT THE JAPANESE HAVE KNOWN FOR

1000 YEARS!
Send for our famous

CATALOG AND GUIDE
TO WATER GARDENING
40 pages plus 20 pages in
full color on fountains, pools
and outdoor lighting.
$1.50 ppd

Transform your garden
with a beautiful pA
v

Any of your Maine sheep-loving
readers interested in attending the
Third Annual Sheep and Woolcraft
Festival at the Cumberland Fair
Grounds in Cumberland, Maine to be
held the weekend of May 16th and
17th? All are welcome.

MAKE YOUR OWN TRAPSCAGES

“
Chicks, Bantems, Ducklings, Goslings. Turkeys, Gamebirds,
... •
Hatching Eggs, Swans, Peacocks. Parrots. Canaries. RecW ANTED
coon. Rabbits. Incubators Poultry Pickers. Scelders. Aviary f o r S t T O m b e r g
Equipment. Medications. Bands. Nests. Traps. Color Poultry Dn n L c
. __
Book $3 95; Hatching Guida $4 95
D O O kS , F e e d e r s

gre:

Dear FARMSTEAD,

Bill Noon
Southern Maine Sheep Association
Springvale, Maine

THE SCAVENGER
Dear FARMSTEAD,
When next Fall arrives, I will begin
collecting all that “ free” material
most city dwellers hate.
As the brown gold accumulates,
most every dr.y will be greeted with
the hazy hue of burning leaves. Some
will rake, bag, and put the filled bags
ear the road or in alley ways for the
arbage collector, and that is me. As I
vel to and from work I watch for
se treasures. Most people will
'ly give them to you, especially if
offer to return the bags for a

collecting leaves from all over
ty, you will be getting a balance
needed trace elements for your
ound in the leaves. Any one
1 of land will be lacking in some
dement, but overall gathering
3s out the deficient ingre,ot neglect the many stables
As the weather cools, many
would be glad to have you
ay the years’ accumulations
and many will even pay you

to haul it away. Stockyards, slaugh
terhouses, livestock auction bams,
dairies, poultry raisers, zoos and circuses-all will be glad to get rid of
their “ stuff.” And don’t forget that
many will pay you to haul off what you
wanted anyway. Also, keep your eyes
on the nurseries, as many of them
clean out their old stock of living
merchandise.You can pick up many
free plants, berries and trees that
you could not afford to buy.
How many fish markets are in the
larger cities? Fish scraps make one of
the best fertilizers I know. Sometimes
a plastic garbage pail with a good lid
will be all the calling card you need to
get free fertilizer. Speaking of plastic
garbage pails, many of you raise
hogs, chickens and fish. The leftovers
at restaurants and spoiled produce at
grocery stores and old bread at
bakeries make fine free food for your
animals, as does soured milk.
There are many among you who
bum wood and perhaps some of you
buy it, but there are other ways you
can get it free and often get paid for
doing others a “ favor.” Storms,
either wind or ice break a lot of limbs
and trees which you get paid to
remove or at least can get the wood
free for cleaning them up.
Most larger businesses receive
wood pallets and by contacting them,
they will usually let you have them. If
they don’t have any when you go to
see them, be sure to leave your name
and number. You can also offer to do
part-time work for them.
Do not hesitate calling your county
agriculture agent. Many times he will
know of someone who has a “ fence
row” to clean out or an older farmer
may let you cut from his woods if
you’ll cut his wood too. Your agent
will know which landowners are
having dozer work done and most
landowners push the trees into brush
piles and bum it all. You may even be
able to cut enough to sell.
So the next time you see a person
picking up bagged leaves, rum
maging in a garbage can or in a
pickup loaded with wood, wave—it
could be me!
John T. Pittman
Padacah, Kentucky

O ne g re a t sto v e
d e se rv e s
an o th er.

Finally...
radiant soapstone
heat from either
wood or coal.
Now, a new size for America’s
quality woodstove. Big enough on
the inside to hold a full day or night’s
supply of wood, yet small enough on
the outside to fit comfortably into
any home. With a new advanced
stove design that gives you easy
adaptability to coal.

Quick change from wood
to coal...and back.
Insert the basket, set a small kindling
fire, and in minutes you have a long
lasting, fuel-efficient coal fire. Or...
remove the basket, and you have a
new version of the soapstone stove
that has changed the way America
thinks about wood heat.
Best of all, because it’s made of
soapstone, you get even, long lasting
heat — up to four hours after the
fire has gone out!
It’s thermostatically controlled,
for slower wood bum-down and longer
heat. It burns the bottom logs first,
so the upper logs dry as they wait to
be fired. It has our unique secondary
air system that can virtually eliminate
dangerous creosote buildup.*

Hand crafted for lifetime use.
Each of our Hearthstones, whether
the larger or smaller model, is hand
assembled in our Vermont factory by
a single craftsman. Each piece of

soapstone is painstakingly fitted to
your stove, and each stove is dated
and initialled by its maker.
*A safety note: the secondary air
system works most effectively with
proper draft and seasoned hardwood.
Of course, nothing replaces regular
cleaning of stovepipe and flue.
Height — 26"
Length of W ood — 22"
Width — 27"
Flue Collar Size — 6"
D epth — 21"
Weight — 475 lbs.
Front D oor — 9y>"xl2 !4"
Side Door — 9y2"xl0y2"
Maximum Load — 2 cu. ft. wood

Heat Transfer Fins
Air Control Thermostat

Smoke

Adjustable

H EA R TH STO N E
AMERICA’S QUALITY SO A P ST O N E STOVE

Hearthstone, Dept. F481, Morrisville, VT 05661
Please rush me your full information kit on both stoves. Enclosed is $1 (refundable
on order). Call Toll Free 800-451-5211 (in Vt.: 888-4586).
Name
Address
C ity ___

. State
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ES
3 only s8 95
EXTRA BIG VALUE:
10 FOR ONLY $24.95

NO MORE...
• STAKING!
• TYING!
• WIND & ANIMAL
DAMAGE!
• ROTTED TOMATOES!
Yhese are TOPQUALITY.
HEAVY-DUTY
CAGES, not
flim sy, small
im itations!
No assembly
required, ready-touse! Made of
THICK GAUGE, rustresistant galvanized welded
wire UNBREAKABLE — use
'em year after year!

ORDER NOW — SATISFACTION GUARANTEED' Add
$3 P & H for (3) cages, or $5.50 P & H for (10) cages
Check or money order only — CT res add sales tax.
HAVEN HOUSE Dept. 0, Box 388. New Haven CT 06513

Convert your present
Hot Water Heating
System to burn Wood
or Coal!

ASK
FARMSTEAD
There are so many foods labelled
“ natural” now on the market. I was
wondering--what are the criteria for
determining a “ natural food?”
Many foods are being marketed as
“natural” by producers seeking a
share of the flourishing natural food
business. Shoppers may find addi
tives, preservatives, artificial coloring
or other artificial ingredients in foods
advertised as being natural. The
reason for this is that there is no
generally accepted definition for the
term “ natural” as applied to foods.
There are no federal standards as yet
to regulate this word.
Natural foods should be unpro
cessed or minimally processed with
out additives, preservatives, artificial
coloring or chemicals added after the
food is harvested. An even stricter
definition is given by nutritionists
which distinguishes natural foods as
those not processed after harvesting
or slaughter. Organic foods are those
grown without synthetic pesticides,
fertilizers or chemicals.
In the future, the Federal Trade
Commission will draft proposals to
define foods that can be advertised as
natural. The proposals will prohibit
the use of the word “ natural” in
advertising food products that have
undergone more than minimal pro
cessing after harvest or slaughter or
contain any artificial flavoring, color,
additive or chemical preservative or
any other artificial or synthetic ingre
dient.

• Automatic Control
• Cast Iron Construction
• Burns Wood or Coal

Buderus
from EnvlrothermInc., Box 428,
Bingham ton NY 13902
P h :(607)722-3635
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Could you give me some information
about adding wood ashes, woodchips,
and sawdust to garden soils?
The increased use of wood-burning
stoves and fireplaces has" prompted
many inquiries concerning the benefi
cial or harmful effects of applying

wood ashes, woodchips and sawdust
to garden soils.
Wood ash is of some value to the
gardener for the potash it contains,
says Don Kinzler, associate extension
horticulturiest at North Dakota State
University. Hardwood ashes (ashes
from oak, ash, maple, birch, elm,
etc.) contain up to 6 percent potash, 2
percent phosphoric acid, and 30
percent lime. Wood ashes may help
heavy garden soils by increasing
drainage and aeration. Remember
that because ashes are high in lime
they should not be used in large
quantities on soils that are already
high in lime (calcium). A one-inch
layer of ashes applied to the soil
should be a safe recommendation for
the gardener. Fall application is
preferred followed by tilling.
Woodchips and sawdust help soil as
a source of organic matter. Wood
contains a high proportion of lignin,
or fiber, which provides a large
quantity of humus or organic matter
when it decomposes. The tiny organ
isms (bacteria and fungi) that decay
the wood require nitrogen for their
life processes of growth and reproduc
tion. Therefore, as the tiny organisms
decay wood, they use the supply of
nitrogen in the soil. This may deplete
the soil’s nitrogen and starve the
garden plants that you are trying to
grow, Kinzler points out. If a large
quantity of woodchips or sawdust
(such as a 2-3 inch layer) is applied to
the garden you may need to double
the amount of nitrogen fertilizer that
you would normally apply.
If you compost the wood before it is
applied to the soil, less nitrogen will
be needed since the material would
already be partially decomposed. This
is done by creating a pile of alter
nating layers of wood material and
soil. Moisten the compost pile, add

MUST
LIQUIDATE
AT BELOW DEALER COST!
Gasoline Operated, Emergency

I

TT

FftCTORV NEW!

FACTORY PERFECT!

PUBLIC NOTICE!
Because w e are one of the largest U.S. liquidators
of consumer products, major manufacturers often
come to us with special closeout bargains.
There are many reasons for their closeouts, such
as: last year's models, discontinued product lines,
escalating production costs, excessive com peti
tion. financial difficulties, plant closings, etc., etc.
We liquidate their inventories to the public at a frac
tion of the normal retail price! Sometimes we are
allowed to advertise the brand name and reason for
the closeout. But sometimes not.
W e can tell you this much about these generators.
They are ail factory perfect! All w ere made here in
the U .S.A. by a leading manufacturer of genera
tors. And all these generators carry the m anufac
turer's one year limited warranty.

Full 3750 watt output
from any one
outlet!

3750 watts! Briggs & Stratton
engine! Dual power for 120V and
240V. Made in the U.S.A. Manu
facturer's 1 year warranty.
• For
• For
• For
• For

home use in emergencies!
farm use in operating equipment!
commercial use at building sites!
vacation use at cabin or camp!

IDEAL FOR EM ER G EN C Y USE! A serious storm
could knock out electrical power for hours . . . or for
days! Food could spoil in your refrigerator. Water
pipes could freeze and burst in winter if the electric
motor in your furnace stopped. (And think of your
family shivering in their sleep on a cold winter night
w ithout heat!) Your basement could flood without
electricity to keep storm waters pumped out. A
well could stop pumping water vitally needed
for cooking or bathroom facilities. The losses
could run into many hundreds, or thousands of
dollars!
DEPENDABLE STA N D B Y POWER SOURCE!
You never have to worry about being without
electrical power! N ot when you have this porta
ble generator standing by. With 6 outlets to plug in
to (120V & 2 4 0 V ), you can run electric lights, or power
tools, a sump pump, well pump, or furnace motor. Plug in
your small kitchen appliances, a refrigerator, a freezer. Of
course, you can't run everything at once (remember the
3 7 5 0 w a tt total). But you can run enough things to keep
vital functions operating as needed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4-cycle, single cylinder, Briggs & Stratton engine.
Air cooled. Recoil start. Manual choke.
Produces 8 hp. at 3 6 0 0 rpm.
Two-pole, revolving field type.
Solid-state field excitation.
Chrome-plated piston and aluminum alloy cylinder help
dissipate heat for cooler performance.
4-quart capacity gasoline tank.
Four plug-ins: Tw o for 120V; tw o for 24 0V .
15 to 3 0 amp. service for all your household needs.
Heavy steel base construction for rugged durability.
Neoprene vibration isolators.
M etal surfaces red oxide primed to guard against rust.
All miscellaneous hardware is zinc plated.

Wheel Kit
only $&900
For easy-rolling
portability. Big
10" dia. wheels.
Sturdy, rugged!
We strongly urge you to compare all the
features of this generator with any com 
parable model. Then compare prices! You
w ill see w hat a tremendous bargain this is!

FOR HOM E! Keep sump
pump, well pump, appli
ances operating in case
of any power outage.

ON THE FARM ! If power
fails, use this generator
to plug in a variety of nec
essary equipment.

Compare at over

$ 1, 000.00
OUT THEY GO AT ONLY:

FOR CA B IN or CA M P! In
the wilderness, you can
enjoy comforts of electri
city w ith this generator.

FOR W IN TER STOR M S!
No freezeupsor burst w a 
ter pipes when you have
this generator on hand.

C.O.M.B. Co. / Authorized Liquidators
Credit card
customers can
phone orders:

Toll-Free: 800-328-5082
If busy signal, or after business hours,
or if in Minnesota, call 8 0 0 - 2 2 8 - 2 6 0 6
24 hours a day. 7 days a week.

C.O.M.B. Co.
O NE OF THE N A T IO N 'S LARGEST AUTH O R IZE D M AIL
O R D ER L IQ U ID A TO R S OF C O N S U M E R PRODUCTS
3 2 5 8 M IN N E H A H A

/. M IN N E A P O L IS . M N 5 5 4 0 6

Dept, b-499-1180
3 2 5 8 M innehaha Avenue S ., Minneapolis, M inn. 5 5 4 0 6

Send_____.3 7 5 0 W att Generator(s) Item No. 1180 at the liquidation price of only $ 4 8 8 .0 0
each. I w ill pay shipping charge to driver upon delivery. (Allow 4 -5 weeks for delivery. Add
an extra 2 weeks if paid by check.) Sorry, no C .O .D . orders.
□ S e n d _ _ _ N o . 1185 Wheel Kit(s) at $ 2 9 .0 0 each. (Shipped SEPARATE from generator.)
□ M y check or money order is enclosed.
Charge to: □ Mastercharge
□ V IS A
□ American Express
Account N o.__________________________________________Expires--------------- PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Name
______________________________________________________ ________________
Address________ ,__________________________________________________ ______________ __
C ity .

----------------------------

Rural Route Customer: If truck carriers do not normally deliver to your home, include a note with
| this order, stating address of nearest store, friend, truck terminal where we can ship.

Minnesota residents add 4% state sales tax.
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some nitrogen fertilizer, and turn
frequently. When the material is
dark, rich, and spongy, it may be
tilled into the garden, advises the
horticulturist.
Certain types of wood contain
compounds that may injure plants.
Compost hardwood materials (walnut,
cedar, ash, oak, maple, elm) 30-60
days to remove toxic substances.
Wood materials from softwoods (pine,
fir) have been used successfully
without composting.
Try using woodchips or sawdust in
these ways:

Just fill out the coupon below and we'll
send you the latest edition of the Watkins
catalog. It's full of those wonderful Watkins
products you remember plus some new
favorites. And with your first order, we'll send
you a 2 ounce bottle of our world famous
Vanilla, ABSOLUTELY FREE! Send for your
FREE catalog today.
i■■11 ii «■ n n m i T - w - m

A quick and easy way to get those
great Watkins products you remember.
FREE! 24 pages, Full Color. The world's finest collection of Extracts
Spices, Home Remedies.
Name

YOURS FREE!

Address

Watkins DoubleStrength Imitation
Vanilla Extract with
your first order!
Coupon com es
with catalog.

$1.99 v a lu e
C ity ____
State

__ Zip
Mail To:

Apply a 5-inch mulch of sawdust or
woodchips in a circle around fruit
trees.
A 3-5 inch mulch aids in weed
prevention in the strawberry or
raspberry patch.
A 2-3 inch layer of sawdust or
woodchips may be applied to garden
or flowerbed soil followed by tilling.
Remember to increase nitrogen ferti
lizer rates when using these mater
ials.
Gardeners as a group love to add
materials to soil in an attempt to
improve its condition. Woodchips,
sawdust, and ashes (to a limited
extent) do have beneficial properties.

vwniu
extract

Wtafhins
INCORPORATED

Dept. HJYA

W m ona, MN 55987

Otter expires 7/15/81

I have heard that mushrooms have
little nutritional value. Is this true?

Chinchilla
Breeders
Superior Quality
Breeding Stock

THE MOST MODERN
FULLTIME
C H IN C H ILLA RANCHES
Inquire About Our STARTERS Program.
Rent Your Initial Stock From Us, and Pay
For It Out of Progeny. Send For FREE
Literature On How To Get Started.
Office: PO Box 191, Dept FM
Rye, NY 10580
[914]967-8370
Farms: PO Box 331,Dept F M ,
E. Princeton, M A 01517 &
S.R. 8002, Dept. F M , Anza, CA 92306
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BABY CHICKS

Save money grow
ing your own broil
er meat and table
eggs.
Cornish-White Rock Broiler
chicks - 30 cents
Red and Sex Link pullet chicks
60 cents ' .
Add $2.50 per 25 chicks
for shipping

Burr Farm, Inc.
R o u t e 1 - Box 9 9

HAMPTON, CONN. 0 6247

Mushrooms deserve a place in
every family’s meal plans, whether as
a garnish or as a main dish. As a low
calorie treat, nibbling raw mushrooms
can’t he beat. They can enhance the
simplest of foods, and are a great
addition to omelets and salads.
One pound of mushrooms contains
only 90 calories. They are an excellent
source of the B-complex vitamins
which help the body convert energy.
Mushrooms also are a very good
source of Vitamin C and K. Their
protein content exceeds most vege
tables.
Whether eaten raw or served as a
course in themselves, mushrooms are
a delicacy.
The secret to preserving that
delicacy freshness, and nutritional

value from the market to the table,
starts with selection: choose only
clean, white mushrooms. They should
be from 3/4 inch to three inches in
diameter. Avoid mushrooms with
brown or black gills, which indicate
age. Keep your mushrooms in a
brown bag. Mushrooms are grown in
the dark, and are very sensitive to
light.
When preparing mushrooms for
cooking, keep them in cold water.
Trim the base of the stem and clean
each mushroom carefully. When cle
aned, use them immediately.
You wrote in the Winter “ Kindling
Box” about guayule being tested in
Texas as an energy crop. As guayule
grows wild in our part of the
Southwest, I’d like to know more
about its culture.

Guayule, a potential source of
rubber, seems to be particularly
suited to your area. Unlike its peer
jojoba, guayule can tolerate zero
degree temperatures. It prefers light
sandy soil and is readily, naturally
pollinated by insects. Most important
ly (given the threatened condition of
both the Ogallala aquifer and the
Colorado River Basin) guayule is not a
thirsty crop. It produces a high
quality, long lasting, flexible and soft
latex on less than one third the
amount of water required by cotton28 inches the first year and 18 inches
of rain thereafter until harvested in
the fourth season.
15,000 plants per acre can provide
1,000 pounds of latex per acre. The
whole plant, about 30 inches in
height, is harvested in much the same
manner as silage crops or sugar beets
which are chopped for alcohol distil
lation—cut, dropped and blown into
the following wagon.
Currently there are no commerical
processing plants for guayule but that
is likely to change as more experi
mental plantations produce guayule
of a quality and quantity suitable for a
profitable processing operation. More
than 75 acres of guayule have been
established in Arizona by the Univer
sity extension service. Even more
than its suitability to the Southwest,
plant breeders are excited by its ready
adaptation to hybridization to boost
its vigor.
For more information contact Dr.
David Rubis, Plant Breeding Coop.
Ext., University of Arizona, Tucson,
AZ 87521

from Arrowhead Mills
and garlic, sour cream and onion, and
cheddar cheese with just a touch of
cayenne.
For good taste and good nutrition, try all
the Magnificient Munchies. They make
great after-school treats, lunch box stuffers, breaktime pick-me-ups at the office
and trail food the bears will envy!

The people at Arrowhead Mills are proud
to bring you eight new, natural, nutritious
snack foods — the Magnificent Munchies.
In keeping with our company philosophy,
there are n o refined sugars, preservatives,
artificial flavors, colorings, additives or
fillers in the Munchies.
There are three varieties of nutrition
bars: sesame, vanilla and carob. The Crunchie Munchies come as roasted whole
wheat or roasted sweet corn, both flavored
with natural sour cream and onion flavor
ing. There is also a blend of roasted whole
wheat and soybeans with sliced almonds,
pepitas and cashews in three flavors: onion

We treat food
with respect,
not chem icals.
Hereford. Texas 79045

A T L A S T ! A n afforda ble, com pact.
re a r-tin e tille r and cu ltiv a to r ,

YELLOWBIRD
Converts in minutes
to pow er cultivator;
no tools required.

This versatile, compact gardening
machine is a tiller, cultivator, cornposter. This work-saving machine
maneuvers in small spaces and is
tough enough to do with ease the real
backbreaking work o f gardening —
turning up sod; weeding and hoeing;
shredding corn stalks and vines; and
composting the residue.

Easy-to-start
Briggs & Stratton
engine

Now get rear-tine comfort and
performance at a reasonable price.
The compact YELLOWBIRD tills as
quickly and as deeply as machines twice
its size and weight.

Eliminate weeding and hoeing with
the patented Power Cultivator. It
attaches easily and makes quick work
o f garden maintenance. Spring steel
tines oscillate back and forth at 500
strokes per minute at a controlled depth.
Removes weeds and aerates soil. Does
not tangle vines or throw dirt.

Easy to handle; turns with a touch!
The YELLOWBIRD is small and
powerful, yet the weight is so well bal
anced you can guide it with one hand.
Cultivates easily between narrow rows.
You won’t have to plant vour garden
to fit your tiller with a YELLOWBIRD.
It is sized for compact storage and
transport in the back o f a car.

New fo r home gardeners

Power-driven
wheels

Precision
gear
transmission

FREE

A vailable at factory-direct prices
NO-RISK GUARANTEE includes
lifetime warranty on materials
and workmanship.
Money-back return privilege
if you are not completely
satisfied with your
----NAM
YELLOWBIRD.

INFORMATION
color portfolio on the
2-in-1 YELLOWBIRD.
Send coupon today!

j r

STATE

Precision Valley M anufacturing Co.

S

Rt 4, Box 2128 Woodstock. VT 0509!

(802)672-5136
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facing a water crisis

r MAKE CHEESE
AT HOME
• C O T T A G E CHEESE
• CHED DAR
• GOUDA
• R IC O T TA
•FETA
AND M ANY, MANY M O RE.
For illu s t r a te d c a ta lo g on
cheesem aking supplies,
send$ 1 .0 0 (R e fu n d a b le ) to :

N e w E n g la n d

C heese M a k in g
..-rr

S u p p ly CO.

N e w England C heesem aking Supply
Company, Box 85F,
Ashfield, Mass. 01330.
Phone 413-628-3808

1

Catalog

BEEKEEPING
In the Northeast

Full line
of quality
BEE
SUPPLIES
Offering
2 BEGINNER’S
PACKAGES
Compare Our Prices
9 5 /8 ” Super - $8.90
Send one dollar for catalog
and price list to:

Hardscrabble Farm
Rt. 1, Box 86-FS
Barnet, Vt. 05821
802-592-3366

Call anytime Sat., Sun., or Mon.

GIRARD NURSERIES

1981 Catalog
Listing many varieties of Azal
eas, Rhododendrons, Hollies,
Flowering Shrubs, Flowering
Trees, Tree Seeds, Seedlings,
Transplants, Trees suitable
for Bonsai Culture.
Write for free catalog

GIRARD NURSERIES
P.O. Box 428
Dept. F. Geneva, OH 44041
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The nation is facing a water crisis in
a few years time which may be more
severe than the present energy crisis,
according to Dr. Jack Runkles, Direct
or of the Texas Water Resources
Institute.
A growing population, burgeoning
industry, and an increasingly thirsty
agriculture are the main factors
contributing to the developing pro
blem.
“ For the next few decades, perhaps
the more realistic option is to pursue
an active program of conservation and
reuse of water and to develop
technology to further improve the
efficiency of utilization of present
water resources.”
“ Our food supply will be imperiled
first by shortages since both industry
and urban areas can outbid agricul
ture for water.”
Water limitations we must learn to
live with, but if we devise strategies
of conservation, re-use, and high
efficiency, we can postpone the
developing water shortages or allevi
ate their effects.
Water conservation technology ne
eds to be developed for the urban
sector, Runkles says, to provide for
the expected increase in population
over the next few decades.
New technology for reusing water
within and outside the home com
bined with such conservation could
limit the need for additional water to
only about 25 percent by the end of
the century.
Such water conservation in the
urban area would reduce the expected
competition among industry, agricul
ture, and municipalities for the limit
ed water resources.
--Research Report
The Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station

the whey to wine
Frank V. Kosikowski and his col
leagues can wine and dine on whey—
the watery part of milk that separates
from the curds during cheesemaking.
Kosikowski, of Cornell University in
Ithaca, NY, in collaboration with
scientists in Poland, has developed a
technique for producing a dry, white
wine and a highly nutritious protein
concentrate from whey, a cheese
factory waste.
The cheese industry has about nine
pounds of whey on its hands for every

pound of cheese produced. The 4.5
billion pounds of cheese produced
annually in the United States, there
fore, result in more than 40 billion
pounds of whey. While it was once
dumped into streams and other
waterways, environmental laws now
require the whey instead to sit in
holding lagoons until it loses its
pollution potential.
Maintaining these whey lagoons
costs the cheese industry money and
energy. Turning the whey into wine,
on the other hand, recycles the waste
and keeps a food substance in the
food chain. Moreover, a bottle of
whey wine costs less than half as
much to produce as a bottle of grape
wine.
Whey wine is produced by ferment
ing the portion of whey rich in lactose.
After the wine is aged, the finished
product--a pale yellow, tart, dry wine
with a subdued aroma and bouquetcan be baked to a sherry-like liquid or
distilled and aged to a brandy.
Such products could be practical,
says Kosikowski, in regions and
countries where wine grapes cannot
be grown economically.
--Science News

eat your vegetables
In this time of soaring food costs
and of people consuming too many
calories, we need to eat more vegeta
bles, recommends Dr. Ruth Patrick,
nutritionist with the LSU Cooperative
Extension Service. Vegetables are an
important source of bulk or fiber in
the diet, while adding a variety of
color, flavor and texture. Research
has shown that our diets are lacking in
bulk or dietary fiber, and this seems
to be one of the major causes of many
intestinal diseases and possibly even
colon cancer.
Vegetables, along with fruits, pro
vide 95 percent of the vitamin C
obtained from food. They also furnish
about half the vitamin A, a significant
amount of other vitamins and min
erals, calcium and iron. Yet, they are
low in calories, furnishing less than 10
percent to the diet.
-Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Service

counted only table quality vege
tables.’’
In the test garden, 34 varieties were
planted. Highest producing plants
were tomatoes, summer squash and
onions, and lowest were peppers. A
50-square foot corn planting was lost
to pests.
According to a Gallup Survey of
Gardening in America, some 34
million households produced some of
their own food in 1980 in vegetable
gardens. The typical expenditure for
materials was $19. The survey also
showed that for gardens ranging in
size from 550 to 2,300 square feet, 57
percent of the gardeners spend from
one to four hours per week in the
garden.
To get the most from the space
available, Raymond used productive
wide row growing, in which seeds are
planted in rows up to 30 inches wide
instead of single rows. He also
followed early crops with second
plantings.
-The National Association for Gar
dening

backyard garden worth $550
how safe is the farmer
A million more Americans had
vegetable gardens in 1980 than in
1979. Is a garden worth the time and
effort?
To find out, Gardens for All, the
Nonprofit National Association for
Gardening, asked gardening consult
ant and writer Dick Raymond to
design, plant and evaluate the 25 x 30
foot “ Independence Garden.’’
“ This Independence Garden was
designed to fit an average backyard
and produced $547 worth of fresh
vegetables. A garden is still an
excellent investment today, partic
ularly with every day’s newspaper
telling us how expensive things will
be in the future.’’
Raymond’s 750-foot garden pro
duced more than a pound of food per
square foot of garden space. The total
yield was 772 pounds, not including,
blemished vegetables and crop fail
ures that reduced yields by six to
seven percent. “This would have
increased the value by another $30 or
more, but we do have to take into
account losses from pest and weather
conditions that face every gardener.
“ The value of the garden was about
73 cents per square foot,’’ says
Raymond, “ and we used the average
summer prices at three supermarkets.
Freezing or canning some of the
produce would increase the value. We

The three elements of a farm safety
program are the person, the machine,
and the environment. “ Of the three,
controlling the person is the most
difficult in farm safety.’’
Agricultural workers, unlike their
industrial counterparts, usually oper
ate with a minimum of supervision
and they may have had inadequate
training for the job.
Data shows that an average agri
cultural worker can be expected to be
injured severely enough to require
medical attention once every four
years. Farm accidents claim about
2100 lives in the United States each
year and cause about 200,000 dis
abling injuries.
The incidence rate of farm injury or
illness requiring days away from work
is about two and a half times greater
than the industry-wide average, with
a rate of 3.46 per 100 workers in 1979,
compared with 2.67 for all industries.
It is necessary to go beyond
engineered safety to protect farmers
against accidents by educating the
individual worker and resident on the
importance of accident prevention
and motivating the practice of safety
measures.

F e rtiliz e up to 4
a c re s fo r ju s t $ 1 0
Sea-Born natural organic seaweed
fertilizer adds essential nutrients and trace
elements to your soil- All the right additives
for your plants best growth and production
- . . naturally. 1 gallon makes enough for 4
acres. Send $10 for your 1 gallon sample
and free literature (Offer expires
# # #
March 1.1982)
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What Ever
Happened
To All The
Earthworms?
One-half million earthworms in 1 acre
of good dirt can churn up 15 tons of
rich plant food per year. Modern
chemical farming makes it mighty hard
for those wonders of nature to survive.

Sea-Born has a program to aid in
putting your soil back into tip-top
condition, while eliminating your
dependence on chemicals.
Sea-Born promotes vigorous growth
many ways:
1. The micronutrient seaweed formula
provides plant hormones essential to
growth and developement.
2. It supplies micronutrients needed to
support the plant’s enzyme system.
3. Nutrients in the formula stimulate
bacterial action to release soil-borne
nutrients.
FIND OUT MORE: Mail coupon today
for a complete description and program
outline.
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Grow with

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE is a
storehouse of practical commonsense information. Eight great is
sues a year will bring you expert
advice on growing a terrific garden,
meeting energy needs economic
ally, building and maintaining your
home and caring for your livestock.
In addition to the variety of articles,
there’s a bookstore section, inter
views, book review, plenty of ori
ginal illustrations and a touch of
humor now and then. So if you’re
looking to become self-reliant and
improve your lot Farmstead belongs
in your home.
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Special in this issue:

Water

...taking a closer look at
our most precious resource
for farm & garden.
• Water Appreciation
• Earth Ponds:
Pond Spillways
Your Pondfs Potential
Choosing A G ood
Pond Site

• Water-Loving
Perennials
• A Balanced Pond

• Finding Water
in the Wild

• Hand-Powered
Shower

• Bathtub Ecology
• Many Uses of the
Farmstead Pond
m Drip Irrigation

• The Trout
of Barren Hill
o organism on earth can exist without it. Known as
the universal solvent, this wondrous fluid--our
precious water--can no longer be taken for granted.
Threatened by impending droughts, drained by misuse
and wastage, fouled by pollution--water remains our
continent’s greatest resource and our purest energy.
On the farm and in the garden ,fwe must seek ways to

N

conserve and sensibly contain this miracle of life. In this
issue, Farmstead provides a fresh look at old and new
ways to use water wisely. Although these articles can
merely tap the surface of such a wide and exhaustive
theme--yet we hope the information they hold will cause
all of us who live closer to the land to ponder anew what
our water future may hold.
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Water Appreciation
by Maude E. Cole
This is a true story of just one of
Douglas County’s rural family’s and
then concerted efforts to secure
sufficient water for daily living. This
Oregon ranch of 1000 acres lies in
wooded hills with a valley dividing the
two parts. A live creek rambles along
one side of this low lying farm land. In
past years trout and salmon were
found in this branch of the Calapooia
and eventually into the Umpqua
River.
ater--the very essence of life.
The supply is adequate but
unbalanced. Our struggle to
provide good clean water where and
when desired is constant and ever
more demanding.
My story is a personal one. After
three hand dug wells, three drilled
wells with pumps, two springs, one
mile of plastic pipe, a 3000 gallon
tank, a creek and the use of a
neighbor’s spring, we hope to have at
last licked the water problem. So this
is the story of how down through
fifty-two years of sincere effort to
obtain a trusty source of this precious
commodity, we are still keeping our
fingers crossed.
Where shall I begin? Let me take
you back to my earliest recollection of
this vital substance-back to my
birthplace in Pennsylvania where our
supply came from a spring, rocked in
a cool little room with stone steps
leading down to it. An adjoining room
was used as a basement with an airy
summer kitchen above it. The everflow ran through this room in a
concrete trough sunk into the floor.
There mother kept her crocks of milk,
butter and such in the inch or so of
flowing water.
From there it ran down the hill to
dad’s fishpond. On leaving the pond
with its paling around it, it ran into a
large watering trough along the open
road. Many travellers stopped to
water their horses as they passed by.
Still the supply was sufficient to cause
an overflow to provide cool, squashy
mud for our hot bare feet, or to make
mud pies. What a spring that must
have been!
We left there and came to Oregon’s

W
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Willamette Valley where, as I remem
ber, hard-to-come-by water was se
cured from open wells or hand pumps
on the several ranches we lived on. In
1913 we came to Douglas County,
Oregon, and father bought a ranch
near Tyee Mountain with Oakland
lying about eight miles to the east.
This place had an open well that
provided enough for us, as the house
was without plumbing or running
water. Such luxuries create a greater
demand and so often, much waste.
When water is drawn up by rope and
pulley and carried to where used,
each cup is appreciated.
When Guy and I were married in

1918, for a while we depended on
water from the small creek back of our
little home. The men then hand dug a
well and rocked up the walls with
large stones carried quite a distance.
This open well was always a source of
worry for fear someone, especially
children, might fall into it, although it
had a casing waist high around it. One
neighbor boy was thrilled by the
circles he could make by spitting
down into the water, but we soon
spoiled his fun.
Then in 1929, we moved to the
other end of the ranch to be nearer
school for our children and nearer
town, as the winter roads were really

something to contend with. The site
for the house was on a gently sloping
hillside. The source of water was
down the hill about a quarter of a mile
to the creek. I remember the night we
moved in it rained hard, and I got up
and put every container I could find
under the eves. This water we called
“ slop water,” and we earned our
drinking and cooking water from a
neighbor’s spring about a half mile
away.
s each of the children grew old
enough, they helped in every
phase of the water problem.
Going to the creek or spring had its
rewards. They played in the creek or
nearby woods before making the trip
back up the hill with their pails of
various sizes. Even the smaller ones
wanted to help, but many times little
Jack or Jill would trip, and then tear
fully watch their precious burden sink
into the ground. Then the older child
ren would share their water with the
little ones, and smiles returned.

A

On the way back the children would
rest awhile beneath the huge old oak
trees. They just shared the simple
pleasure of helping out, willingly and
without pay. We were fortunate in
having swimming water within walk
ing distance—either the creek or the
Calapooia, a two mile walk. But what
of it? The cool water and playmates
beckoned them on. This was in the
Thirties and Forties.
I might add here that some of the
teenagers would walk the seven miles
into Sutherlin and back just to see a
movie, with an extra nickle for treats.
The usual choice was a five cent can of
evaporated milk, a wise choice. They
had accomplished the chores assigned
to them and earned the simple
enjoyments of those days. Today
many of our young folks are being
cheated out of the joy of anticipation
and then the realization of achieving
these pleasures no matter how small.
Life has become too modernized and
motorized.
Finally the eldest boy, Ray and
his father hand dug a well in the back
yard, through solid, rocky soil. In the
process, two near tragedies occurred.
One was when Guy and my husband
went down and set three separate
charges of dynamite at the 25 foot
level. After the charges, Ray went
down on a rope that ran through a
pulley hung on a rack over the well.
He took a crowbar and loosened up
the small rocks so it could be shoveled

into a bucket and pulled up. After Ray
came up, he and his father found he
had cut into a dynamite cap that had
failed to donate when the others did.
That put a stop in the work until they
could get their nerves in order.
Another time after Guy lighted the
fuse to another charge, Ray and I
were pulling him up when the rigging
started to give way. We hung on for
dear life and got him out safe. We
thought much about what we could
have done if he had fallen back down
in and was injured and unable to pull
the fuse. Of course, one of us would
have gone down to help, or at least
made the attempt. I almost had
nightmares over this, and would liked
to have called off the work.
But the struggle went on, and
finally we hit damp dirt, just enough
to give encouragement. They labored
on down until at 64 feet they hit
water. What a thrill! A well right in
our back yard, the results of high
hopes and hard labor. I must say, that
in those days not all farmsteads could
make that claim. A curious thing
about that well was the white powdery
substance that arose as they picked
and dug their way down through the
dry rocks. When they would come up
they looked as though they had been
in a flour bin. The kids made marbles
out of it, and we learned later it was
cement, but not pure enough for any
commercial use.
At first we were so pleased and
proud, but later we found that in dry
weather the supply wasn’t sufficient.
In order to save it for the house, I did
the summer washings at the creek. I
didn’t mind this too much after we got
things set up down there in the shade
of the beautiful big maples. I say
“ we,” because by this time some of
the older ones willingly helped by
carrying soiled clothing, soap, starch
and other needed things to do work.
We had a large copper kettle in
which we boiled the water and
simmered the white garments in as it
hung over an open fire. The children
loved to play in the nearby woods and
wade in the creek, and we sometimes
had a picnic if I had a full day’s wash.
Later Guy and the boys found a
likely looking place on the hill above
the house, several hundred yards
away. After digging down about
twenty feet, they had several feet of
good water. But how to get it out of
the hole and down to the house was
the problem. Then came the idea to
siphon it down to the house and put it

into action. There we had good sweet
water right at the back door and
coming out of a faucet! What a joy it
was to us to have made this pro
gressive step in securing water.
To get the pipe primed and
running, the pipe was filled with
water by pouring it in the pipe at the
opening at the top of the well. Care
had to be taken to not draw the water
too low in the well or the process had
to be done all over again. So we were
careful to not waste water in anyway,
making it do double duty where
possible.
I loved flowers and had many
beautiful spring kinds and such
shrubs that required little water.
Lilacs were my favorites and still are.
At the time I am writing this I have
nine different kinds of this very
versatile plant. I still carry out waste
water, a habit hard to break, although
thank goodness it is not a necessary
thing as it once was.
As time went by, we found the
water in the siphoned well gave out
soonest in the summer time. In
desperation we had the well driller
come and drill a 64 foot well near the
house. In this community there are
sulphur springs and salty well water,
so we anxiously waited to try out this
wathr. In order to play a joke on me,
the driller brought some of his
sulphur water over and had me taste,
allowing me to think it came from our
well. You might say I was pretty
disappointed, but then I found out our
well was truly sweet! There was
something particular about the water
though, for at times it would turn
hard. But in a few days it would come
soft again. I have often put off
washing until it softened again.
Anyway, while drilling the well the
driller said it was the handiest setup
he ever encountered. It was in April,
so the water was still coming from the
well on the hill. He had that water
from the hose to use in the hole as he
drilled, and the old hand dug well to
run the sludge into.
ow we had a hand pump, not
quite as handy as the faucet
but much better than having to
draw it up with a rope and pulley.
Even our five year old daughter,
Barbara, could work the hand pump.
She would push the long handle up
into the air, and then jump and catch
it, and bring it down. Real Proud!
Soon we graduated to an electric
pump with hot and cold water in the
house. But more conveniences cre
ated the need for more water. What’s
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more, we had always raised turkeys
and chickens, and they also took a
share. The water supply still didn’t
meet the needs of a growing family.
After several people witched for
water, Press Russell, the driller,
won out over Ray’s witching, and
guaranteed a good well where he
chose to drill. This was about 100
yards above the house. At 165 feet he
assured us we would have plenty, and
we did.
So we took the old pump from the
well at the house and moved it up to
the new well. The pump was rather
contrary, but we babied it along for
several years and then got a new deep
well pump. More troubles! It would
lose its prime if we drew the water too
fast or if the pipe to the house would
split. The nit was a two hour job to
carry priming water in two large
pails. Opening the pipes usually
resulted in a couple of skinned
knuckles and some blue smoke. In the
meantime, Guy piped a spring about
three-quarters of a mile away to the
house. With that water I got the idea
how to prime the pump. I rigged up
the hose and shot the water from the
spring up to the tank on the hill. It
worked!
Later on one of the large pipes
down in the well split, and the
whole works had to be pulled out, and
a new foot valve installed. Each year
the hill gets a little steeper as we go
up to check things or shut it off when
we lose the prime. Me oh my! They
say this is good exercise but, we are
not alone with our water troubles.
Folks all over the country are having
problems, more and more as the years
go by. Time was when we could count
on summer rains, and we raised
wonderful late gardens without hav
ing to water them.
Through experience I had learned
to conserve water in many ways, but
when company came to our home, my
troubles began. It didn’t seem to
register when I said the spring ran
down or the pump lost its prime every
once in awhile. So I would keep an eye
and ear cocked to try and head off
trouble. I could hear water running
from an unattended faucet from
anywhere in the house and I would
run and shut it off. We always just use
what we need, and then close the
faucets. This is probably why the
cities are having water problems. I
have seen some folks start to wash
dishes in the sink and let the water
run down the drain until it is hot then
draw cold water to cool it down! Our
20
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' Later on, another spring up another
canyon was tempting, so Guy ce
mented it in, and hand dug the trench
and laid pipe from it. This made about
one mile of piping. Then we needed a
large holding tank. So Guy had Cecil
Cole help, and they built one out of
cement, sufficient to hold 3,000
gallons of water. But we soon found
the spring would go dry. So our
problem still wasn’t licked.

guests daily showers and baths
created a problem, spoiling the
atmosphere of an otherwise joyful
occasion.
Then, there is that wonderful, but
temperamental thing called an indoor
toilet, a convenience and sometimes a
nuisance. One time the float wouldn’t
shut off the water and it ran right on
through, wasting water when it did. I
had to watch over that. At times I
resorted to a sign I heard the Mayor of
New York used: “ Don’t flush for
everything.’’
There was either not enough water,
or too much. Then the septic tank
would overflow, and had to be dug up
and pumped out. Oh, how hard we
work to keep our modern conven
iences working!
Later we found the supply still
wasn’t sufficient, and Guy decided to
pipe a spring down from a canyon
about three-quarters of a mile away.
He dug it out, fenced it from the
livestock and had a Mr. Koozer with
his ditch digger come to lay the pipe.
Then came years of labor trying to
keep the pipe in working order. It
would get air locked or the pipe would
split for no apparent reason, even
though it was plastic pipe. The metal
connections would corrode and have
to be dug up and replaced with plastic
ones.
You may not believe this, but one
summer squirrels ate holes in the pipe
where it wasn’t buried deep enough. I
set containers of water along where
they had done this mischief but
nothing doing! They wanted to make
the little geysers and would chatter
and scold me when I went near.

We still use the deep well on the
hill, as far as it goes, for irrigation and
to supplement the spring water. I
have found through experience that
shrubs need the most water. I love
rhododendrons, azaleas, hydrangeas
and others, but must wait until we can
have a better water supply. I love the
Virginia Creeper that goes to the top
of the chimney on our two story home.
No water, no plant food. I cut it back
each year, but up she goes clear to the
top again.
Here we go again! About a quarter
of a mile from the house a sawmill had
been in operation in the 1940’s and a
well had been dug to furnish water for
this setup. Down through the inter
vening years we had checked it time
and again as we went to pick wild
berries, and we would always check
the water pipe as it came right by
there from the spring. It seemed to
hold to a level just below the surface.
So Guy had a transformer put on the
power lines, got a new pump, and
built a nice pumphouse. When the
pipe from the spring was joined, we
had high hopes for a reliable supply of
the precious fluid. Glory be! It is nice,
soft, sweet water, and now I can say
ten years later we have not had any
problems with the system.
There are many new homes in our
community, and our sympathy goes
out to those who are having serious
water problems. But we feel with all
the labor and expense we have had all
down through the years, we are
entitled to at last have found the
answer...that is, as long as we don’t
use too much!
□

Maude Baird Cole born 81 years ago
in Pennsylvania, writes poetry and
true events of her live on a thousand
acre Oakland, Oregon ranch. She has
written a book called “ Away Back
When,’’ about country life during the
Depression years, including old time
recipes and many old photographs.
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Pond Spillways
What keeps a pond bom flowing towards oblivion?

by Tim Matson
arth ponds naturally flow to
ward oblivion. Vegetation de
cays, sediment accumulates
and the basin erodes. Eventually,
without help, the pond disappears.
Wise pondmakers resist decay in
several ways. Inflows of water tend to
reduce silt and sediment. Unwanted
aquatic growth is discouraged with
deep-dug, steepsided basins and
annual drawdowns. And the reservoir
is designed to withstand the abrasive
force of overflowing water. It is this
effort to exhaust overflow without
damaging the earth structure that
constitutes the main line of defense
against pond extinction. For no
matter how rich and pristine the
watershed and no matter how tight
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the reservoir soil, an earth pond must
be good to the last drop—with a
rugged and leakproof spillway. Other
wise it is sure to prove a disappoint
ment, not a danger.
Recently I revisited a couple of
ponds that I watched being carved
last year, one in New Hampshire and
one in Vermont. Both had been
well-sited to catch ample runoff and a
sprinkling of spring water. Each was
excavated on a sidehill with the earth
dug from the basin used to build the
embankment. Both covered about a
quarter-acfe surface and plunged to
10 feet in the deeps. In fact, these two
ponds mirrored each other across the
Connecticut River, with one differ
ence. The New Hampshire pond was
fitted with an underground drain
coupled to a standpipe, while the
Vermont pond was designed simply to

expel surplus water over a natural
spillway in the embankment. I saw
two small steady streams of water
leaking from the New Hampshire
pond, one trickling out through the
tar-covered eight-inch corrugated ste
el drain, and another seeping out
beneath the pipe. The pond waterlevel perched three feet below the
standpipe opening despite rich spring
rains that had saturated the territory
and topped off neighboring ponds.
Back in Vermont, the simpler earth
pond brimmed full. Surplus water
overflowed smoothly down the rip-rap
lined spillway. No piping. No leaks.
“ What’s the price of pipe now?’’ I
asked Leonard Cook, a Norwich,
Vermont contractor and pond builder.
He laughed.
“ No one knows, it changes every
day!’’ Still, he ventured a guess. A
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complete T-riser system for a small
pond would cost about $1500, not
counting labor. Estimating bulldozer
rates at about $40 an hour, we figured
that piping adds roughly $1000 to the
cost of a small pond. That’s more than
enough to turn off potential pondmakers aplenty, who have been
warned by builders and conservation
agents that a pond without a pipe is a
throwback to prehistory.
The Trouble With Pond Plumbing
t ’s easy to fathom the long
standing allure of pond plumb
ing. A simple bottom drain of
fers the potential for kitchen faucet
control of the pond: fast flushing for
fish harvests and habit changes, and
pushbottom drawdowns to help quell
unwanted shore line growth. And
some folks say that winter fishkill in
north country ponds can be averted by
exhausting the lower layer of water
which can grow fatally oxygen-lean
under ice and snow. Add a standpipe
to the underground drain and the
pondkeeper’s mastery seems com
plete. A vertical standpipe lopped off
at the desired surface level can
maintain a steady waterline (if in
coming water is sufficient.) In small
ponds fed by mammoth watersheds,
heavy overflow through a standpipe
may be preferable to stressing an
overland spillway. Yet in truth, like
the New Hampshire pond owner who
is having his piping system sealed up
and replaced with an overland spill
way, pondmakers often find them
selves poorly served by subterranean
plumbing.

I

How come? On top of being
unthrifty and often unnecessary, most
pond faucets just don’t work. The
basic problem is poor design integ
rity: earth and steel don’t mix. The
whole system is aching to leak, and
more than likely, the pondmaker’s
first occasion to use the drain will be
to fix it. Easier said than done. The
drain plug probably lies buried in the
sediment at the bottom of the pond.
Experienced pondmakers know that
the tightest plug is a simple wood
stopper hewed and stuffed into the
basin end of the pipe, and the
uncorking action is a strong punch
with a long pipe applied from the
outside. Of course, once the plug is
smashed out there’s no closing it. So
much for push-button control. The
notion of maintaining a perfect waterlevel is often another fantasy. In many
22
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ponds the standpipe pokes up like the
periscope on a backyard submarine
because the inflow is not rich enough
to produce a constant surplus. Or
because the pipe simply leaks.
Usually two kinds of drain pipe are
favored: culvert style steel or iron.
Steel pipe is available in lengths that
can be trucked to the pond site and
then bolted together. Yet unless
pondmakers are careful to use tarcoated double-riveted spiral pipe,
spot-welded in the trench, they may
soon find a leak squirting through the
seams. Iron pipe from a scrap yard is
thriftier. But because several pieces
usually must be welded together to
gain sufficient length, careful install
ation is crucial. Without a solid base
and good earth packing, settling
movements can break the joints. If an
overflow standpipe is coupled to the
drain, the drainpipe must be tilted
slightly downward for a clean flow
and to prevent sediment from clog
ging the way. (Eight to twelve inch
stock is favored for most ponds.)
Sitting the drain is tricky. Pond
makers must anticipate the main
inflow of water and locate the pipe
safely beyond the turbulence. I watch
ed one job take a costly detour when
the drainage ditch had to be refilled
and carved in a new location because
the main vein of spring water splash
ed too close to the planned outlet. The
builder knew that silt soon would bury
the drain.
Most frustrating of all is the
potential for leakage from a perfectly
sealed drain or standpipe system. At
62 pounds per cubic foot, pond water
has a powerful tendency to squirt out
around the exterior of the buried pipe.
Pondmakers who install pipe work
overcome this by ringing the outside
of the pipe with anti-seep collars.
These fittings clasp tightly to the pipe
like nuts on a bolt, welded or clasped
at intervals of about 10 feet. Good
pondmakers shudder at the thought of
installing pipe without anti-seep col
lars. Yet they admit that collars are no
guarantee against leakage. A pipe in
the pond basin is like a splinter that
never goes away.
Considering the high cost and
failure rate of pond piping, it’s not
surprising that pondmakers increas
ingly recommend a roll of hose for
siphoning. Right now the Department
of Agriculture is at work on a flexible
hose spillway system designed to
snake up from the bottom of the pond
basin, cross the shore and then

overflow. In addition to side-stepping
the obstacles inherent in underground
piping, this hose drains low-strata,
high-sediment water, rather than
skimming the clear upper layer as
does a standpipe or natural spillway.
Hence pond eutrophication will be
slowed. I put down all this piping
business as a prelude to viewing earth
spillways, which I find far superior to
subterranean piping in ponds suitably
matched to their watersheds.
The Earth Spillway
good earth spillway keeps a
pond overflowing steadily and
the inflow creates a surplus.
Otherwise, the spillway takes a rest.
No standpipe poking up in the air. No
seeps. For a pond that overflows only
during heavy rains or thaws, a
rip-rapped earth spillway near the
downstream end of the pond usually
is adequate. Common-sense conser
vation methods make the best spill
way foundation: avoid erodible soils
and prevent debris from clotting the
channel. The greater the overflow,
the tougher the spillway must be to
resist erosion. In Vermont, granite
slabs or concrete will be found lining
hard-working spillways. A simple
grassy channel, however, can be
sufficient to carry off overflow from a
dugout pond. If the downstream area
where the spillway will discharge has
been disturbed by excavation, the
vegetative cover can be reestablished
while the pond fills.
The spillway for an embankment
pond is carved by bulldozer (or
shovel) at the conclusion of con
struction, deep enough to guarantee
two or three feet of freeboard above
the high water mark. Such a spillway
is often located at the end of the dam
where the embankment is spliced into
the slope. This area is a good site for
the overflow since the upstream
hillside provides a natural stronghold
against erosion. Of the two seams
where dam and hillside meet, the
spillway should be laid where the
overflow will stream away without
eroding the embankment structure.

A

Spillways are divided into three
sections: the approach channel, the
control section, and the exit slope.
The approach channel is an extension
of the slope of the pond basin leading
out of the water. The slope should be
angled back into the pond at least two
or three degrees so that water will
drain clean back into the basin. Good

drainage means fewer skeeters and
aquatic weeds. Make the approach at
least twice as wide as the control
section.
The control section, or crest, is the
level channel that runs through the
embankment about one to three feet
below the embankment rim. This
channel should be located on the
upstream side of the midpoint of the
embankment, anywhere from two to
ten feet wide, and at least ten feet
long. The longer the control section,
the better its ability to handle
overflow. A turn in the control section
is permissible, but be sure the sweep
is slow and easy. No abrupt angles.
To help buffer erosion, the spillway
control section should be reinforced
with a riprap of stones about three
inches in diameter. These may be
culled from the raw new embankment
or imported. Otherwise, bricks or a
mix of concrete and stones can be
applied. I would avoid treated wood
because of possible water contamin
ation. Culvert pipe-whole or cut in
half lengthwise-makes an unreliable
liner since water tends to work out
underneath, especially after frost
heaving. The banks of the spillway
control section should be mulched to
protect against erosion, and vege
tation reestablished. Spillway side
slopes should be moderate, no steep
er than three to one, to prevent
slumping.
The exit channel should drain
overflow away from the pond without
damaging the downstream slope of
the embankment. The exit channel
will drop off at about the same angle
as the outside of the dam. Like the
control section, it should be lined with
stones or other reinforcement, and
maintained by conservation tactics.
Wing dykes sometimes are used to
protect the embankment. Water sho
uld be carried far enough below the
dam to prevent any washing back or
eddying that might cause damage in a
flood.

ing the need for a piping system to
contain the force of overflow. On the
other hand, soil surveys for the
watershed showed well-drained ter
rain with good infiltration. And I
could see that if ever a forest grew
with terrific power to sponge up
precipitation, it grew here. Ever
greens and rich humus blanket the
slope, and selective horse logging has
produced plenty of brush to enrich the
earth, with no ravaged trails to erode.
So when it came time to build I
“ decreased” my watershed acreage
because of the low runoff producing
nature of the land. With fingers
crossed I figured that the watershed
would not wash out a quarter-acre
pond draining over an earth spillway.

“Last summer m y spillway
took its toughest test:
Hurricane Frederick
The pond was carved out and
dammed up in two days by a
Caterpillar D-6 driven by an experi
enced pond sculptor. A couple of
weeks later he returned for a day with
a smaller rig to smooth out the
seasoned embankment. Using a tran
sit to gauge the height of freeboard,
he etched the spillway channel thro
ugh the dam about two and a half feet
deeper than the rim. A yard or so
wide, the spillway was designed to
lead water from the shore through a
ten-yard draw before arcing down
ward over the outside of the dam.
Since the spillway is sited at the butt
joint where the sidehill and dam
meet, half of its earth base consists of

undisturbed tight-knit soil reinforced
with the roots of a big hemlock and a
bristle of balsam saplings. These
trees rooted on the bank above
water-level present no threat to the
integrity of the embankment. In much
the same way that the earth excavated
from the basin provided the material
for the dam, stones hand-culled from
the embankment surface to prepare
the seedbed became the rip-rap to
line the channel. As the water slowly
rose, I layered the spillway with two
to four inch stones.
Three months after excavation,
during a Halloween storm, the pond
topped off. I watched the overflow
stream out of the pond for the first
time, cascading down the spillway to
rejoin the old channel below the
marsh which the pond had replaced.
During the next few weeks I checked
the spillway daily, watching the flow
shift the rip-rap around and muscle
out the banks. It wasn’t long before
the channel self-adjusted about a foot
wider and a few degrees steeper and
settled down in a steady rut. I added
more rip-rap and a spillway fence of
half-inch mesh screen to corral future
trout.
Last summer the spillway took its
toughest test: Hurricane Frederick.
At least three inches of rain fell
during a twenty-four hour stretch.
The saturated earth gushed underfoot
as I paced the dam, and whitewater
roared down the spillway. I gathered
a pail of windblown leaves trapped
against the screen. And I waited.
Next day when the heavens cleared
the spillway regained its form, rock
steady with a languorous flow.
□

our years ago I built a quarteracre embankment pond on the
slope just below my cabin, and
the earth spillway that drains it makes
my best argument for natural over
flows. The pond catches runoff from a
ten-acre watershed, with an addi
tional infusion from an underground
spring vein. According to the pondmaker’s “ bible” —the SCS’ Ponds For
Water Supply and Recreation—this
runoff could supply a pond five times
bigger than mine, strongly suggest

F
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Part U.

Your Pond’s Potential
A pond serves many uses on the
Here are some ways to tap into it
by Tim Matson
nowing your pond’s potential
storage capacity helps in deter
mining its potential for crop
irrigation. Water is a garden’s most
vital fertilizer. Healthy plants contain
80 to 90 percent water. Water enables
plants to transport nutrients and
regulate temperature. Without the
hydrogen that water supplies, photo
synthesis could not occur. The life of
the soil, with its microorganisms and
its worms, depends on water. Thus a
pond is capable of enriching crop
yields as well as protecting against
drought.
How much water should you allow
for irrigation? Water requirements
vary with locale, soil condition and
crop, but a healthy ration of rain
usually ranges from one to two inches
of water per week throughout the
principle growing season. That trans
lates into about 28,000 gallons of
water per acre, or 6000 gallons for
every 1000 square feet. Even a small
one acre-foot pond is likely to supply
enough water to maintain this liquid
diet without depleting the pond.
Larger irrigation schemes that tap 10
percent or more of the pond volume
require a steady resupply of water.
To be sure that the inflow ’S
adequate, dam up your spring, pipe
the inflow into a bucket and clock the
time that it takes to fill. If a five gallon
bucket fills in two minutes, your pond
will take in 25,200 gallons a week,
regardless of precipitation. That’s
enough to keep nearly an acre
growing. If your pond is already built,
measure the overflow to calculate
resupply. Either way, do your fig
uring during drought season, when
irrigation is needed and springs are
the only reliable source of water.
A pond can be tapped for irrigation
in many ways. A manual or motor-

K
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driven pump can move water to a
storage container above the garden
for gravity feed watering. Water can
be trucked or carted to crop fields. A
maple sap gathering tank makes an
ideal watering vessel for truck or
horse drawn sled; milk cans are suited
for smaller hauls. Backpack spray
tanks used for foliar feeding, crop
spraying, or fire-fighting can be
recycled into watering devices. Small
windpumps will move over 30 gallons
per hour in winds above seven miles
per hour. The sparce windmill can lift
water 13 feet over a horizontal
distance of 30 feet. If the pond sits
below the garden, with sufficient
addtional slope below, a self-pro
pelled hydraulic ram may be rigged to
pump water up to the garden.
Without a doubt, the best irrigation
system centers on a pond that delivers
gravity feed water to your crops. If
your pond won’t feed water to the
garden, consider turning over a new
plot below it. Naturally you don’t
want your overflow running right

through your plantation. Erosion will
steal soil and leech away nutrients.
Drip irrigation is the most efficient
pond-to-garden gravity feed watering
system. Simply pipe water to the edge
of the garden and attach perforated
hose running through the rows.
Attach a faucet at the point where the
drip system begins. Whenever irriga
tion is needed, release water into the
garden. By minimizing losses to
vaporization, runoff, and deep see
page, the drip system cuts in half the
water needed to flood or spray
irrigate. The most conservative use of
the drip system results from the small
daily waterings. Weekly irrigation
however, encourages the deepest root
growth and produces the strongest
plants. One way or the other, avoid
drenching crops to insure against
leeching off minerals and nitrogen
and shortening roots.
esides supplying irrigation for
gardens and orchards, a pond
often creates a paddy in the
spillway area that will support crops

B
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with heavy storage capacity against
animal needs.
Ponds intended exclusively for
livestock should be available in each
pasture or grazing field, spaced about
a quarter of a mile apart in rough
terrain, and no more than one mile
apart in level areas. This spacing
encourages uniform grazing.
Ponds designed for both stock
watering and recreation should be
fenced so that the shoreline will not
be trampled and the water muddied.
The pond can be fenced completely,
and stock water piped to trough or
bam by gravity pressure or pump.
Otherwise, the pond can be partially
enclosed, leaving a small area of the
shore open to animals. Limited access
works best in ponds with earthen
spillways. The access is located near
the outflow channel, so that the
current naturally flushes mud and
manure out of the pond. This system
suits waterfowl, chickens and other
lightweight animals. Heavier stock
can quickly shed turf and disrupt
drainage ditches, especially during
periods of heavy rain and runoff.

Livestock W ater Consumption
Cattle-9 to 18 gallons per day.
Dairy cows—8 gallons per day plus 1/3 gallon for every
pound of milk given. Up to 35 gallons per cow for drinking
and bam needs.
Horse or mule—8 to 12 gallons per day.
Sheep-1 to 3 gallons per day.
Laying hens—8 gallons per day, per 100.
Turkeys—10 to 15 gallons per day, per 100.
Rabbits—1 gallon per day, per dozen.

Ponds intended exclusively for
stock need not be expensive. In a few
hours a backhoe can excavate a small
dugout that makes a fine waterhole or
habitat for waterfowl.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Part HI.

ThePond
How to find the ideal spot for your pond
thatwon’t leave you dry.

“The backhoe is the pondmaker's bionic arm. This one is making test pits
in order to determine the soil's profile... If you hit deep heavy soil thick with clayf
you have pondmakers gold.”
26
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by Tim Matson
arth ponds take shape in two
basic molds: dammed or dugout. Choosing between these
two is the simplest part of the
pondmaking process. The form is
implicit in the site. To dam, or to dig?
The land reveals the answer.

E

The ideal site for a dammed pond is
a wet hollow lying between two steep
banks close together. Such sites are
found often at the headwaters of small
springs, streams, or watercourses
that are dry part of the year. An earth
dam can be built across the water
between the banks using fill trucked
to the site. But the pondmaker must
be careful to avoid building an earth
dam across a stream that runs year
round, or that drains a large water
shed, unless a major engineering
project can be supported, with state
approval. And with fill and trucking
costs rising everyday, a small pond
dammed with imported earth costs as
much as a big one used to.
Most favored today in rolling
terrain is the ‘‘dug & dammed’’ pond,
built where excavation of the pond
basin will yield enough earth for the
embankment. The dug & dammed
pond is the most efficient building
style in hill country: Earth is exca
vated from the site, simultaneously
hollowing out the pond basin and
providing fill to build the dam.
On flat terrain where the water
table is close to the ground, or where
a nearby stream or well can be turned
in, a dugout pond works best. With a
shovel, backhoe, bulldozer or drag
line, the builder carves out a hole in a
day or two, by hand or machine. The
water source may be runoff, ground
springs, stream diversion, piped well
water or even roof catch. Where the
earth is too porous to hold water,
some dugout makers lay in a liner of
plastic, concrete, or wood. Steer away
from so-called “ liquid sealers’’ which
often don’t work.
Siting
More than simply choosing a pond
site, the pondmaker must discover
where earth and water can be joined
to give birth to a reservoir. You may
have a notion of a pond site, perhaps a
swampy hollow that catches hillside
runoff, or land close by springs or a
stream. There’s no substitute for
native instinct. If your kinship with

The beginning: the spring at the pond site on the high side of a
meadow overlooking the Green Mountains, Randolph, Vermont.
It was the strong spring and good water-retaining quality of the
soil that gave the pondmaker confidence to dig so high.
the land is close you will sense where
the water veins run and not misread a
rush of snowmelt for a steady spring.
But to develop that homing instinct
takes time. How does the pondmaker
who has been on the land only a few
seasons substitute an objective sys
tem of pond siting for divine intui
tion?
The surest pond auger is a water
shed portrait top to bottom. Every
square foot of land that funnels
precipitation and ground water to the
pond site will affect the potential
volume and water quality of the
reservoir. Is the water pouring thro
ugh your terrain rich enough to fill a
pond? Will the basin hold water?
Lacking these elements no one can
bring a pond from the earth.
Examination of planetary anatomy
is the beginning of good pondmaking.
Watch how rainfall runs from the
highest point of your watershed to its
lower boundaries. Does runoff gather
suggestively in a marsh? Might a
running stream or spring be chan
neled to a pond site? Do springs and
streams hold up during summer
parches? What kind of subterranean
foundation runs under your water
shed and pond site?
On the way to finding a pond site,
certain maps and charts offer guides.
United States Geological Survey To
pographic Maps detail contours and
waterways. Topo maps came in two
scales, the 15 inch and the IV 2 inch
series. Preferable is the larger scale,

more detailed 7 1/2 inch map, if
available. These maps help with
acreage calculations essential to esti
mating watershed runoff and thus a
fitting pond size. Often the maps are
stocked by bookstores or sporting
outfitters. Otherwise, write to the US
Department ot Interior, Geological
Survey, Arlington, Virginia 22202.
Ask for the USGS Index Map of your
state. From this index you can
determine which quadrangle covers
your terrain.
Aerial photographs in two forms
are available at your district Soil
Conservation Service office. Conser
vation Plan Maps are aerial shots that
cover about one square mile: Roads,
buildings, lakes ponds, waterways,
and ground cover show up. Stereo
scopic Aerial Photographs give three
dimensional visions of your water
shed. And by tracing a planimeter
over the contoured stereo image your
SCS agent can measure the bound
aries of land that drain to the pond
site, calculate watershed acreage, and
recommend pond size.
Soil Survey Interpretations from the
SCS office provide another source of
watershed information. These inter
pretations include recommendations
on reservoirs and embankments, as
well as the potential for wildlife, crops
and trees. Without digging a scoop of
dirt the pondmaker can assemble
these maps and photographs and data
to make a first estimate of pond
prospects.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Here we see test pits and the measuring of the pond site.

Soil Tests
Several times I’ve stood with a
pondmaker who neglected soil tests,
gazing into a dry crater. It’s a sorry
sight. But it’s a fact that in exces
sively porous soil an earth pond will
not hold water.
Ideally, soil is tested in late
summer or fall, before the rains.
Spring testing results in overesti
mates of impermeability. Begin pro
bing potential sites with a soil auger.
This steel bit gets you into the earth to
test for rock, ledge, and soil quality.
Your Soil Conservation Service Agent
is available for this chore, but ponds
may be a low priority on his list. Why
wait? Work it out for yourself. Borrow
or rent an auger, if you don’t want to
buy one. Make soil borings over each
28
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pond site being considered. If you
consistently hit rock at a uniform
level, it’s most likely ledge. Ledge or
bedrock may lie deep enough to
permit excavation of a pond, but
fissures in the rock will drain water,
especially down vertical grain. Since
vigorous springs often surface in
ledgey areas, the careful pondmaker
locates downhill from the spring, not
astride it.
A good pond site will permit
borings to a depth of four to eight
feet. To determine soil quality, un
screw the .auger from the earth and
examine the material extracted at the
tip. Coarse textured sands and sandgravel blends are extremely porous
and will not hold water. Watertight
clay, silty clay, and sandy clay soils
make an excellent pond material. Test
the soil by compressing a handful into

a ball. A good clay or silty clay will
hold together in a moist lump of fine
textured earth.
Another method of estimating soil
imperviousness is to measure the
proportion of sand, silt and clay in a
sample of earth. You want a large jar
with vertical sides: a half-gallon
orange juice bottle works well. Filter a
soil sample through a half inch
screen, removing pebbles and gravel.
Fill the jar 1/3 full with the soil
sample, top off with water, and cap.
Shake it up and then set aside for 24
hours. The coarse sandy material will
settle first, then silt, and finally clay.
The finest reservoir material consists
of particles ranging from small gravel
or coarse sand to fine sand and clay.
Measure the proportions of sand, silt,
and clay. The top strata of clay should
comprise about 20 percent.

Favorable soil samples combined
with indications of ledge-free earth
cue the next step in pond siting: test
pits. You will want to hire a backhoe,
unless you plan to dig a number of
eight to ten foot pits by hand. Again,
the best season for these tests is the
dry spell prior to autumn rains. Dry
season excavation minimizes chances
of the backhoe wasting time and
money getting mired in the mud, or
ripping up soggy turf. Shop around
for a skillful backhoe operator, prefer
ably with pond-building experience.
Be sure your site presents no ob
structions to the backhoe: no trans
mission wires over the pond site to
snare construction equipment, and no
electric lines overhead or under
ground, or pipes.
If you must hack out a path to give
the backhoe access to the site, be sure
to clear ground around each test pit so
the machine can heap soil on the
downstream side of each digging.
Otherwise, rain will wash earth back
into the pit. A chain saw is handy on a
brushy site, especially if the pits are
picked on-the-spot.
Before beginning test pit excava
tion, stake out the approximate pond
shoreline. On level ground where a
dugout pond is natural, it’s simple to
mark the imaginary shoreline. On
sloping terrain suited to a dug and
dammed pond, it helps to visualize
the shoreline by standing at the
lowest edge of the pond area, the
location of the dam, so that your eyes
are in a plane with the desired water
level. Remember that you want a
minimum of about five to six feet of
water in the pond. At this time, a
hand-sighting level, compass or tran
sit aids the process. Inexpensive
sighting levels and compasses with
bubble levels are available at Army
Navy outfits or sporting suppliers. Or
in a pinch use a poor man’s transit:
Set up a carpenters level on a step
ladder, leveled at shoreline height.

The top soil has been cleared. Now the transit and rod are used
to measure the contours and embankment level.

Sight down the edge and swing the
level around, eye-balling the water
line. As you mark the shore you may
need to clear brush with an ax or
chain saw. Do not leave behind sharp
stumps that could later puncture the
backhoe tires.
The backhoe is the pondmaker’s
bionic arm. In an hour or so you can
unearth about all there is to know
about a pond, short of actually
digging it. If the site fails the pit tests,
it’s simple to refill the holes. But skip
the testing and you may wind up
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

refilling the whole pond. Test holes
should be excavated at random from
the center of the pond basin to the
shoreline. If the soil in the pond site
seems uniform, three or four pits may
be sufficient. The greater the terrain
varies, the more the test pits. For
dammed ponds, don’t forget to dig
where the dam will be constructed. If
the auger or backhoe hits shallow
ledge, reposition the dam or move the
pend. Dams on ledge like to unplug
ponds.
As the backhoe digs, watch the
earth being wormed out of the
ground. You will see layers of earth,
the soil “profile.” The backhoe
should separate the upper six to eight
inches of topsoil from the rest of the
material. Later, rich topsoil can
nourish your shoreland or embank
ment surface. Up next is the subsoil.
If you hit deep heavy soil thick with
clay you have pondmaker’s gold. In
the Northeast area of the country
where clay rich podzol soils are
common, there’s plenty of oppor
tunity to strike it rich. Beware of
limestone and sandstone, too perme
able to hold water.
Watch for water while the backhoe
cuts into the ground. If the vein is
strong, water will break through the
punctured earth and immediately
bleed into the test pit. On flat terrain,
the test pit will eventually fill to the
level of your water table. Such a pit is
virtually a miniature dugout pond. Its
water level will be the same as that of
the finished pond, and additional
excavation will simply enlarge the
storage capacity.
Thus far test pits have steered you
away from ledge and shale and helped
you meter soil and water. If you
tapped clay-rich soil and a good flow
of water, you have a pond site.
At this point it helps to refine the
pond shoreline. Using the test pits as
a guide, restake the pond to exclude
ledge or dry terrain. Maximize space
where water is abundant. On a
sloping site where a dammed pond is
planned, be sure to reserve space
about 30 feet wide on the downstream
shoreline for dam construction.

iary usage—irrigation, hydropower,
aquaculture and fire protection.
The storage capacity of a pond is
usually counted in acre-feet, 325,851
gallons per acre-foot. To reckon
acre-footage, first compute the sur
face area of the pond. At regular
intervals, measure the width and
length of the staked shoreline. Plot
the shoreline on graph paper and add
up the squares to figure surface
acreage. One acre is 43,560 square
feet. Next estimate the maximum
water depth and multiply by 0.4. The
result, multiplied by surface acreage,
yields acre-footage. For instance a
pond of half acre size and a maximum
depth of ten feet, holds two acre feet
or 651,702 gallons. (The acre-footage
formula averages the depth of all
ponds at a uniform 40 percent of
maximum.)
Knowing the rough storage capa
city of the pond site, with the size of
the watershed, enables you to fore
cast reservoir-runoff compatibility. If
you haven’t figured watershed size
using SCS maps and photographs,
mark the pond site on your USGS
quadrangle map. Trace the contours
of the area that drains into the site.
With the IVt inch scale, each quarter
inch square on the map represents 10
acres of-land; with the 15 inch, each
quarter inch square is 40 acres.
In the prime pondmaking country
east of the Mississippi and in the

Northwest, a rough rule of thumb
determines the ratio of watershed
acreage/ground cover to pond capa
city. Each acre-foot of pond should
receive runoff from territory no larger
than two acres, if the ground cover is
all woods or brush. If the ground
cover is pasture, the drainage area
should not exceed 1.5 acres for each
acre-foot of pond. If the drainage area
is cultivated land, each acre-foot
should receive runoff from no more
than one acre. If the watershed is
mixed, reckon accordingly.
Natural ponds form without need of
formula, of course. All these figures
are approximations. I have had suc
cess overloading a pond with ten
times more runoff than indicated.
Overloading helps keep the pond
fresh and full. But it won’t work
without well knit watershed soils, a
sturdy spillway, and in the case of
dammed ponds, a hefty embankment.
By far, the worse mismatch hap
pens where the watershed falls short
of supplying the pond. It’s worth a
few hours of mapping and math to be
sure your site won’t leave you dry. □

Tim Matson is a professional pond
maker who lives in Thetford Center,
Vermont. He gives demonstrations
and lectures on ponds, aquaculture
and energy systems and is presently
working on a book called “ Pond
Sculpture.” Photos by Tim Matson.

How Much Can Your Pond Hold?

Now your pond can be evaluated for
storage capacity. Knowing a pond’s
potential water volume enables you to
mesh pond size with watershed,
and determine its potential for auxil
30
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Tim Matson’s homestead pond and cabin. Although he
doesn’t usually recommend watering livestock directly from
ponds [so as not to tramp banks], Matson allows occasional
watering during hot summer logging.

fragrant w ater-lily

Water-Loving Perennials
Since the days of Egypt and Babylon, gardeners have been
fascinated with growing plants in and around water.
by Peggy Hopkins
ome sunny April afternoon,
when you walk along the
shores of a pond or quiet
stream, or paddle through the shal
lows in a canoe, look closely through
the water, down to where the sun
strikes the bottom. There, poking
through the chocolate ooze are likely
to be pale green shoots of emerging
Nymphaea—water lilies.

S

In early spring the pond floor is
alive with growth—a watery world
with shoots and sprouts pushing to
wards the sun, just as in perennial
gardens on dry land. With the
warming sun and lengthening days,
Nymphaea shoots lengthen and reach
for the water’s surface. Round, flat
Peggy Hopkins is the author of
“ Carefree Perennials,” [Farmstead,
Garden 1981], she lives, writes and
tends flowers, vegetable gardens and
children on an old farm in Northwood,
New Hampshire. Flowers rendered by
Caren Caljouw.

leaves sprout, and by early summer
white and yellow blossoms sweeten
the surrounding air with fragrance.
The floating lily pads offer support to
frogs, water beetles and passing
dragon flies.
Growing plants in and around water
has held fascination for gardeners
since earliest times. Marvelous water
gardens were built in the ancient
empires of Babylon, the Orient, Egypt
and Rome. The legacy of those
beautiful, often fantastic creations
can still be seen today in the
fountains, reflecting pools and lily
ponds of modem public gardens.
Certainly the plants, perennials
which thrive in ponds and streams, or
near the water’s edge, remain very
much with us-plants which can offer
color and fragrance on the simplest
scale.
The muddy farm pond, a swampy
stream bed or soggy bog land can
prove a gardening plus—a place where
many perennials will provide color
throughout the growing season. Many
of the water-loving perennials are

native plants, and can be found in
abundance in the wild.
Almost all the plants I mention here
are found growing naturally in wet
boggy areas, although most are
offered for sale by professional seeds
men and nurseries. One of the most
enjoyable parts of planning such a
water garden may be in seeing how
many plants you can discover near
your own home—along streams, in
marshy woodlands or wet meadowland.
That does not mean grabbing the
nearest spade and heading for the
woods—not without a little research.
Because of their fragility and de
manding cultural requirements, many
wildflowers are very difficult to grow.
Only the most experienced should
attempt to move rare, fragile or
endangered varieties such as trailing
arbutus and lady’s slipper, for chan
ces of their survival in new surround
ings is slim. If you’re fortunate
enough to know where some of the
rare wildlings grow, I suggest you
leave them, and visit those spots as
special, secret places.
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choke and clog a small pond in no
time.
The simplest way to keep their
beautiful white and yellow blossoms
within bounds is to grow them in
containers under water. Victorian
gardeners used specially constructed
tubs of oak and ash, but plastic
buckets do just fine. A three-gallon
plastic pail is just about right for
planting hardy varieties—one lily rhi
zome per pail.
Water lilies do best in regular
garden soil to which a little clay has

“A prime example of a
On the other hand, some wildflowers are so undemanding that they
thrive and spread to a fault. Don’t
transplant them if you plan to forget
them, or they can cause real pro
blems.
A prime example of a prolific wild
flower is the water lily, so beautiful in
form and fragrance. There are hun
dreds of varieties-hardy ones (which
will survive a northern winter under
the ice) and tropicals (which must be
treated as annuals, or stored indoors
once cold weather sets in). Nymphaea
odorata and Nymphaea tuberosa are
native pond lilies found all over
eastern North America. They are
hardy, easy to grow and obtain. But,
if left to grow uncontrolled they can

prolific wild flower is the
water lily, so beautiful
in form and fragrance.”
been added. Hardy varieties are best
planted in April and May. Tropicals
require water temperatures of 70
degrees Fahrenheit (which is not
impossible even in the North, if
planted in shallow pools exposed to
full sun) so wait until all danger of
frost is past. Many people may
wonder at the bother of attempting
tropical day lilies in a cold climate.
Most of those who do grow them do so
for their astonishing range of color.
The blossoms bloom in all shades of
pink, red and lavendar-some the size
of dinner plates. Even the leaves are

purple and pale green. The Victoria
water lily, found originally in the
Amazon, has lily pads six feet across
and blooms of 18 inches!
However, for those who wish to
start off simply, our own wild pond
lilies can be dug in mid-spring and
transplanted easily-provided you get
the owner’s approval and a warm pair
of waterproof boots. After digging up
a spade full of lily rhizomes, divide
with a knife, making sure there are
several buds on each piece to be
planted.
Fill the container with soil and
saturate with water. Lay the lily
rhizome horizontally in the soil and
cover lightly with additional soil,
taking care to leave the crown
exposed. (The plant’s crown is the
point at which stems and/or leaves
begin growing.) A thin layer of sand,
and perhaps a flat stone should be
added to keep things in place once the
container is put under water.
When first sinking the container,
allow only a foot or so of water to
cover the plant. Gradually as the lily
grows, the water depth should be
increased, so that by summer’s end it
has been submerged to two to three
feet.
Many professionals suggest that
even hardy water lilies not be allowed
to winter over outdoors in areas where
more than 10 inches of ice form above
them. Certainly if the pond freezes to
the bottom, chances are not good that
the lilies will put in an appearance the
following spring. But where water
remains between the plant’s crown
and the ice above, there is a
reasonable probability they will make
it through unharmed-particularly the
native pond lilies. If you are storing
water lilies indoors over the winter,
keep them in moist soil at around 50
degrees Fahrenheit.
It is also possible to grow water
lilies from seed. The seeds are sown
in flats of soil, and kept under several
inches of muddy water. They are then
transplanted to containers and placed
outdoors in early summer. It is
possible merely to roll the seed in clay
and drop directly into a pond, but
again, there is the risk of overpop
ulation.
Pickerel Weed

Water lilies are the most commonly
known of the flowering aquatic peren
nials, but there are many more
growing plentifully in the wild. Pick
erel weed (Pontederia cordata) is
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The Irises

he flag iris (Iris versicolor and
pseudacorus) makes a parti
cularly striking perennial when
grown in large clumps at pond side.
Its long, blade-like leaves are at
tractive even when the plant is not in
bloom. In late spring the fragrant blue
flag (Iris versicolor and slightly taller
yellow flag Iris pseudacorus) are a
familiar sight in wet areas all over the
Northeast. Flag iris is among the most
rugged of the many Iris species. It is
easily transplanted and grows quickly
into large, new clumps. It is not fussy
about soil, and does well in both full
sun or semi-shade.

T

Pickerelweed

native to North America and has the
same capacity to overcrowd as do
water lilies. But because it grows in
the shallows of ponds, bogs and
streams (6 to 12 inches), it is easier to
thin and control. It is a handsome
plant and well worth trying. The
pickerel weed’s large, arrow-shaped
leaves grow one to two feet tall, in
thick, upright clumps, crowned from
mid to late summer with spikes of
blue flowers which wave gracefully in
the slightest breeze. Its distinctive
blossoms are always held well above
the water, rather than floating on the
surface. It is a hardy plant, and needs
little or no special care.
When planting perennials along a
pond or stream bank, the same rules
apply as in the higher and drier
perennial beds. Aim for large sweeps
of a single plant variety, rather than
the varigated effect of several vari
eties or colors too close together.
When seen from a distance—which is
likely with water plantings—one flag
iris planted next to a marsh marigold,
against a back ground of two loose
strife plants will be virtually invisible.
Far better to plant one large clump of
flag iris and be done with it.
This is one of the hardest pieces of
gardening advice to follow, but one of
the most valuable to heed. If you can
afford only a few plants, or have little
time, concentrate time and resources
on several plants of one or two
varieties. Through the years you can
add new perennials slowly, but you’ll
always have well-established masses
of color, rather than sad, little
individual plants.

Again, it is most effective if the
blue and yellow can be confined to
separate stands, but this is sometimes
difficult with flags. The yellow,
especially, has a sneaky way of
popping up among the blue.
A cousin of the flag iris not found in
the wild, but one that makes an
outstanding show in wet areas is the
Japanese Iris (Iris kaempferi). Much
flashier than the simple flag, this
flower can grow to five feet, with
orchid-like blossoms appearing from

Marsh Marigold

June into mid-July, five to six inches
across. Colors of the many-named
varieties range from pure white to
hyacinth, lavender and deep purple.
Contrasting veining on the deeply
ruffled petals is often striking.
Japanese iris should never be
planted so that they are actually
standing in water. They prefer their
“ ankles” dry. They will grow and
multiply rapidly with full sun and
rich, organic soil. Avoid adding lime
to the soil. Japanese iris grown from
seed will bloom in two to three years,
but the colors will be unpredictable.
One of the happiest, surest signs
that spring has come to the wetlands
is the bright yellow buttercup blos
soms of Caltha palustris, the marsh
marigold or cowslip. Its succulent,
heart-shaped leaves appear with the
skunk cabbage, but are infinitely
more appealing at close quarters.
They can even perk up an early spring
salad.
The marsh marigold grows mound
like up to 18 inches tall, its flowers an
unmistakable, brilliant yellow. It is
often found naturally in sunny, boggy
areas. The marsh marigold is easily
grown from seed, but as most
perennials, will not bloom until the
second year. They are easily divided
and transplanted, and just after
blooming in late spring, is the best
time to do this. Should the plant seem
to disappear shortly after it is
transplanted, don’t despair. It dies
back naturally into dormancy by
midsummer. Clumps of marsh mari
golds should be planted about a foot
apart and well mulched the first
winter.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Bluebells and Cardinal Flowers

Another beautiful harbinger of
spring is the Virginia bluebell (Mertensia virginica). Large clumps of its
dainty bloom are often found in damp,
shady woodlands, beside streams and
on the shady borders of the meadowland. Its drooping, nodding clusters of
blossoms emerge first as purplish
pink buds, and then open to trumpet
shaped blossoms of gentian blue.
Blooming in April and early May,
its growth is complete almost before
the leaves appear on the trees. The

Virginia bluebell is another peren
nial which is hardy and easy to grow.
It’s not fussy about soil. Good garden
loam is best, but not necessary. It
prefers partial shade but will grow in
full sun. New plants are best obtained
from divisions of old ones in early
summer after bloom is complete.
Once established, the plant will
increase rapidly by itself. It can be
grown from seed, but plants require
several years to attain blooming size.
For shadier areas near a pond or
along a stream, the cardinal flower
(Lobelia cardinalis) is a striking addi
tion. Its rich, cardinal red spikes glow
in a happy display against the shady
woodland background. The cardinal
flower is attractive to hummingbirds,
which can be seen flitting among the
red blossoms throughout the bloom
ing period-July to September.
Cardinal flowers are found in
swampy areas across North America,
from northern Canada, south to
Florida and Texas. Its 30 inch flower
spikes are composed of slender,
individual blossoms about two inches
long. Given proper conditions of
moisture and shade, the thin, fibrous
roots will spread rapidly, soon form
ing large, colorful colonies of the
plant. Cardinal flower is helped along
by rotted manure added to the soil
before planting. It can be grown from
seed or plant division, and should be
well mulched the first winter.
hree moisture-loving peren
nials which are often confused
are Lythrum, Lysimachia and
Liatris. Although bearing no re
semblance to each other, Lythrum
and Lysimachia are both commonly
called “ loosestrife.” Liatris is com
monly known as “ Gayfeather,” but is
often mistaken for Lythrum because
of similiar height and color.

T

Purple Loosestrife
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They are all good plants, so in an
effort to sort things out-Lythrum
salicaria is the common purple loose
strife which has naturalized over so
much of the northeastern wetlands in
this country. Its tall, rosy spikes fire
the salt marshes and bogs of New
England with brilliant color in July
and August. Found along interstate
highways, ‘the wet perimeters of
fields, and along airstrips, there is
hardly a plant which can equal its
abilities to naturalize in wet, swampy
places.

Duck Potato

Purple loosestrife grows three to
five feet tall, its long, leafy spikes
bom in bushlike growth. It does well
by streams and on the margins of
lakes and swamps, in shade as well as
sun. It is so tough that it can also
withstand heat and drought. Loose
strife’s one fault is its sometimes
overwhelming capacity to spreadthereby crowding out smaller, more
delicate plants. Give it plenty of room,
and don’t plant it close to perennials
that can’t fight for themselves. Purple
loosestrife is propagated by either
seed or plant division.
In addition to the wild loose
strife, there are a number of named,
cultivated varieties. Lythrum salicaria
“ Dropmore Purple” produces a rich,
bluish purple bloom from June thro
ugh September. Lythrum salicaria
“ Firecandle” is a bright rose red
which flowers from mid-June until
mid-August.
Lysimachia nummularia, another
plant often called loosestrife, also
answers to the names of moneywort,
creeping Jenny, creeping Charlie and

These are but a few of the many
perennials which do well in those wet,
muddy, shady areas of which many
gardeners despair. They can be fun to
find and identify and many are simple
to grow. Try one or two and see how
they do. It’s an entirely different way
of gardening with perennials.

“The gayfeather has an
odd habit of blooming
from the top of its
spike, down. This flower
attracts bees and

Some sources of plants for pond,
stream, marsh and bog:

butterflies
gooseneck. By any name, it can be a
weedy thing, a creeping plant which
spreads rapidly in carpet-like fashion.
But its bright yellow flowers which
bloom most of the summer, are
fragrant as well as attractive, and its
fall foliage turns a lovely gold.
Perhaps the best use for moneywort is
as a ground cover in wet areas, a job it
attacks with vigor. Planted best by
root division in late autumn or early
spring, it will not require care once
established. It prefers partial shade,
but will grow in full sun.

Paradise Gardens
Route 18
Bedford and May Streets
Whitman, MA 02382
Lilypons Water Gardens
1698 Horticulture Road
Lilypons, MD 21717
or Brookshire, TX 77423
VanNess Water Gardens
2460 North Euclid Avenue
Upland, CA 91786

The third plant, Liatris spicatawhich resembles purple loosestrife,
but isn’t--is commonly known by the
cheery name “ Spike Gayfeather.”

Putney Nursery
Putney, VT 05346
George W. Park Seed Company
Box 31
Greenwood, SC 29647

Like the loosestrifes, it can be
found growing in wet areas along
roadsides and low-lying fields thro
ughout the eastern and midwestem

Wayside Gardens
Hodges, SC 29695
William Tricker, Inc.
Box 398
Saddle River, NJ 07458 also,
Box 7845
Indendence, OH 44131
Spike Gayfeather

states. The gayfeather produces flo
wer spikes two to five feet tall in
shades of lavender, pink and white. It
has an odd habit of blooming from the
top of its flower spike down, rather
than from the lowest blooms to the
highest, as most other spike peren
nials. The plant attracts quantities of
bees and butterflies.

Bee Balm

Liatris prefers poor to medium soil,
and will do well in drier areas as well
as in wetlands. It is best propagated
from clump divisions in spring or fall.
It can be grown from seed, but is
extremely slow to germinate—some
times taking up to a year or more.

Yellow Water-Lily
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Lilypons
j , Water
G ardens

*
*
*
*

Goldfish, Scavengers, KOI
Aquatic Plants, Lotus
Pumps, Filters, Fountains
Fiberglass Garden Pools

New Colorful 52 page catalog only $1.75.

1804 Lilypons Rd.
1804 Farmstead Rd. j
Lilypons, MD 21717 Brookshire, TX 77423I
[301] 874-5133

[713] 934-8525

□ Please rush my Lilypons catalog.
$1.75 enclosed.

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

New! O ne-ton
Farm W agon for
G arden T ractors

Now, take the backache out of your
hauling tasks. New 42” x 5 ft.-bed wagon
attaches to your garden tractor, makes
the tough hauling jobs easier. Use to
transport firewood, mulch, landscaping
materials, tools and building supplies,
lumber, much more.
Heavy steel chassis with penetrated wood
bed is encased in an angle iron frame.
High flotation 16 x 6.50-8 tires.
Unit shown above only $389.00, freight
prepaid.
Options include: chassis only (you build
the bed), flat bed, various side rack
options, and hand operated hydraulic
dump.
For more information contact:

Country Manufacturing, Inc.

P.O. Box 104M
Fredricktown, OH 43019
v PH (614)694-9926
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In order to reap a healthy harvest of fish
from your farm pond, you will have to put
more into it than good intentions. H ere’s
how to create...

A Balanced Farm Pond
by Richard Martin
ast summer a small Midwest
ern bass club took a survey of
farm ponds within their fishing
range and during that survey checked
out 34 ponds. Of the 34, one half to
three acre sites, they found fishing to
be poor in 26, adequate in five, good
in only three. And that’s par for the
course on farm ponds almost any
where.
Any man who builds a pond does so
with good intentions. Its primary use
may be for watering stock, for
irrigation, or for general use like
swimming and picnicking. But what
ever its main purpose, fishing is
always listed and owners like to know
that they can walk out on a misty
evening and pick up the makings of a
good dinner. Too often they can’t. It
takes some thought and some hard
work to build a good farm pond and
keep it good, and if you’re simply
going to construct one, toss in
whatever fish come handy, then
forget about it, that pond will shortly
be in trouble.

L

As a classic example this writer
recently fished a three acre pond in
northcentral Ohio. I took about 50
bluegills from that spot in three hours
and those bluegills averaged half a
pound. They were fat, chunky, darkcolored keepers that proved good
eating, and scattered among them
were a few three quarter pounders
and one fish that weighed nearly
sixteen ounces. Excellent fishing for
very nice fish.
A week later I was asked to try
another pond about ten miles from the
first, this one a body of water that
measured two acres. I caught nearly
100 bluegills in a single rpoming, but
the fish averaged 4-5 inches in length.
They were skinny and nearly all head,
worthless for food. What was the
difference between them? One man
cared and managed his pond wisely.
The other man cared, but simply
didn’t know what to do. So how do you
build a good balanced body of fishing
water and keep it that way? You do it
like this.
It would be pointless to go into a
long dissertation on actual pond

building, since there are so many
experts in the field and since one or
more is likely to be very near you. My
only advice here is: let a professional
do it, rather than just finding a low
spot and damming it up with a
borrowed bulldozer. Your county soil
conservation people have helped bu
ild plenty, and the State Division of
Wildlife people or Department of
Natural Resources folk have experts
too. They’ll very likely offer the
crucial advice at no charge, even
coming out to check the spot and drill
to ensure the bottom will hold water.
Then find a reputable contractor
who’s done ponds before and turn
him loose.
Stocking your pond is a different
matter and advice can be so contra
dictory here that pond owners often
end up confused. Pick up pamphlets
from various sources or a book from
your local library and you’ll find
someone recommending this ratio of
stocked fish and the next publication
recommending another. Most of them
will work to a greater or lesser extent,
but some are going to be better than
others. Remember the pond owner
who had half pound bluegills? That
man stocked his pond with fathead
minnows and left them for a year to
grow and reproduce. At the end of the
year he stocked largemouth bass and
bluegill fingerlings at a one bass to six
bluegill ratio. To fill his three acre
pond he decided that 100 bass to 600
bluegill per acre was ideal and this
was what he stocked. In this writer’s
opinion that’s a bit heavy, but it's
hard to argue with success.
The bluntnose minnows were add
ed initially to provide plenty of forage
for the young bass and bluegill and
produce rapid growth, which they did.
But pond owners willing to settle for
slower growth can stock bass and
bluegill only, at the same 1-6 ratio and
stock them as lightly as 50 bass per
acre and still get good results. You’ll
have fewer fish initially and eating
size keepers might take an extra year,
but it’ll work fine.
One method that’s gaining favor is
to split your stocking of bass. You
introduce perhaps 50 bass fingerlings
and appropriate bluegills per acre in
early spring, then add 50 more bass
fingerlings per acre in the fall. This
“ split stocking’’ will result in excel
lent growth of the initial fish and
produce two different sizes of bass the
following year that can better utilize
the various sizes of bluegill forage
fish.

Bass and bluegill are the standard
stocking species over most of the
nation, but can other fish be added to
further enhance fishing? You bet!
Some pond owners like to stock red
ear sunfish and channel cats to vary
che catch. Since these species utilize
slightly different food items in the
pond, the result is more pounds of
fish and as an added bonus, the
channel cats will eat some of those
very prolific bluegills. Channel cats
seldom reproduce in a farm pond
without a good deal of effort in
building artificial nest sites, s q they
are basically a put-and-take fish,
though a welcome one.
A very few northern pike have been
added to ponds on occasion by some
owners as a bonus fish that will help
control bluegills. Adding these is an
“ iffy’’ proposition though a half
dozen or so probably won’t hurt a
pond since they don’t reproduce
either. Bullheads might be stocked
too, as one more food for the freezer,

but owners should ask one question
first: “ Will I fish these hard?’’
They’re prolific and if not harvested
steadily will shortly overrun a pond
and you’ll end up with hundreds,
maybe thousands of stunted fish good
for little or nothing. The same applies
to crappie. They’re equally or even
more adept at reproducing their kind
and many a farm pond has been
ruined by hordes of midget crappie.
Various hybrids such as bluegillgreen sunfish crosses are being
studied these days to overcome the
problem of bluegill population. Some
pond owners wish to fish almost
strictly for bass without utilizing
bluegills, a condition that can result in
ponds like the second one I fished;
stunted runts and too many of them.
And since hybrids have a low repro
duction rate, they’re a possible an
swer if you stock enough to provide at
least some forage for bass. But
bluegills are both tasty and easy to
catch, and most pond owners are

CONTROL

POND & LAKE
WEED and ALGAE
PROBLEM S

'b.

EXPLORE
THE SOLUTIONS
In this 64Page GUIDE
This inform ative 64-page, full-color guide brings you easy-to-read
solutions to w aterweed and algae problems. Experts in pond and
lake management provide you w ith invaluable tips, recomm ended
control m ethods to each individual weed and algae type, all
graphically described and illustrated.
W ritten and produced by A pplied Biochemists, Inc., pioneers in
the aquatic field w ith over 50 years of research and experience.
BROWN DEER C O .,"bept~~FS481
9600 N. GARDEN DR., MEQUON, Wl 53092
Please send me ________copies of HOW TO IDENTIFY AND CON
TROL WATERWEEDS AND ALGAE at $4.95 each.

Print Name__________ _____________________________________ _
Address______________ ___________________________________ 1—
City
_______________ State_________ Zip___________ —
Telephone No.fplease include area code)______________________

TO ORDER BY PHONE, CALL 1-800:558-5106 TOLL-FREE
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MAXICROP
the finest natural material for healthy roots

Gives You Results That
Others Dream About
• MAXICROP is natural solubilized sea
weed, made available in convenient,
easily applied and readily absorbed form.
• MAXICROP is the finest natural material
for healty roots...vigorous growth in
lawns, flowers, maximum vegetable and
fruit crops.
• MAXICROP is safe, non-pollutant and
economical.

SIZES AVAILABLE:
For Gardeners:

8 ounce, quart and gallon bottles.
For Farmers and Commercial Growers:

22 lbs. kegs of soluble powder (makes
33 gallons of liquid concentrated M A X I
CROP) and 44 lbs. kegs (makes 66
gallons).
INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM:

MAXICROP
P.O. Box 964F
Arlington Heights, IL 60006
Telephone [312)253-0756

TRICKERS

W ater
lilies

SEND FOR OUR NEW
24 PAGE FULL COLOR

CATALOG

Just 50* (to cover cost of postage and handling)
brings you America's most complete water garden
catalog. It contains beautiful four-color photos
and a superb listing of hardy and tropical Water
Lilies as well as many graceful aquatic palms or
creeping oxygenating plants. Also includes a wide
selection of interesting and exotic fish for indoor
or outdoor pools . . . all from America's oldest
and largest water garden specialists.

All TRICKER plants are
GUARANTEED TO GROW
WATER LILIES . . . in every imaginable color
. . . both hardy and tropical . . .

AQUATIC PLANTS . . many types of shallow
water, bog and oxygenating plants from
creeping Parrot Feather to Umbrella Palms
and Taro.
ORNAMENTAL FISH . . We offer a large se
lection of Goldfish and unusual Scavengers.
W rit* to thm office nearest you
Box 398, Dept F-81 Saddle River, NJ 07458
Box 7845, Dept F -8 1 Independence, Ohio 44131

WILLIAM TRICKER, INC.
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better off using them for food rather
than sticking strictly to bass. Make
your own decision on hybrids.
Pond Maintenance

The major secret to maintaining a
good, well balanced farm pond is
simply not to take too many bass. It’s
tough to do because largemouths
grow large and fight hard. They’re
fine eating too, and it can be a real
temptation to fish the dickens out of
them, ignoring the bluegill. But bass
are stocked to eat the bluegill and
keep them under control, while
bluegill are stocked as a forage fish
for bass. If you don’t maintain proper
numbers of each, you’re in trouble.
Studies have shown that under
good conditions and hard fishing, it’s
quite possible to remove 40 percent of
a pond’s total bass in 3-5 days. So
put heavy pressure on bass and your
pond’s quickly out of balance. Re
member the pond with big bluegill
again? That owner allows anglers to
keep no bass at all! Every fish has to
be returned. On the other hand he
won’t allow any bluegill caught to be
released. “ If they’re too small” he
said “throw them back on the bank.
The coons and possums will get
them.’’ Keeping no bass and keeping
all bluegills will definitely ensure
good fishing. It’s a waste of good
protein though, and pond owners are
better off to simply limit the bass
caught and kept.
A
In most ponds with good fertility of
the water, largemouth bass will be of
all sizes and average 30-50 pounds
per acre. The bulk will be one to two
year old fish reaching a maximum
of about 13 inches. Three year old fish
will be scarce and older (and bigger)
ones will be rarer yet due to natural
mortality and attrition from caught
and released fish that are injured or
weakened. So if you want to keep
some bass, a good choice is to harvest
about eight pounds per acre per year,
and carefully release the rest for
further growth and to fight again.
More Tips

There are plenty of other things
that pond owners can do to further
improve fishing and fish production.
One is to build cover. Nearly all farm
ponds are bulldozed, billiard table
smooth on the bottom, with hardly a
hump or bump to break that gradual
grade from deep to shallow water.

They offer no places for fish to gather,
to hide, to search for food. An easy
way to solve the lack of cover problem
is to cut shoreside brush; willows,
buttonball, young maples, whatever,
and wire them together with a
cinderblock for weight. The piles can
be towed to several areas (one deep,
one medium, one shallow) or placed
on winter ice where spring thaws can
sink them with no effort at all.
Many ponds are naturally fertile.
They lie in low spots with fields above
and their runoff contains a goodly
percentage (sometimes too much) of
field fertilizer. Such ponds will be
murky enough with suspended algae
that a white disc sunk in the water will
disappear at a foot or so of depth.
Other ponds are clear, maybe crystal
clear, and while these look very good
and make ideal swimming they’ll
produce few fish. The basic idea is
similar to that discussed with brushpiles.
A pond has precisely so much food
and that food is shared by all living
animals beneath its waters. The food
chain starts with algae which have
basically the same nutrient needs as
com, soybeans, or even lawn grass.
This phytoplankton is eaten by zoo
plankton which is fed on by larger
creatures and so on. Obviously, the
more algae you have, the more you’ll
have of other creatures that fish
depend on for food. How do you get
more algae into clear water ponds?
You fertilize, literally throwing fertil
izer on the water by hand either
from shore or from a small boat.
Weed control is another problem
that has no simple solutions, and
there are few ponds that aren’t
eventually afflicted with both submergent and emergent weeds of one kind
or another. Proper pond construction
helps, especially if outside edges drop
off rapidly to a depth of several feet,
but eventually pond owners must
make some hard decisions if they
wish to control weeds. And they
definitely need control.
Emergent weeds like cattails, spadderdock, and water lilies can be
controlled by cutting with a sickle or
other sharp tool. It’s a wet, messy
business and has to be repeated more
than once, but roots will eventually
starve.
Richard Martin writes about the
outdoors and makes his home in
Shelby, Ohio.

Drip Irrigation

GATE VALVE
FERTILIZER SOLUTION TANK
FERTILIZER INJECTOR PUMP

A drip irrigation system being used in an orchard.
by Don Cotten

he era of abundant, cheap
water, like the era of cheap
energy, is over. It is conceiv
able that without some measures
being taken to conserve this precious
natural resouice, American agricul
ture will no longer be able to produce
the vast surpluses of food. And if
conservation of water is the key to a
viable agriculture, certainly one of the
most practical alternatives to current
irrigation practices is a method known
as drip irrigation.

T

million acres around the world. The
semi-arid western States, principally
California, have led this revolution in
irrigation technique, but some appli
cations of drip technology can be
found in every part of the country.
Land grant colleges have tested drip
irrigation in every cash crop the U.S.
produces, and their findings are
probably responsible for the great
interest growers are developing in
drip irrigation. These university stud
ies report an average water savings of
50 percent (and in some cases, as
much as 75 percent) over conventional
irrigation.

With drip irrigation, little water is
lost to evaporation and runoff because
the system delivers water directly to
the plant. This is done by mechanical
water outlets called emitters, which
are located at selected points along
water delivery lines. Water enters the
soil from the emitters, and most of the
water movement that wets the soil
between the emitters occurs by
capillary action beneath the soil’s
surface. This system prevents water
wastage. The volume of soil moist
ened by drip irrigation is usually
much less than that watered by other
methods. For example, with newly
planted crops, the soil moistened may
be less than 10 percent and with
orchard crops less than 5 percent. The
principle is to irrigate the crop, not
the soil.

As important as the water saving
properties of drip irrigation are, grow
ers report that the savings in labor
can pay for the system conversion in
less than two seasons. One reason is
that although drip irrigation systems
need to be regulated, they do not
need to be tended. Regulation is
usually accomplished by automatic
timers, filters, and fertilizer injectors.
Because much of the surface of the
soil remains dry, weed growth is
reduced which lowers labor and
chemical costs for weed control and
makes uninterrupted farming opera
tions possible. Since spaces between
rows provide solid footing, tilling and
harvest operations can be Conducted
at the same time the crop is being
irrigated.

In 1970, there were less than 200
acres under drip irrigation in the U.S.
and approximately 5,000 acres world
wide, mostly in Israel and Australia.
In 1980 these figures had grown to
500,000 acres in the U.S. and one

But perhaps the most important
benefit drip irrigation can provide is
the increase in crop production.
Because the water is delivered to each
plant’s roots in precisely measured
amounts, growth is more uniform and

usually much accelerated over other
irrigation methods
The use of brackish or saline water
for irrigation purposes led to the
discovery, in Israel, that accumulated
salts are pushed to the periphery of
the wetted profile—and away from
plant roots—in the drip method,
allowing that nation to increase its
agricultural productivity. This use of
poor quality water should become
more and more important to Amer
ican growers as they begin to face the
fact that our ground water is not only
no longer plentiful but is suffering
from contamination and pollution in
highly industrialized areas. The abil
ity to use water of lower quality makes
drip irrigation more attractive as we
search for ways to feed a growing
population.
Because drip irrigation uses only
five to fifteen pounds per square inch
of pressure, much less power is
needed from pumping, and the lower
pressures reduce the need for expen
sive, high-pressure pipe. The lowerpressure, lower need for energy
means that drip irrigation can be of
immediate lielp to a farmer’s already
over-strained budget.
It should be noted that along with
all the many advantages of drip
irrigation, there are some precautions
necessary to keep the system working
at its best. Some of these precautions
are (1) Filtration: water used in a drip
stystem must be as free as possible of
solid particles that might clog the
emitters. Usually screened filtering
devices are adequate to accomplish
this, but sand separators or celluloseelement filters may be necessary to
keep the emitters functioning well. (2)
Rodent Protection: some pests devel
op a taste for the polyethylene tubing
used in most drip systems. Rodents
and ants also will in some areas under
certain conditions, seek the water and
can cause trouble for the farmer. The
best solution for this is to get rid of
the pests.
Looking at the balance between its
minor drawbacks and the great bene
fits drip irrigation provides, there is
no question that drip irrigation will
become more widely accepted. There
is even a good chance that it may be
agriculture’s first resort to the new
challenge of water conservation.
□
Don Cotten irrigates his gardens in
Lubbock, Texas.
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The
Many Uses
of the

Farmstead
Pond
40
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arm ponds provide water for livestock,
irrigation and fire protection. Fish,
recreation and an ice supply are added
benefits. Th e ideal pond watering system
begins with a reservoir that sits about eight
feet [vertical head] above gardens and
livestock. G ravity feed water flows from the
pond through a garden hose to the m iddle of
the crops, or to a holding tank. A drip hose can
be added to this simple faucet system. If you
can’t get gravity feed water to the garden, use
a pum p and storage tank, or perhaps a
hydraulic ram system.

Besides supplying irrigation for gardens
and orchards, a pond often creates a paddy in
the spillway area to support crops with heavy
thirsts such as watercress and celery.
Th e healthy pond kept free of chemical
fertilizers, salt and m anure has a variety of
life. A natural com m unity will soon develop
around even people-made ponds, causing
shallow water plants and w ildlife to be
attracted, thereby enriching the pond environ
ment.
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natural food
backpack dinners
AREN'T JUST FOR CAMPING
ea ^ o n e

AT HOME
TONIGHT

n a tu ra l food b a c k p a c k d in n e rs
P O BOX

532. C O R V AL LIS. OR. 97330 Dept. FS

503.757.1334

W a ter c'L ilie s !
Y our G u id e to
W ater
G a rd e n in g

Bathtub Ecology

S e n d o n e d o lla r to:

^Van W ess
cWater Gardens
2460 N. Euclid, 4
Upland, CA 91786

Dads
Dibble
Works the hardest ground, makes
dozens of garden jobs fun & easy!
Plant seeds, seedlings and make
furrows with this 6%" spike. Add
an extra green thumb with DADs
solid steel dibble. Carden green
color, lifetime guarantee.
Send $7.95 for each
DADs DIBBLE to:
EARTH W IZA R D
P.O. Box 418, D epl. E481
M erlin, O R. 97532

Old Fashioned Goods In endless variety. Ceil
ing fans, kerosene lamps, wood stoves, oak
furniture, gardening tools, weather vanes,
churns, water pumps, dairy and farm equip
ment, copper and cast iron cookware, farm
bells, windmills, and all other merchandise
you could expect from an ole time country
general store. All new goods in our big, 250
page “ Wish and Want Book” catalogue.
Order your copy today... only $3.75 ppd.
CUMBERLAND GENERAL STORE
Dept. FP51, Route 3, Crossvllle, Tenn. 38555
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by Christopher Nyerges
he first myth that needs ex
ploding is that a shower is a
more efficient water-user than
a bath. Of course the argument can be
made that the “G.I. shower” will use
less water (and thus less gas to heat
the water) than a bath. But city folks
are city folks, and not one in 1000 will
undergo such a rigor without coer
cion. Especially not on a cold day; it
requires an iron will to step out of that
hot water befme you feel good and
ready and thoroughly warmed up.
And what evidence is there that a
bath is more efficient than a shower?
1) Bath water can be bottled and used
to flush the toilet, water the plants,
wash the dishes, etc. 2) Each bather
can wash three or four articles of
personal clothing during each bath
thereby reducing weekly wash loads.
For this reason I recommend using
Basic H in your bath water. This
biodegradable liquid detergent leaves
your bathtub without a ring, and its
pH balance leaves your skin without a
soap film. 3) A small amount of bath
oil (or oliye oil) and bath salts turns
the plain old tub into a luxury spa of
health-giving qualities that a shower
can’t begin to match.
By the time one steps out of even a
steaming hot shower, the body has
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Bathtub-in-bloom by Laurel Smith.

barely begun to sweat. Instead of
continuing this healthful poison-eli
minating process, the body is quickly
wiped dry and talcum/aftershower
and/or antiperspirants are lathed on
to instantly plug the perspiration
ducts. This effectively seals the
poisons into our bodies so we can
‘Took good.” Then we scurry to join
the others on the nerve-shattering
freeways for the purpose of rushing to
those places where we will focus 8-12
hours on “ making money.”
But this daily cleansing MUST NOT
be rushed. One hour is the minimum
time that should be spent in the tub,
since all of the following should be
done:
1) Quickly run in one to two inches
hottest water (to heat the procelain).
Wait 5-10 minutes, then drain, or
scoop into containers.
2) Turn the hot water back on at a
slow, steady trickle and enter the
empty tub.
3) Listen to the sound of water
gently dripping. This in itself is
therapeutic to the nervous system; in
addition, it blocks out the noises of
the city. In many ways, it duplicates
the sounds of sitting beside a river,
and offers a time to do some real and
deep thinking. Also, by dripping out
the water you will never drain the hot
water in the heater.
4) The room should have ample
ventilation—preferably cross-ventila

tion. Open the bathroom door and/or
window about 2 inches.
5) Add Basic H and oil to your
water.
6) Lay the clothing to be washed on
the bottom of the tub where the water
is dripping in. When three to four
inches of water have dripped in,
squeeze each clothing article 200 to
300 hard squeezes, underwater. After
the bath, these clothing items should
be hung outside where the sun will
dry them (even on a window sill if
need be).
very body pore is an excretory
organ. A quick shower cannot
properly cleanse or keep open
these tiny organs that are so vital to
our health. But the hourlong submer
sion in hot water does the job
magnificently. A stiff bristle brush is
recomended for scrubbing the entire
body once the perspiration has begun
to flow. This simple scrubbing pro
vides the true “ deep-cleaning” that
many commercial beauty prepara
tions claim but cannot deliver. Hard
est scrubbing should be focussed on
the feet, hands, buttocks, and neck.
The scalp (NOT the hair) must be
thoroughly scrubbed as well.
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Incidentally, a stiff brush can give
an excellent “ air bath” if no water is
available (ie, on a camping trip or in
case of disaster). If you are unable to
bathe, it is crucial to use this
technique to keep your pores open
and “ discharging.” A vigorous dry
brushing over the entire body will
leave you feeling as if you’d just come
out of a bath.
Recycling tub water
To recycle the tub water, use
half-gallon or gallon plastic con
tainers. If you stay in the bathtub a
long time, you’ll need to periodically
regulate both the water temperature
and rising water level. Rather than
pull the drain, fill up these plastic
containers with water and set them
outside the tub. (I’ll tell you what to
do with them later.)
The ideal temperature range for the
tubwater is 105 to 115 degrees (most
tap water comes out around 130). If
the water gets too hot, DON’T turn on
the cold water; rather, slow down the
flow of incoming water. As soon as
the water starts becoming cold,
immediately increase the flow. There
is no need to constantly turn on and
off the water; you’ll soon find the flow
rate that enables the water to stay

always over 105 degrees.
Besides the water that we have
stored in the plastic containers from
the tub, there is another way to
recycle bath water. You can do this by
yourself, with the aid of a few good
books, plus the cooperation of a
knowledgeable hardware man. Go
under your house, disconnect the pipe
that goes from'your tub to the city
sewer system. This will usually be 1Vi
inch diameter pipe. Next screw the
appropriate lengths of 1Vi inch-2 inch
pipe onto your bathtub drain so that
the water goes out to your garden or
fruit trees. If you first draw a
schematic diagram, then measure
everything accurately before you be
gin, it is an amazingly simple job.
Those who live on a second story can
run their pipe over to the second story
wall, then attach a hose which runs
down to the garden.
The biggest expense-the pipe-can
usually be purchased used. Any
needed threading (if not already
threaded) can be done at the local
hardware store, or you can rent a
threading tool.
Two things to remember: 1) Be sure
to plan the new drain pipe so that
there is a continuous slight downward
sloping until it reaches your garden.
Flat spots will slow the water flow,
causing a gradual buildup of solids
that will eventually clog the pipe. 2)
Be SURE that you bathe exclusively
with biodegradable detergents; soaps
and other chemicalized cleansers may
even kill your plants. Many biode
gradable detergents are available. I
recommend Basic H (by Shaklee),
since its been shown to be (at the time
of this writing) an uncompromised
product.
ext, let’s go to the toilet. Did
you know that your toilet will
flush even if it isn’t attached to
the city water system? This may be
surprising but it’s true. The water
tank behind (or above) the bowl is just
a water reservoir that is kept filled by
the incoming city water. Its function is
to release a large volume of water into
the bowl (when you flush) and thereby
force the bowl’s contents away into
the sewer. The city water then
automatically refills the reservoir
(that’s what causes the hissing noise
after the flush).
And what would happen if you
turned off the city water to the
reservoir? Right! The reservoir would
not refill after the flush. Then when
you tried to flush next time, nothing
would happen, right? Wrong! What
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would happen is first you’d take two
one-gallon plastic containers with
handles (such as Pyrex containers)
and, with a sharp knife or pair of
strong scissors, cut off the entire top
so you had an opening approximately
four inches across. Try to not cut off
or damage the handle. These two
containers are filled with bath water,
then stashed out of sight behind the
toilet. When you need to flush, pour
in the water from these containers
simultaneously. Believe it or not, two
gallons is all you need to accomplish
what the automatic toilet flush re
quires five gallons to do.
You then refill the two containers
with water from all those other Vi and
1 gallon containers you filled from
your bathwater. Finally, to bring the
toilet bowl water level back to normal,
you’ll need to pour in another Vi
gallon of your recycled bath water. If
you save enough bath water, you will
never again need to use clean city
water to flush your toilet.
Now for those of you starting to get
a cold sweat at the prospect of your
lovely bathroom becoming wall to wall
plastic containers, fret not! A family
of four, each bathing every other day,
will need 10 to 12 gallons of stored
water, depending on frequency of
elimination. One extra shelf along a
wall is more than adequate; or-work
out your own ingenious storage
system depending on your particular
space limitations. In one household of
four adults and one child where this
has been done for over two years, a
shelf was built to hold 18 containers.
An additional six containers are kept
between the sink and bathtub.
ext, let’s explore an alternative
to flushing toilet paper into the
sewers. Some friends in Los
Angeles bought a 75-year-old house
whose toilet drain pipe was partially
clogged up. Since it was (for them)
prohibitively costly to have the pipe
cleared professionally, they innovated
several ways to “ make-do.”
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At least once a week, they pour
approximately a cup of glass shards
and/or coarse sand into the toilet
bowl, and flush it down. The purpose
is two-fold: First, for the sand/ground
glass to wear away roots that may
have grown into the pipe, and second,
to scrape away grime and buildup on
the inside of the sewer pipe walls.
This has enabled them to postpone
the sewerline repairs for 11 years (at
the time of this writing).
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The Shaker Plantstand
The Shakers are noted for
designing unique furniture
with functional simplicity in
mind. Crafted in pine, our
3-Tiered Plantstand, with its
staggered shelves, lets all
your plants get the light they
need for healthy growth.
253/4”H18y2”W14”D.
Easy K it..................... $37.00
Finished (dk. pine) — $49.00
Add $4.00 postage each
100%

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back
(when returned within
90 days)

Y ield House
Dept. V14A

North Conway, N.H. 03860
Call Toll-Free: 800-258-0375

A lo g h o m e fo r to d a y .
A n d to m o r r o w .
L. C. Andrew custom design
log homes are built with all
the quality and styling of
today — and tomorrow.
Solid Maine craftsmanship
assures a durability that’s
both timely and timeless,
with keen attention to today’s
demands for energy efficiency,
and styling that endures.
Send for our brochure today
and discover why L. C. Andrew
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is the premier log home
for today — and tomorrow.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Write for our Dree brochure,
or send $4.00 for our
complete portfolio, to:

I

S

L.C.ANDREW
since 1916

L.C. Andrew
Dept. PS4
South Windham,
ME 04082
(207) 892-8561

Next to the toilet, they put a sturdy
15-gallon plastic fliptop clothes ham
per. In the bottom of the hamper, they
put 3 inch-4 inch of light soil, to which
they added 20-30 earthworms. ALL
used toilet paper was then thrown into
the hamper (a sign posted next to the
toilet-paper dispenser asked all visi
tors to please throw their used toilet
paper into the hamper). People who
didn’t read or didn’t heed the sign
were invariably detected since the
toilet would almost invariably clog
and back up. As the hamper slowly
filled with toilet paper, the worms
began to devour it from the bottom.
The accumulating paper would be
compacted lightly at weekly intervals
and more soil and worms (and
avocado peelings which the worms
love!) added.
When filled, the hamper’s contents
are emptied into a miniworm farm
just outside the kitchen door. This
“ farm” is a 3’ x 4’ rectangle, with a
wooden frame at the base and chicken
wire extending vertically three feet
around the perimeter. In addition to
the aforementioned toilet paper, used
tea leaves and coffee grounds, kitchen
scraps, dog manure, vaccuum cleaner
dust, shakings from rugs and blan
kets, and sweepings from the daily
house cleaning are added.
This hamper has “ earthy’’-but
never offensive odors emanating from
it, somewhat like the potting area of a
nursery, or of a small, hot green
house. These odors can be detected
momentarily when the lid is swung
aside to deposit something, but they
don’t linger in the bathroom air. In
fact, there’s nothing to indicate to a
visitor what truly marvelous activity is
therein taking place besides a small
card mounted on the lid with a listing
of the dates when various wormrelated events (eg, adding more
worms) have taken place.
Ecological living can and should be
practiced especially in the cities. To
do so, we must value self-sufficiency
as much as—or more than—conven
ience, and be willing to make a series
of minor adjustments in our accus
tomed wasteful way of doing things.

A Hand-Powered Shower

by Michael Puleo
his article is dedicated to those who are creating
their own water systems and to all those who now
maintain inadequate systems. Since moving to
northern Maine four years ago, we have been improving
our lives on land here in Aroostook County. There are now
five other small family farms built up by friends
collectively, over 600 acres. The obvious consideration in
setting up a home is the water supply. With all the homes
here being a long way from the road, electricity and
conventional plumbing are prohibitive. And since only one
of the farms here is able to employ a gravity-fed system,
hand-pumping water is necessary.
The one sure thing about building your dream is that
you’ll probabiy be dirty in a hurry. Every enterprise I
undertook left me in need of bathing. Chilling baths in the
stream became less aesthetic after October 1st.
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It was at that point when I realized how some people
would consider our primitive lifestyle a high price to pay
for simply doing what we considered to be right.
Fortunately, since then, along with the amazing handpowered shower, we have minimal lights, cassette stereo,
even black and white television provided by our ’48
windcharger. There seems to be no reason to sacrifice

creature comforts in homesteading, least of all, personal
hygiene.
However, if you are living with a conventional water
system where the pump kicks in every time you brush ^our
teeth, you might be surprised to know how much each bath
or shower is costing you. The hand-powered shower is
economical to set up and maintain. The water is heated by
the existing wood stoves; therefore it costs us nothing for
unlimited hot showers.
The first working hand-powered shower was developed
by my brother, Bud, while he was caretaker of a cottage in
Connecticut. The house had no inside plumbing, only a
well a short distance from the building. He decided to try a
hand pump installed in a shower stall. I still don’t think he
realizes the implications of that first shower. I know that
there are three here in the valley now, and I hope this
article will enable others to build one of these dependable
and efficient units. The idea is so very simple, yet the
benefit-ratio, great.
Consider the little pot of water that sits on the stove a
good part of the year. With the hand-powered shower,
three gallons or so, is all you need for a thorough shower,
even shampooing very long hair. A conventional shower
will use somewhere around 10 gallons of water, if not
more. Tub baths use large quantities of water which can
be very time consuming in a hand-pumping situation.
Efficiency is the most important aspect of any system. It
seems natural to find the easiest way to stay clean and
healthy. I wonder how long we can keep flushing those
millions of toilets and perpetuating 20 minute showers
encouraged by all conventional systems.
To set up one of these hand-powered showers is
relatively simple. First of all, you’ll need a shower stall set
up with a normal drain. Next, you mount the pump on the
inside wall with stainless machine screws. The outlet goes
up to the nozzle. The inlet pipe hangs down, leading into a
reservoir pail just outside the stall. The hot water is
poured into the reservoir pail, a little cold added to adjust
the temperature. The size of the reservoir will determine
the length of the shower. It’s a good feeling to know that
you provided the energy for that shower, rather than being
reminded that you didn’t, with each new electricity bill.
Shower stalls are relatively inexpensive. We got a used
for $20, but look for a rugged one since the pump will be
mounted on the inside wall. Additional bracing may be
necessary, especially with a stall of flimsy construction.
The pump is a guzzler. It’s an in-line diaphragm-type
hand pump, and it’s ideally suited to the shower
installation because of its nylon and aluminum construc
tion with stainless steel hardware. All parts are replace
able, and after a couple of years of heavy use, ours still
works perfectly. There are different sizes, but the small
model is adequate and costs under $30. The $50 invest
ment has paid off ten-fold in terms of energy and water
conservation. There are endless variations possible to
incorporate into this basic concept. I’d like to hear about
them and any other alternative systems now being used
here in Maine or elsewhere.
□
Michael Puleo homesteads on “Dirt Farm” in Fort
Fairfield, Maine. Illustration by Faith Rainbolt.
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The Trout of Barren Hill
A tale of secret coves, worn woods paths, dappled pools...and
a young boy’s summertime dreams and disappointments.
by Sam Keith
f I helped him get his hay in,
Uncle John McLeod said he
would take me out to “ his”
lake at the Barren Hill homestead. At
least he was talking to me again. The
weather had been fine for drying, and
the neat, golden windrows laid down
by his scythe were ready to be forked
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into the mow of the ancient, lopsided
bam. The hayfield only sprawled over
several acres, but to a boy of fourteen
who looked upon it as a serious threat
to fishing time, the task rivaled a
labor of Hercules. And if Grandpa
Holmes had not filled my mind with
visions of big speckled trout, I
probably would have found an excuse
to sneak away to Aleck Sandy’s brook

and dream beside its waterfall.
I was spending the summer with
my grandfather and grandmother who
lived in the small village of Grand
River on Cape Breton Island. It was in
the 1930’s, but I felt magically
transported back in time to my
mother’s girlhood...no paved roads,
very few automobiles, and no
electricity. No indoor plumbing

either, but I soon learned to enjoy the
trips to the whitewashed, curtained
interior of the outhouse. I loved to
leave the door open and sit there,
watching the swallows swooping,
staring at the dark river sliding by
beyond the grass.
I had missed the run of sea trout.
All I had caught so far were pan-sized
*‘brookies” that darted out from the
shadows of undercut banks, that
spurted from behind submerged
boulders, that lurked beneath frothy
obstructions the river piled against. I
often saw salmon motionless against
the gravel, unconcerned with the
bright flies I sloppily paraded past
their windows. Grandpa said I lacked
the patience to tempt a salmon to
strike, and even if I did hook one, he
doubted my equipment would keep
him on much longer than the first
leap. Just the same I was in love with
the nine foot split bamboo flyrod an
old friend of my father’s had
presented as a birthday gift. It was
colorfully handwound and varnished
with the sheen of glass. Spoiled by a
master’s touch, it now had to suffer
not only the indignities of small trout
and even smaller parr-marked salmon
but also the crude incompetence of a
ruthless dictator.
Not long after my arrival, I
alienated Uncle John. I had sneaked
his scythe from its rack. It had looked
so easy the way he used it, but when I
tried to emulate his stroke, I scraped a
rock with the first swipe and dug the
tip into a tussock of marsh grass,
buckling the slender blade. Uncle
John soon discovered this sacrilege.
He made such a fuss that the scar on
his forehead stood out like the pattern
of a lightning bolt. After much
pounding and sighting along its
length, he had me turn the grindstone
while he muttered in Gaelic and tried
to restore its edge.
Uncle John was my grandmother’s
brother. He made me think of Father
Time. The scythe must have had
something to do with that. He
alternated between living alone in the
house next to Grandpa’s and isolating
himself for long periods at Barren
Hill. He had never married.
Although well into his eighties, he
was still as tough as a stalk of kelp. I
marvelled at his tireless rhythm as he
swung his gaunt shoulders and waded
into the standing hay, leaving an
ordered wake of fallen stalks. When
he stopped, he would mop his face
and his neck with a red bandanna,
and soon I would hear his sharpening

stone knocking against the steel. He
wore glasses that made his eyes big
behind the lenses. He kept his false
teeth clenched when he spoke. He
talked very loud, and he often
laughed even when something said
was not funny. Grandpa said Uncle
John was ‘‘deaf as a haddock,” “ a
little mite odd,” and so “ tight” he
even talked that way.
Uncle John wore heavy woolen
underwear and woolen socks
throughout the year. He never
complained of rheumatism as
Grandpa did. His huge hands, ropy
with veins, knew well the snatch of a
scythe, the helve of an axe and the
frame of a bucksaw. He cut his own
yearly supply of wood. He kept a
horse, a cow, a few chickens, and he
always planted a garden, mostly in
potatoes. As for company, he
preferred his own. Once he toppled
from his wagon seat, cut his forehead
badly, refused to see a doctor, and
sewed up the jagged gash himself.
The rigidity of his bearing and his
quick, impulsive movements reflected
his austere, solitary life. As a young
man he worked for a very wealthy
lady in New England and was thought
to have inherited a sizable sum when
she died. This belief, in addition to his
thrifty ways and his aversion to banks
over the years, caused the rumor that
somewhere on the Barren Hill
homestead a fortune was hidden.
He had a colossal homemade
wheelbarrow with extra long handles.
This, among other uses, was his hay
wagon. I was really amazed at the
‘‘mountains’’ he could move with it.
nce on „ourse, he was not one
to deviate the slightest from
his heading. A desperation to
get a job done drove him, as if time
was running out or the weather might
suddenly change. He hardly
appreciated my attempting to spear
the field mice that huddled along their
tunnels beneath the hay, my flipping
the pitchfork to see if it would land
tines first into the stubble, and my
stooping at every opportunity to
sample the wild strawberries along
the field edge. Itching from more than
hayseed in the hot afternoon, I
gloomily estimated the loads
remaining in the field and prayed for
some instant natural disaster. Uncle
John never ate between meals, so
imagine my ecstasy when he pulled
out his watch that was tied to a string
on a belt loop and announced a treat
for three o'clock! The offer spurred
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me on to tap a sudden reserve of
energy.
True to his word, he went to the
well, pulled up a mossy bucket of
water, and sloshed some of it into a
glass pitcher. Its sides got all foggy
and runny with condensation. Next he
tossed in a fistful of oatmeal, poured
in a small measure of molasses,
sprinkled in some ginger, and stirred
the ‘‘treat. ’’ He misunderstood my
complete amazement for delight.
By late afternoon we forked the last
wheelbarrow load into the mow. I was
staggering from the ordeal, but Uncle
John was still going strong. He
insisted I have a “ wee bite” with him,
and as I feared it would be, it was
some of the salt cod whose dried
carcasses hung like shrivelled,
roosting birds. Potatoes, tea and
common crackers provided the rest of
the fare. I spilled a spoonful of sugar
on the table, and he rose quickly to
wipe it off the edge into his cupped
hand and return it to the bowl.
In the morning we would leave with
the horse and wagon for the Barren
Hill place about eight miles away.
Uncle John planned to haul a few
items back to Grand River. I hoped
some big speckled trout would be
among them.
Just after daybreak I strung my rod
with a stout leader, tied on a red and
white fly, and hooked it into the tiny
ring in front of the cork handle. After
carefully placing this treasure in the
wagon bed atop some burlap bags, I
worked my sheepskin wallet of flies
and hooks into my back pocket and
climbed aboard. I shot an appraising
glance at the rotted manure pile, but
dismissed rather haughtily the
thought of taking some worms along.
Uncle John wore his faded,
felt-lined denim jacket. His heavy
pants were tucked into black knee
boots. I sat proudly on the seat beside
him. He hunched over the reins, gave
them a flick and clucked sharply. The
old horse plodded along the river road
and turned on to the bridge where its
hooves punished the planking. The
narrow wheels of the wagon rolled
over the boards as if nailing them
down.
Uncle John was lost in himself. I
squirmed on the hard seat, lifting my
buttocks now and then as the wagon
tilted and a jolt threatened. We
moved steadily along the aisle of
reddish earth with spires of spruce
and fir on either side. I could smell
the pungency of the needles. Here
and there were piles of pulp wood,
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toppled in places, awaiting logging
trucks that would haul them into St.
Peters. I exclaimed suddenly and
pointed to a buck deer, statue-like in a
clearing, sunlight tracing a golden
margin around the velvet of his
antlers. With the movement of my
arm he floated in dreamy bounds,
white tail flashing until it winked out
in the shadows. Partridge chicks
flurried into a spruce bough,
balancing there while the mother
nervously paraded and kwitkwitted
instructions from the moss. Farther
along, two does and a spike buck,
their coats the reddish hue of the
road, glided in front of us. “ Ach!
grunted Uncle John as if annoyed
with the traffic.
he house and barn at Barren
Hill were a lonesome grey
amid the buttercups. Beyond a
jagged line of evergreens beckoned
the blue lake. Eager to stretch my
legs, I was even more eager to grab
the rod and rabbit through the spruce.
As I alighted from the wagon, a
warning sensation tingled. My hand
felt at the hip pocket. The sheepskin
wallet was not there! Desperately I
searched the wagon seat and all over
the wagon bed. Somewhere along the
way the tackle kit had fallen to the
road.
Uncle John made it plain not to run
off. He unhitched the horse, and after
giving him a meager ration of oats in a
nosebag, left him to graze in the
yellow field. Fidgetting, I waited for
him to unfasten the padlock and check
the house, to inspect the woodshed
and bam, and to wander critically
along the rail fence. Then he
announced we would load the wagon.
After he finally made up his mind, we
put on a plow, a brass bed and a
spinning wheel. It was hard to believe
when he motioned at the flyrod and
told me to follow him.
He led me over a worn path that
wound through hummocks of moss
and past somber trunks crusted with
lichens. I could hear the tap-tapping
of a woodpecker, the scolding of a red
squirrel, and from far off the
whooping of ravens.
Suddenly Uncle John drew up
short. There surrounded by wet rocks
and ferns of the brightest green, was
a deep bowl of crystal water. Grains of
sand were jumping all over the
bottom. Uncle John produced a glass
perched there atop a stick, rinsed it,
submerged it slowly, raised it, and
held it before him. His face beamed.

T
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“ A loon bobbed into view , quavered and heaved

out of sight/*
“ Adam’s ale,’’ he said, handing
me the brimming glass. It was sweet,
liquid frost. As delicious as it was, the
invitation shimmering through the
evergreen needles was even more
compelling, but I had to restrain
myself until Uncle John savored
several glasses. Finally he drew a
sleeve across his face, sighed noisily,
and stumbled along the spring’s
outlet.
A cove opened. It was sprinkled
with small lily pads and bordered with
snags of spruce that stood out starkly
against the living green. A loon
bobbed into view, quavered, and
heaved out of light. I took off my
shoes and socks, then rolled up my
pants so that I could wade out and
have more room for a backcast. The
loon appeared farther out and taunted
us.
Uncle John suddenly
commandeered the rod, unhitched the
fly from the ring, and proceeded to
brief me on its proper use. He tore a
few feet of line from the reel. Then he
went to great length instructing me
how to curl my fist around the cork
grip and the line together so that no
line could escape, how to flick the fly
like a whip, skitter it a few feet, lift it
out, flick it again, and twitch it in like
a waterbug. In the process he caught
the fly in a branch, staggered about
with the rod straining, and grimaced
as he tried to free it. Fearing for the
rod, I frantically pulled on the shoes
again. I shinnied up the sapling while
Uncle John ranted and jiggled the
branch. Reaching out, I managed to
whittle it off with my jackknife. The

sudden release of tension caused
Uncle John to totter backwards
abruptly and end up sitting in the
muck. I was deeply relieved to get
control of the rod intact, but after the
lecture and the scythe blade incident,
I decided to buggy whip the fly in the
manner demonstrated.
My bare feet felt numb as they
squished into the ooze. I waded out to
where the water level trembled at the
rolled-up pants. Uncle John in his
chopped-off boots strode the shore,
gesturing with an arm and with a
thrust.of his head at the broad
alley between the lily pads.
“ Lay it out there, laddie! ’’ he
exhorted, false casting vigorously as
if fighting gnats, and twisting his face
into menacing scowls.
I waved the fly back and forth a few
times, then dropped it on the black
water and skittered it towards me.
Just as I lifted it, a boiling churned
where it had been...
Uncle John clucked his tongue,
shook his head, and stomped the
muck.
nother slashing on the surface,
and the rod hoopled!
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Throbbing pulses of delight
raced through the bamboo and sent
shock waves into my wrist. Bright
sides gleamed. The ferrules rattled.
Backing up, the water flurrying
before me, I steered the fish into the
shallows where Uncle John pounced
with his big hands and clutched it
squirming to the moss. Quickly he cut
an alder crotch, strung the fifteen
incher on it, and herded me back into
the water before I could admire the

biggest trout I had ever caught in my
life.
I lost the next one. Uncle John’s
exasperated grunt summed up his
analysis of my technique. As soon as
the fly touched down again, I was on
to another, a perfect mate of the first.
Uncle John was an alert goalie
guarding the net, and the
cartwheeling trout was a hockey puck
that he gleefully intercepted. I was in
the midst of frenzied trout. Lily pads
winced as firm bodies brushed their
stems. My heart was sledging.
Within inches of Uncle John’s
outstretched fingers I lost a larger
fish. Again his guttural chiding and
the flinging of arms in utter disgust.
Even though I was all concentration
when the next trout struck, I was
unprepared for his power. I couldn’t
hold him on the short line. The rod
squirmed, bucking in my fist. The reel
shrieked as the line wrenched from
my grip and hissed through the
guides.
Down the corridor between the
pads streaked the heavy trout for
deeper water. I was all quivery, my
stomach a closed jar with
grasshoppers leaping wildly against
the lid. When the forward surge of the
fish slowed, I began to wind him in. I
could feel him nodding savagely,
burrowing to free himself of the barb.
He flirted his wide tail above the
surface, then powered away in a
tumbling that smoked line from the
reel...
That was too much for Uncle John
to bear. Like a bull moose in the rut,
he charged in over his boots. I was
completely unprepared for his attack.
He grabbed the line and plunged for
shore. Abroad, red-spotted side, the
flare of orange fins in a welter of
spray...that was all I could see until
the leader snapped. Uncle John came
into focus as he grunted explosively,
grabbing at the water, scooping up
armfuls of nothing. With a torrent of
Gaelic oaths through clenched teeth,
he glared at the sky...
“ Gee whiz, Uncle John,’’ I blurted.
“ You...”
He dropped a wet, heavy hand to
my shoulder. “ Laddie,” he said
simply, ‘‘ye were losing him.
“I...I...you...”

“ There...there now, laddie,” he
muttered, stooping to remove a leech
from my leg. The blood ran freely in
a narrow trickle down the shin. “ Put
on another wee fly... ”
“ Ain’t no other fly,” I said, laying
the rod down and going through my

pockets for the miracle of a stray.
Uncle John was teetering on one
leg, trying to slip off a boot. He lost
his balance, staggered, and stepped
down hard on the midsection of the
rod. It suddenly took on a most
unnatural appearance. Sickness came
on with a rush.
‘‘Tis an omen, ’’ mourned Uncle
John. “There’s plenty aboot us. Tis
the good Lord telling us we have
enough.”
The trip back with the loaded
wagon was funereal. To make matters
worse I never found the sheepskin
wallet of flies. Every time I glanced at
the broken-backed flyrod, I almost
cried. My only hope was that
Grandpa, who was always puttering,
could mend it in some way. Even the
two plump trout lying in state against
the sphagnum moss had colors now
as faded as my spirits. That wide,
orange-slashed side grew wider and
wider in my mind. Suddenly I knew
where Uncle John’s fortune was
hidden. It was in “ his” lake, and I
had two “ nuggets” to prove it.
After we unloaded the wagon, I saw
Grandpa limping towards the
springhouse. I hailed from across
the stubble.
‘‘Grandpa! Grandpa!
He turned to wait in a drift of
pipesmoke.
In one hand I held the gilled trout
on the alder crotch; in the other I
displayed the flyrod at the broken
place. The wh >le story came blurting
out. I scuffed av the ground, waiting
for some reinforcement to my
misery. “ A black day,” I muttered.
“ A black, black day.”
The faded blue eyes appraised me.
“ Summer’s still before you, lad. A
black, black day? When you saw such
promise? And doesn’t that make the
next one? Today it was the big trout.
Tomorrow what? Be thankful it will be
something.”
I looked across the stubble. Uncle
John was hoeing his potatoes, hilling
up the reddish earth around the bases
of the green plants. Grandpa was
looking at him, too.
“ Promise,” he whispered. Then a
sly smile began on his weathered
face. ‘‘The cream should be about
ready to skim. Grandma’s got wild
strawberries waiting. ’’□
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The Complete
Blackfly Gardener

by Rho Weber Mack
lack fly gardening is an exer
cise in Zen, part dance, part
gardening under siege re
quiring supreme concentration and
infallible motion. Black fly gardening
requires strategy. It is the Yankee
challenge of efficiency under adversity—that traditional New England
test of character, when the gardener
breaches the taunt of the “ flying
mouths” to lay out rows that will
gleam like green jewels on an evening
in July.
If there is koan in black fly
gardening, it is the nature of one’s
relationship with a small and invin
cible antagonist, the consideration of
which places one within a broader and
humbler relationship to the planet.
The fish, one realizes on breezeless
mornings, are eating well.

B

And so are the black flies. Standing
out in the spring air, breathing in the
fresh damp earthen fragrance of the
land, the black hordes descend and
remind us that we humans too are
fellow participants in the process of
life. Watching the infallible accuracy
of the black fly radar system, it is
possible to even feel admiration for
nature’s ingenuity. The persistence of
these springtime invaders compels us
to add something else to the armory of
bee nets and smelly concoctions: an
equinimity that respects, accepts—
and outmaneuvers.
The black fly begins its life cycle in
swiftly running water, and the gla
cially carved wilderness of North
America provides a vast friendly
50
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breeding ground. The eggs are laid on
the submerged rocks, logs, plants,
and underwater debris, often so
thickly massed that they resemble a
mossy carpet, first white or yellowish,
and finally black. The larvae, which
resemble tiny capsules, anchor them
selves securely in the swift water by
means of suction disks, silken cords,
or tiny hairs. The moving water
brings microscopic plants and animals
past the larvae, which scoop them into
their mouths with specialized fan
shaped scoops. As the larvae mature,
they spin silken cocoons that resem
ble openended sleeping bags, the
open end facing downstream. Inside,
the pupas now have gills and extract
oxygen from the water, which they
store below their skins in preparation
for their ascent to the kingdom of air.
In five short days, the black flies are
ready to hatch, and the pupa skin
splits, releasing an adult black fly that
rides upward through the violent
churning water inside a bubble of
oxygen. The bubble bursts at the
surface, releasing another black fly
looking for a meal.
“ A few species do not bite,”
observes the Fieldbook of Natural
History dryly, “ but others make up
for this.” Black flies are often the
worst pests in the territory in which
they five. An extreme example is the
black fly population of the Canadian
subarctic, which is dense enough to
keep the watery wilderness unpopul
ated. (For this kindness, future
generations may yet thank the black
fly.)

In prime black fly country an
unprotected human can lose one third
to one half of total body fluid within
two hours of exposure, leading to
death.
In most of New England, black fly
season is May and June, or as local
wisdom has it, “ The black flies and
the tourists come together.” The
range of the black fly extends as far
south as Connecticut and New York,
though not in the same enormous
numbers as found in northern New
England.
Black flies have a tendency to
swarm on humid days just before or
after a rain, which means that the
best time to be out in the garden
putting down those early seeds or
transplants is also the time you will
sustain the most black fly bites. A
strong breeze fortunately will discour
age the insects.
tudies show that black flies
have a well-developed ability
to detect movement, a talent
which helps them zero in on their
targets. While day fight is the prime
hunting time, black flies can also
locate prey at night by spotting warm
rising currents of air from a warm
blooded creature, or by locating the
high concentration of carbon dioxide
that comes from exhalation. With
such a powerful three-channel de
tection system, there is very little that
can be done to avoid detection. But it
is at least possible to wear clothes of
the colors the black fly is said to be
least attracted to: fight blue, yellow,
white, and orange. Avoid dark pur
ples, black and brown colors, which
the black fly apparently prefers.
The best protection against black
fly bites is to wear what fishermen
and northern gardeners have always
worn: loose fight-colored clothes with
tight closings at the wrist, neck and
ankles. For a repellent, look for a
diethyl toluamide (better known as
deet) combined with musk, the fix
ative in perfumes and fragrances.
Some deet-musk repellents now offer
up to ten hours of good protection
against black fly bites. It is said that
to a northern New Englander, the
scent of spring is the pungent smell of
deet repellent. From the Adirondack
Mountains comes the claim that a
Clairol shampoo, Long and Silky, is an
effective-and fragrant repellent. And
where the black flies are thick (or
resistance and patience are thin), a
bee net will keep the persistent
creatures from swarming in your face,
creeping inside your ears, and being
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inhaled in a moment of gardening
concentration.
One resourceful but eccentric home
remedy is to wear a hard hat smeared
on the outside, with motor oil. A scarf
about the neck catches any drips of
oil, and the sticky hat collects black
flies by the hundreds, since the head
seems to be a major attack zone for
the flies. The system apparently
works, although the fashion is a bit
bizarre. It just shows to what ex
tremes the suffering gardener will go
in order to mitigate the blackfly’s
painful assault.
For many years the resort hotels
and fishing camps from the Adirondacks to Canada have tackled black
flies with their own solutions: me
chanically clearing the waters of their
egg masses with brooms. It is a
tedious task, to be sure, but has
proven worth the effort in increased
hotel and camp reservations during
black fly season. A second mechanical
control would be to place insect traps,
similar to the ones now used in insect
flyways, in the path of the black fly.
To this author’s knowledge, no black
fly-specific insect trap has yet been
devised, though it seems like an
invention whose time has come.
The black fly has many natural
enemies: bacteria, fungi, parasitic
nematodes, aquatic insects, brown
trout, and salmon. A recently discov
ered bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis var. israelensis—or Bti for shortkills both the black fly and mosquito
larvae, and does not reproduce or
grow in the waters where it is
introduced, therefore imposing no
threat of biological contamination to
the stream. Bti has been seen as the
best biological control of the insect to
date, and is testing out effectively on
Canadian waters.
Some gardeners outwit the black fly
planting from four to six o’clock in the
moming-the time of day when a new
morning is washed clear with precious
eastern light, and the garden seems
to breathe with the power of life.
For another gardener, the solution
might be in turning to cloches, cold
frames, plastic or Kalwal construc
tions that allow very early springtime
plantings. Cloches in Vermont have
been shown to help frost-hardy vege
tables through the winter, and mean
salad greens early and late in the
year. While there would still be
gardening work to be done in the days
of the black flies, most crops could
already be in and flourishing, and the

garden itself would become more
productive with an extended season in
the process.
ardening in black fly season
means less time spent out in
the garden-and that can mean
crooked rows hoed out for planting,
and patches of thick-and-thin sow
ings. Or-tuming adversity to advantage-it can mean more time spent in
strategy, and the paring down of
gardening time to the clean essential
motions.
If you must garden during the days
when the black flies are swarming
over everything living, there are a few
simple rules: no standing at the end of
the row to read the directions on the
seed packet, and no pacing up and
down the garden deciding juSt where
to plant. This part of gardening gets
done on the other side of the porch
screen, with an up-to-the-minute
planting plan and a fortifying glass of
iced tea. Not only will you be back in
the kitchen a lot sooner, refilling your
glass of tea, but you can be laying out
a high-yield garden.
The secret is the strategy: wide-row
planting. Laying out the wide-row
garden begins with the planting plan.
On a large piece of paper, plot the
dimensions of your garden. Label
north and south, and remember
where the shadow of a large tree or a
building blocked the sunlight last
year. This shows you where to place
your sun-loving and shade-loving
plants—or where to plant the corn to
shield a second planting of peas.
Remember where you had last year’s
crops, so you can plan for crop
rotation.
Now lay c t short, 18-inch wide
rows, allowing between 2 to 5 feet of
row per person for most crops, 10 to
15 feet for peas and beans. Wide-row
planting works for a surprising variety
of vegetables, from the greens to
peas, onions, carrots, and even
beans. Only crops like com, tomatoes,
and the vine crops are better planted
in traditional groupings.
Once out in the garden, with the
black fly radar system on full alert,
and the bombadiers closing in, swing
into immediate and efficient motion.
Swing your hoe into the garden soil
and pull to the side of the intended
row an 18-inch width of garden soil,
all the way down the row. Now pull
the seed packet out of that back
pocket and broadcast the seed down
the wide row. Sprinkle the seeds from
about two to three feet above the bed,
swinging your hand in a wide uniform
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arc back and forth across the bed. It is
better to oversow than to leave bare
patches, because the wide row has its
own thinning technique.
On your way back down the newly
seeded row, with a flip and a quick
tamp of the hoe, your seeds are in,
and you can beat a hasty retreat off
the radar screen. If you have had the
forethought to plant just before or just
after a gentle shower, your garden
work is done.
If wide-row planting can be fast, it
also actually yields more crops per
square foot of garden space. Accord
ing to continuing experiments at the
Garden Way test garden plots in
North Ferrisburg, Vermont, wide-row
vegetable plantings consistently pro
duce higher yields. Lettuce, for
example, grown in wide rows pro
duced 16.38 ounces for each square
foot of garden space, while the
traditional single row method pro
duced only 4.32 ounces per square
foot.
There are several reasons for this.
In a wide row the plants are arranged
much more compactly and efficiently,
with up to 4 Vs times more crops per
square foot than in a single row. Wide
row planting takes out the many walk
spaces between conventional thin
rows, meaning much more food in
your garden without expanding the
garden area. And the close planting of
broadcast vegetables provides a na
tural mulch, shading the ground from
July heat and choking weed growth.
Thinning a wide row is a simple
matter. Once the plants are up V a to
Vs inch, pull a garden rake gently
across the width of your row, with
rake teeth digging into the soil by
about V a inch. (The best time to do
this is in cooperation with the
weather-just a few hours after a
rain.) For a day or two after thinning,
the wide row will be a sorry sight, but
then the still-rooted plants spring up,
beautifully thinned.
One warm day in early summer,
you will find yourself standing out in
the midst of a lush young garden,
your arms full of salad greens and
early peas. Perhaps, on such a perfect
day, you will have the generosity to
thank the black fly for teaching you to
hone your gardening skills.
□
Rho Webber Mack has contributed
several garden articles to Farmstead,
and makes her home in Friendship,
Maine.
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by Diane Downs
mong the best known bug
deterrents for the organic gar
dener is pyrethrum (Chrysan
themum cinerariaefolium or C. coccinium), but be sure to grow it. Some
products labeled “ pyrethrum dust"
are simply a pyrethrum powder base
with toxic, residual poisons added for
“ more efficiency.’' The most common
of these poisons, “ piperonyl butoxide,” increases your susceptibility to
toxins in the environment by sup
pressing the cleansing processes of
the liver.
Pyrethrum, also know as “ painted
ladies” or “ painted daisies,” pro
vides excellent pest discouragement
by its very presence. In fact, it will
even repel your good friends, the
honeybees. So it’s really best to plant
your pyrethrum bed away from the
vegetables. You can use it in localized
areas where most needed, by drying
the flower petals and using them as
an organic bug dust...or by making a
strong “tea” of the pyrethrum flow
ers and spraying it directly on the
pests.

A

Diane Downs owns and operates Lost
Prairie Herb Farm near Marion,
Montana. Illustrations are by Ellen
LaConte.

Remember that pyrethrum is not
residual, is toxic on contact to
soft-bodied insects such as aphids and
some cold-blooded vertebrates. It is
non-toxic to you, however, and to your
livestock and pets. It can even be used
for a safe flea powder.
Cultivation is simple from estab
lished plants, though these may be
difficult to start from seed. Once
started, do not overwater. Let them
occupy a spot in full sun. Your
pyrethrum patch may be divided m
early spring by root divisions.
A relative of pyrethrum is feverfew
(Chrysanthemum
parthenium or
Pyrethrum parthenium). Its dainty
daisy-like flowers will repel more than
a few pests too. Long ago used as a
feverbreak, this herb can be brewed
into a strong tea to be applied to the
skin as a mosquito repellent. Interplanted throughout a crop of brassicas
(cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, and
Brussels sprouts), it appears to keep
them bug-free. Its bitter smell acts as
a general repellent by masking the
good smells that attract the pests.
Expand your feverfew bed by root
divisions and cuttings in early spring.
A pretty and beneficial addition to
any garden are seeds of marigolds. A
quick glance at any seed catalog may

provide you with several pages of
marigolds to choose from, making
decisions difficult. The very best one
you can grow is the hard-to-obtain
Mexican marigold (Tagetes minuta)
with its absolutely mind-boggling
repellent qualities. Though you may
never have heard of Mexican mari
gold, it has long been used to protect
orchards, repel nematodes from the
soil, kill weevils and numerous other
pests. One of the many un-sung
qualities of this plant is its ability to
free an area of certain types of weeds
when used for a cover crop several
months prior to planting of crops.
Exactly what the exudates from this
plant are, researchers are uncertain,
but tests have shown it to attack
numerous noxious weeds.
“ Stinking Roger,” as it is some
times called, can be made into a spray
by chopping the foliage in water,
letting it soak overnight and strain
ing. This spray can be used on
localized pest-ridden areas.
Used as a cleansing crop between
plantings, Mexican marigolds can
help rid the soil of wireworms and
slugs harbored underground. These
far-reaching effects prohibit its use
between rows in your garden how
ever, because it may stunt the growth
of ybur garden plants if planted too
closely. Certainly, though, its use as a
border plant would be very valuable.
If you are unable to locate Mexican
marigolds or wish to grow some of the
showier varieties throughout your
garden, rest assured that all but the
“ new, improved” no-scent varieties
provide lots of repellent action with
their bitter scent and bright orange
flowers (orange surpasses yellow in
effectiveness). And if you live in an
area plagued by summer frosts which
would kill ordinary marigolds, plant
orange calendula (Calendula ofRein*
alis), or pot marigolds, which are
extremely cold tolerant. Indeed they
bloom right through the winter in all
but the coldest regions. They also
are repellent and bloom constantly
provided old blossoms are kept picked
off.
idely known for its pungency,
garlic’s aroma turns away a lot
of garden invaders. Interplanted throughout your garden plot, your
berry patch and orchard, this 5000year-old herb will scare off Japanese
beetles, aphids and other problem
pests. And if this sounds like a
tremendous amount of garlic for you,
bear this in mind: There is nothing
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like homegrown garlic (either the
regular or elephant varieties) for year
around culinary and medicinal use.
Chewing a clove will put an end to a
sore throat, and the juice is widely
known as an antiseptic to apply to
bums and cuts. It also scares away
the pests that pester you...mosquitos,
ticks and intestinal worms. And,
livestock fed garlic on a regular basis
show increased resistance to disease
and worms.
If burrowing pests like gophers and
moles seem intent on getting the best
of your garden, border it with
moleplant (Euphorbia lathyris). Its
milky latex juice (which is being
experimented with for use as a
petroleum substitute) appears to re
pel underground varmints.
Yet another little known plant of
great benefit especially to the green
house gardener is the “ shoo-fly
plant” (also known as Apple of Peru
or Nichandra physalodes). This non
toxic plant is toxic to pests which eat it
and has been shown to repel white fly.
Yarrow, an herb of widespread
growth, has a place in every garden.
Its aroma repels a wide variety of
garden insects as well as flies and
ants. Besides all this, it is one of the
most beneficial herbs for companion
planting (and to put into the compost
pile) as its roots emit substances
which encourage growth and flavor in
those plants located nearby.
For localized slug problems, pow
der the shoots of the horsetail plant
(Equisetum arvense) and utilize the
silicon-rich properties to send the
slugs elsewhere. A “ tea” made from
this same plant is an effective spray
against fungus and mildew on plants.
The “ helpful herbs” list goes on
and on. Dill traps tomato homworm;
wormwood repels flea beetles and
cabbage moths; hyssop keeps cab
bages bug-free; horseradish means
health for the potato patch; bergamot,
lemon balm, anise-hyssop and laven
der all attract pollinating bees.
Because of the aphids which usual
ly appear on brassicas and in the
greenhouse on the peppers and
eggplant, I like to interplant lots of
chives, both the regular and garlicflavored varieties. These, along with
other members of the allium family,
such as Egyptian onions, shallots and
he-shi-ko perennial bunching onions,
reappear frequently between the rows
of my vegetables and accent the
corners of each bed to keep bugs at
bay.
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
Redecorate* Restore
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The Ken Darby family says:

“We built a HAHSA® and cut
our heat & hot water bills to
$0.00 safely. So can you!”
Yes, you can stop
paying gas, oil, or
electric bills to heat
your home and hot
water! Imagine a
safe, simple, lowcost system that be
longs to you and
works 24 hours a
day, year-round in
any weather or
climate. If you have a backyard you can
build your own HAHSA® and cut your
heat and hot water bills to $0.00.

Like a Backyard Gold Mine
A HAHSA (Heating and Heat Storage
Apparatus) is basically a burner or furnace
located outside your house in its own little
8' by 10' block structure—a self-contained
heating system connected to your house
by 4 pipes buried underground. Safe,
practical, and far better than any coalor wood-burning stove.
It takes anything that bums and stores
heat until you need it. Chances are that it
will pay for itself in 12 to 18 months. That's
what users tell us. After that, it's like hav
ing a little gold mine in your backyard.

7. Simple. The HASHA ties in directly
to your hot water radiators, hot water
baseboard or hot air systems via a heat
exchanger.
8. Quality Engineering. The HA HSA de
sign—from structure to fire box and door,
heat exchanger and draft control—all sym
bolize our dedication to quality. You get
the benefit of years of hard work and
proven performance.
qb
9. Long-Lasting Return.
A correctly built and well
maintained
HAHSA will
last for many
years. Imagine
i* ®
the money
g --w j*
you'll save!
‘
10. You Can Do It Yourself. According to
your skills and your budget. You can also
have someone do it all for you. We are
licensing franchised dealers—a terrific
opportunity. Write or phone today.
You can order a set of plans and go
from there. For only $20.00 we supply
drawings, step-by-step instructions and
material and cost lists. The cost of all
required materials is about $1600 bought
new (not used, which saves plenty).
11. You can also purchase our kits and
assemblies. Save time and aggravation.
Order key parts at reasonable costs, as
listed in the plans.

Start Saving N ow
Mail the coupon today! Don't delay.
Prices are going up every day. Send $1.00
for general information or $20.00 for com
plete plans and everything you need to
HAHSA is 11 Ways Better
know to go HAHSA. Tell OPEC and the
gas
or oil companies where to go. Forever.
1. Safe. Unlike a woodstove, it's outside.
No fear of fire, explosions or asphyxiation ■ Call 717-388-6172.
while you're sleeping. And no gases to
choke you.
| To: HAHSA, Box 112-B
2. Clean. No smoke, dirt, ashes, termites ■
Falls, Pennsylvania 18615
or bugs inside your house.
! I want to go HAHSA. Please send me:
3. Efficient. Uses less wood than a stove | 0 Complete plans, drawings, instructions, mater
ial costs lists, plus general information. $20.00.
and more of anything else that bums— “ 0 General
information about HAHSA.
paper, refuse, cardboard, scraps. Because |
$1.00 to cover printing and mailing.
it's uniquely insulated, cold snow or rain I Lj My checkor money order is enclosed.
■ 0 VISA or 0 Master Charge
won't affect a HAHSA.
4. Stores Heat. You can damp down the | (please print or type)
fire and still get heat for hours, even days. ■ #____________________________
Use it only a few hours every other day in ■ Exp. d a te .
Interbank (MC)
spring or summer—yet your water always
| N am e___
stays hot.
5. Works With Solar Systems for Even
| Address _
Bigger Savings.
J City ____
6. Healthy Heat. Not the dry, irritating
heat of a wood stove or the smoky heat of ■ S tate____
Zip
a coal stove.
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For one of those really discouraging
moments in gardening, grow chamo
mile. To prevent damping-off of
newly sprouted seedlings, make a
strong tea of chamomile, and spray
this tea on the tiny seedlings as they
emerge. Chamomile is also an excel
lent companion for cabbage.
Rue, the bitter herb, seems bitter to
more than us humans. Besides repel
ling Japanese beetles, it seems to
repel numerous other garden pests as
well.

To make a great bug-chasing spray
from this herb, just crush or blend
garlic with water and a little soap, let
soak, strain and spray on insects and
aphids playing havoc with your gar
den. For an extra strong spray add
some cayenne powder to the basic
mixture.
To yield full grown cloves of garlic,
plant in fall in a well-prepared bed.
Keep watered until sprouted. Then
wait. In spring the shoots will rise
early and by fall, you will have a bed
full of completely developed roots of
garlic to dry, plus plenty to divide and
replant for next year’s crop. Do take
advantage of garlic’s cleansing pro
perties by rotating the garlic bed each
year.
The cat’s delight, catnip (Nepeta
cateria), has a definite place in your
insect repellent plans. Besides repel
ling flea beetles and other harmful
insects, it attracts those beneficial
honeybees which seek the nectar in its
flowers. It’s an easy-to-grow peren
nial, and the relaxing tea made from
its leaves is an added benefit.

or those pests that make every
adventure outdoors a misad
venture, grow pennyroyal pla
nts galore. This ground-covering per
ennial provides the very best repel
lent qualities to combat fleas, ticks
and mosquitos. Its minty aroma
drives these bugs away...and in fact
suffocates the fleas that plague your
household pets (and who may have
decided to take up permanent resi
dence in your home as well).
To keep fleas at bay, I make cloth
flea collars for all our pets. (You
would too if you realized that plastic
chemical flea collars’ prime ingre
dient which paralyzes the invading
insects’ nerves, can permanently
damage your pet’s health or even kill
him!) I simply sew a small tube of
fabric, turn inside out and stuff with
dried pennyroyal. For closures, I
recommend sewing a small piece of
elastic between the two ends. In this
way, should your animal get caught
on a tree limb or fence, he can pull out
of the collar rather than choke himself
to death. The collar can be re-opened
and the pennyroyal replenished every
few weeks to keep the powerful minty
aroma strong. Keep pennyroyal lea
ves in pet’s bedding to suffocate those
newly hatching flea eggs and change
and wash in hot water all pet’s
bedding frequently. If fleas have set
up permanent housekeeping in your
carpets, furniture and beds, take
heart. There are ways to get rid of
them without using harmful chemi
cals.
First, thoroughly vacuum your en
tire home, including carpets, and all
stuffed furniture. Burn your vacuum
cleaner paper bag, or at least tightly
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seal it shut in a plastic bag until you
can destroy it. Remove all pet’s old
bedding and destroy it or wash in hot
soapy water. Don’t forget all those
favorite spots where kitty sleeps,
(such as the extra blankets in the
closets), which may well be prime
undisturbed breeding spots for these
pests. Shampoo your pets and put on
fresh pennyroyal flea collars. Sew
small muslin bags of pennyroyal, and
place under couch cushions, in
comers and under rugs. Or if the
temporary mess is tolerable, just
sprinkle dried pennyroyal in couch
crevices, in cracks in the wooden floor
and wherever else fleas may be
lurking. Leave for one week if
possible, or use the bags on a
permanent basis if fleas are a year
’round problem for you. Then vacuum
thoroughly. Again destroy or seal
vacuum bag. This should have taken
care of the bulk of your problem. If
you find it returning despite the use of
flea collars on your pets and penny
royal in their bedding, repeat the
whole process. Keep vacuuming fre
quently and destroying the bags
immediately.
Another common pest that often
bothers folks in the woods is the tick,
but since these pests frequent primar
ily the scalp area, there is a way to
keep them from “ digging in.’’ Just
make a strong pennyroyal “ tea” by
putting pennyroyal in hot water to
steep, preferably overnight, strain the
mixture, and use this minty smelling
water as a final rinse after sham
pooing.
Keep ample patches of pennyroyal
near the front door and on the way
out, simply grab a handful of fresh

leaves and rub them over your face
and arms or other exposed areas. This
repels mosquitos.
Save some room by that front door
for a clump of tansy (Tanacetum
vulgare), Grandmother’s answer to
ant spray. In areas of disastrous ant
infestation, tansy may be used as a
lovely border plant around the found
ation of your home. It is perennial,
extremely hardy and requires vir
tually no care once established (and
the lovely “buttons” can accent your
herb wreaths and dried arrange
ments). Clumps of tansy can be hung
in your bam, chicken house or
doorway to help repel flies and other
insects. Other great plants to use in
this way include sweet woodruff
(Asperula odorata) with its fragrance
reminiscent of vanilla, and worm
wood.
For storage of your woolens, re
member to use dried sweet woodruff,
southernwood, lavender and worm
wood instead of those smelly moth
balls.
One of the really wonderful things
about using all these lovely home
grown repellents is the pleasure that
they are to grow. Most all of them are
perennials, but some are very difficult
to start from seed and if you don’t
have a nursery in the neighborhood
you may have to purchase your initial
starts by mail. These plants will grace
your garden for years. Many are
commonly used, by those who don’t
know how useful they are, as land
scaping plants. And remember, you’ll
be able to dry lots of the edible ones
for other uses too. So don’t put it off
another year...plant those safe pesti
cides NOW!
□

BUY RO TO -HO E’S REAR T IN E TILLER A ND A DD YOUR C HO ICE OF TH ESE F IN E A T T A C H M E N T S
1- Cut ’ N Shred Shredder

America’s outstanding shredder with these features:
Roto-Hoe’s side feed is fastest for vines, stalks, and small limbs. Wide top
hopper allows more shredding and mixing of a variety of materials.
Low rotor R.P.M. generates more torque to shred even the heavy jobs. Low
R.P.M. also means less throw-back.
Grate bars are standard on discharge to minimize clogging of damp
material. Screens are optional; also TAILORED CATCHER PAN.
2. Snow-Densa-Thrower - Compacts snow, uncloggable on wet snow; instant
directional control; instant chute height.
Much more simple and practical than two-stage snow-throwers. (No shear
pins needed)
3. Sickle Bar M ow er - Made with farm implement parts (built by
Trans-America Power). Can be shipped with Roto-Hoe equipment.
4. Furrowing and hilling tools to meet most all conditions.

T H E ROTO-HOE C O M PA N Y
Dept. FP Newbury, OH 44065

Most practical for all better lawns.
6. Adapta-C art - Mount your own generator, pump, or any other device - use

Name__

the Roto-Hoe power unit.

Address.
City.------

5. A erating Disc or A ttachm ent - builds old lawn over into new; de-thatches.

.State.

.Zip.

7. Roto-Hoe’s 910 Rear Tine T iller - Priced to sell for about $579.00.
Roto-Hoe’s 990 Rear Tine T iller with 8 HP (shown in picture) priced to sell
for about $720.00.
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Raising
Pigeons

by Kent Brown
f you wish to ’•aise pigeons on
the farmstead for food, fun and
profit, you must provide them
with adequate shelter. Your coop
must protect your birds from the
weather and from pests and must be
easily cleaned and maintained. A
specific loft for squab producing can
be any size to suit the number of birds
you wish to raise. A good measure to
go by in building the loft or readying
an existing structure for raising
squabs, is an area, 8 by 10 feet-enough room for 32 pairs of breeders.
The flypen should be comparable in
size to the loft itself.
It is advisable to face the loft south
to take advantage of the sunlight in
mid-winter. If building a loft from
scratch, you should put it in an area
where your birds will not be subjected
to damp ground. You can build the
loft on brick pillars about eighteen

I
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inches off the ground, and then put
down a wood floor covered with
ground corncobs to absorb droppings.
If you choose a dirt floor, it is
necessary to first lay on the ground
quarter-inch mesh wire, securing it to
the floor boards. In this way mice,
rats, and weasles will be deterred
from entering the loft and harming
the breeders. The flypen too, should
be floored with a quarter-inch mesh
wire and covered with about six
inches of gravel. Plywood or scrou
nged lumber can be used to enclose
the loft. Put windows on the south
wall. In mild weather they may be left
open, and in cold weather the glass
should be lowered to protect the
birds.
In southern areas a loft with its
south side partially open can be used
due to mild weather most of the year
round. In the Southwest an entirely
open south wall can be used. The loft
must remain dry and proper ventila

tion should be considered. Vents at
the rear and front of the loft will help
this situation. The height of both the
loft and the flypen should be n<,
higher than seven feet. In this way,
the pigeons you have will not become
flighty or exhibit wild behavior when
you enter the loft. The flypen should
be enclosed with one-inch mesh wire.
This will keep any small birds from
entering and stealing feed. To let in
the most sunlight, use clear corru
gated sheeting as a roofing material.
Inside the loft, nest boxes must be
put up so your stock of breeders can
begin to go to work immediately. For
squabbing pigeons, the nest boxes
must be larger than for the smaller
varieties. Individual double nests
should be 15 inches deep, 24 inches
wide, 12 inches in height. Building a
cabinet-type nesting box with four
double nests one on top of the other
and hung 24 inches off the floor, is a

widely used style. Perches are a
necessary fixture of the loft. A simple
perch can be built with one four
foot long, one-inch board which is
four inches wide. Nail six-inch long
pieces of wood about a foot apart at
ninety degree angles. Hang the
perches in both the loft and flypen.
One water dish and one grit dish
should be put in the loft or flypen. A
feed trough and two bath pans will
also be needed. The house and nests
must be kept absolutely clean. Go the
rounds once a week and remove all
droppings (to be saved for fertilizer).
Clean out old nests and wash the
compartments.
Pigeon Feed
l
Feed for the squabbing pigeon can
be bought at any feed store in your
area and should be at least 12 percent
protein. If you wish to mix your own
feed, only four grains are needed.
This mixture is used by many of the
large squabbing farms:

yellow com
peas
wheat
kafir

Winter

Summer

35%
20%
30%
15%

20%
20%
25%
35%

A B r ie f H is t o r y o f P ig e o n s
he feral pigeon as we know it
today is descended from the
wild rock dove. The closely
integrated flocks seen in town and city
are partly a legacy of the days when
lords of the manor kept the pigeon in
a semi-domesticated state as a source
of winter food. Even in ancient Egypt,
pigeons were kept as household birds,
and their close association with man
goes back even further-with origins
in India.
Around the late 18th century, the
dovecote pigeon declined in impor
tance as a food source when improve
ments in agriculture made the pro
duction of grain more valuable as a
source of bread than of pigeon food
and farmers began to frown upon the
plundering of their fields by the
squire’s flocks.
Those wild pigeons which have
adapted themselves to co-exist with
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human civilization—roosting beneath
tenement eaves and populating city
parks and zoos—are often regarded
with a peculiar ambivalence by towns
people. On the one hand, they are fed
by the local tender-hearted citizenry,
and on the other, regularly extermin
ated by officials.
Nonetheless, the many domestic
varieties serve very useful and even
heroic roles. It was the messenger
pigeon who relayed the conquest of
Gaul to Rome and brought the first
news of Napoleon’s defeat at Water
loo to England. Pigeons were put to
extensive use in war, serving for
example, the French underground to
employ messages back to Britain.
And since Neolithic times the fact
remains: tender young squab is
a great delicacy on the table !
L.A.A.

“ Pigeon Grit,” can be purchased at
most feed stores along with the feed.
Regular chicken grit will not be
sufficient. If you are in a position to
mix your own grit, a mixture has been
suggested by the U.S. Dept, of
Agriculture:
40 percent medium sized crushed
oyster shell
10 percent medium sized hardwood
charcoal
5 percent ground bone
5 percent ground limestone
4 percent salt
1 percent Venetian red
With a new loft full of breeding
pairs of squabbers, there must begin
a pattern of feeding and care for
them. Pigeons rise early and are fully
awake by the time you get up to begin
your day. The morning feeding should
take place between 7 and 8 a.m..
Put enough feed in the trough so that
the birds will have completely eaten
in 15 minutes, and then again around
4 or 5 in the afternoon. If you have a
small loft and few birds you may want

to feed them by hand. It is a way of
getting to know your birds on a more
personal basis. Water, grit and bath
pans should be checked at feed time
too.
ats, mice, weasles and snakes
are the deadliest pests to the
pigeon. If you have an airtight
loft and flypen with floors of both
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wired with quarter-inch mesh wire,
you shouldn’t have any trouble with
them, but it is advisable to be always
on the lookout for their presence.
Mosquitos, worms and lice are pests
too, but they will plague your birds
even if you have them locked tightly
in their loft. Lice and any other
parasites unique to your area that
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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lodge under your pigeons’ feathers
and cause irritation can be discour
aged by painting the inside of the loft
with a pesticide solution several times
a year. Rat and mice poison and traps
outside the loft can be used in
controlling the rodent problem. Be
sure to put these in places where only
rodents will get to them—not children,
farm animals or pets.
The breeds recommended for pro
ducing early-maturing squabs are
large pigeons that weigh close to or
over two pounds. Some of these
varieties originated in Europe where
they have been used for this purpose
for many years. Others are American
breeds that were developed by selec
tive crossbreeding. The breeds are:
Carneau [carno], a very reliable
breed known for its high production
and its beautiful red feathering.
Cocks will weigh up to 34 ounces and
hens 32 ounces. The squabs will have
white skin which is desirable.
King, an American-bred squabbing
pigeon. It is mainly bred in white, but
does come in blue and silver. Whites
and silvers will produce white-skin
ned young; blue will produce darkskinned young. Cocks weigh 37
ounces and hens 25 ounces.
American Giant Homer, a large
version of the racing homer. They are
slightly smaller than the two previous
varieties. Cocks will weigh 27 ounces
and hens 25 ounces. They are also
considered to be squab producers.
Mondain, a variety which has the
most strains. The Mondain is known
as the Jewel, French, Swiss and the
Indian. All are fine squab breeders.
The two most well-known of the
Mondain are the French and the
Swiss. Cocks will weigh 40 ounces and
hens 38 ounces. They come in a
variety of colors and are easily
purchased in white. Squabs of all the
above-mentioned birds should weigh
14 to 24 ounces, a good weight and
size for an individual serving.
I have mentioned that white skin
color is desirable in squabs, but this
only applies to those young pigeons
being sold to a restaurant. The color
of a squab’s skin does not affect its
taste or tenderness. The meat of any
squab is delicious and very digestible.
Home Sweet Pigeon
The pigeon is a monogamous
creature and will be faithful to his or
her mate. If, for any reason, the pair
should be separated, however, they
will both remate easily. Once the pair
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is mated to each other, the cock will
pick a nest and drive the hen to it. If
nest bowls and nesting material are
provided, the cock will bring pieces of
the nesting material to his mate, and
she in turn will begin to build her
home sweet home. Long pine needles
and straw make good nesting mater
ial. While building their nest, the cock
will mate with the hen. Several days
after this, the hen will lay a clutch of
two eggs, which both cock and hen
will incubate. Two days after the eggs
are laid, they should be candled with
a flashlight to see if they are fertile. If
they are not, remove them, and in a
week another clutch will be laid.
The cock sits on the eggs from
mid-morning to mid-afternoon. The
hen will make up the rest of the sitting
time. Incubation takes 18 days. When
the two eggs hatch, the squabs will
weigh less than an ounce and will be
totally helpless. At this time, both
parents will be very protective. You
should check the youngsters though,
to be sure they are normal and
healthy. Both cock and hen feed their
young by producing “ pigeon’s milk,”
food they have ingested and then
regurgitate into the youngsters’ thro
ats. After three and one-half weeks,
the food given by the parents to the
now almost fully feathered squabs
will be mostly whole grain.
By the end of the fourth week the
squabs will be ready to leave the nest
and fend for themselves. At this time
they should be put in a young bird pen
for a few days before slaughtering.
When you remove the young squabs
from their parents, it is wise to

remove the nest bowl used over the
past 30 days or so, and replace it with
a clean one. The bowl just removed
should be washed in a solution of
germicide and then left to dry in the
hot sun. By this time the pair has
begun building their next nest and
will lay another clutch of eggs to start
the process all over again.
s with other farm animals, old
pigeons should be replaced
when they start to slow down
in their breeding. The life expectancy
is about 15 years, but they will be
most productive for about seven
to nine of those years. When a pair of
birds begins to reach an age when
replacing them should be considered,
the best place to get new, young and
reliable stock is from your best pairs
of breeders. There is an old saying
when breeding any animal: “ Breed
the best with the best, and the heck
with the rest.” By taking several
youngsters from the best pairs and
letting them mature, you will guar
antee yourself a sound future for your
loft.
When you do plan on raising
several young, it is wise to have them
banded. This must be done after the
bird is two days old. By slipping the
band over the foot and onto the leg of
the young, this guarantees that bird
an identifying number for life. As the
squab grows and matures, the band
will fit comfortably and not slip off.
The National Pigeon Association is a
widely-used organization for obtain
ing bands. The bands are made in
sizes to fit each variety of pigeon,
from the dove to the king. In ordering
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bands, you should indicate the breed
of pigeon you have; then the correct
bands will be sent to you. To contact
the Secretary of the N.P.A. write to:
James R. Lairmore, P.O. Box 3488,
Orange, California 92665.
I
Records should be kept on all your
breeders year round. List the pair’s
band number to the left of a sheet of
paper and then write the months of
the year across the top of the sheet.
By marking across the sheet under
the months, you can record the
squabs produced by each pair. The
recording system does not have to be
elaborate, but it should be accurate.
Pigeons are a hearty lot of birds. In
the wide as well as captivity, they
seldom become ill. One of the most
common ailments of the pigeon is the
cold which will strike several times
during extremely wet or cold weather.
A pigeon with a cold will have much
the same symptoms as a person. It
will sneeze and make congested
sounds from the throat. In most cases
the cold will run its course, but by
letting it do so, other birds are subject
to catching it. By using Terramycin,
an antibiotic in the drinking water,
the cold can be held to a few birds.
If a birds should appear to be

stricken with an ailment you cannot
identify, isolate it at once from the
other pigeons. If the sickness contin
ues for a day or two, take the bird to a
veterinarian. If the bird is rundown
from breeding year after year, there
are several things you can do. By
giving the bird cod liver oil capsules
or brewers yeast, its vitality should
increase.
There are diseases that the pigeon
breeder should take precautions against. “ canker sores” can be held at
a minimum by putting Emtryl in the
drinking water twice a year. Worming
the loft two or three times a year with
Piperazine will keep that parasite
from plaguing your birds. If, how
ever, you have a sound feeding
program and a clean dry loft, your
birds should remain healthy and
breed throughout the year.
Butchering Your Birds
After 30 days when the young
squab is roughly 16 to 20 ounces and
the feathers on the underside of the
wing are opening, it is time to
slaughter. Killing and dressing a
squab should be done quickly. Place
the young squab upside down in a
funnel and pull its head through the

small opening. Then, take a sharp
knife, slit the throat and let the squab
bleed out into a bucket. Once the bird
has bled out, remove it and clean the
crop out of any grain. Save the crop
and blood for later. Gut the squab as
you would a chicken and pluck the
feathers. After this, place the squab
in a bucket of ice water to reduce the
body temperature as quickly as
possible. Remove the squab, dry it of
excess moisture, wrap and freeze.
The blood and food washed out of the
slaughtered birds can be saved for
use as hog feed. If hogs are not a part
of your livestock, the blood and grain
can be used as fertilizer. Droppings
from healthy birds that are high in
nitrogen can also be used to fertilize
your garden.
There are many ways to prepare
squab for the table. Pan frying or
baking is a way to begin enjoying this
delicacy.
□

Kent Brown raises pigeons in Mukwonago, Wisconsin. Pigeons by Lynn
Ann Ascrizzi

Perfectly Delicious Pigeon Recipes
ame or domestic pigeons are the most desirable to
eat. Wild pigeons are apt to be tough: One-half to
one pigeon is sufficient per person, depending
upon the size of the bird.
The method of preparation is the same as for
chicken-broiling, braising, stewing and roasting are some
suggested methods.
Squabs are fledgling pigeons, usually marketed at about
four weeks of age when they weigh around 3/4 pound.
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ROAST PIGEONS WITH RICE PILAU
6 slices bacon
3/4 cup chopped celery
1 onion, chopped
2 cups cooked brown or wild rice
4 cups chicken stock
4 eggs
Salt and pepper
4 pigeons
Lemon juice or mustard pickle juice
Dice bacon and fry until crisp. Remove bacon and brown
celery and onion in drippings. Boil rice in chicken stock
until tender, add bacon celery and onion. Beat in eggs and
add rice. Season with salt and pepper.
Dress pigeons. Fill with rice mixture and place on mounds

of remaining rice. Bake in slow oven (325 degrees F.) from
45 to 60 minutes, basting frequently with lemon juice or
mustard pickle juice. Serves four.
PIGEON PIE
1 recipe Pastry
4 squabs, parboiled
3 tablespoons flour
3 tablespoons fat, melted
2 cups stock in which squabs were boiled
1 cup milk
Salt and pepper
Buttered bread crumbs
Line a deep casserole with pastry. Fry squabs until well
browned. Add stock and simmer birds until meat is
tender. Remove squab and thicken remaining stock with
flour and fat. Add milk slowly. Season with salt and
pepper and cook, stirring constantly until thickened.
Remove meat from frame and return pieces of squab to
thickened stock. Pour this mixture into pastry-lined
casserole dish and sprinkle buttered bread crumbs on top.
Bake in very hot oven (450 degrees F.) for ten minutes.
Reduce heat to moderate (350 to 375 degrees F.) and
continue baking eight to ten minutes, until crumbs and
edges of crust are browned. Serves four.
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by Christopher Nyerges
lthough it’s possible for the
healthy human body to survive
up to two months without food,
it can’t stay alive much longer than a
week without liquid intake. In a
wilderness camping, or all-out “ survi
val” situation, if no river, rain, snow,
spring, lake (etc.) is available, all is
not lost-you can still obtain your
body’s needed liquids from several
sources. These sources can be the air,
or the soil, or else directly from
animals or plants. I refer to all
moisture obtained from such sources
as “ wild water.”
Moisture from the air (and there’s
always moisture in the air, even in
deserts) can be collected most readily
if you arise in the morning before
dawn, and gently mop the dew from
the surfaces of flat rocks, grass, and
other plants. This mopping can be
done with any absorbent cloth-preferably with your cotton bandana
(which I strongly urge you to consider
as one of the basic items in your
“ survival wardrobe” ). Up to a quart
of water an hour can be collected by
mopping and squeezing the wet cloth
into a container, or directly into your
mouth.
Another way to collect dew stems
from the fact that air moisture
condenses into tiny droplets on all
solid surfaces. Thus, if you position
plastic or metalized sheets, or water
proof fabric, directly over the top of a
hole you’ve scooped out, dew will
bead up on both sides of the fabric.
You can then either mop it up (as
above), or ingeniously devise a way to

A
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gently slope the fabric downward so
the dew droplets will run down to a
central low spot, then drip down into a
container you set directly beneath the
low spot.
A third technique is to lay absorb
ent cloth pieces over plants and
bushes at night; almost always you’ll
be able to squeeze dew out of them in
the morning.
Then there’s the less palatable (but
equally effective) collecting method of
tiptoeing through the dew-saturated
grass or brush wearing your most
absorbent (and cleanest) socks (pre
ferably before the sun rises). Then
squeeze out your socks to fill your
canteen.
oisture from the soil invariably
involves considerable digging
(or other earth moving). For
this reason, it requires great expendi
ture of energy, and shouldn’t be
attempted in a “ survival” situation
unless you’re quite certain you’ll find
water. Water (with rare exceptions)
flows downward to the lowest avail
able level; thus, the base of a sloping
hill or the bottom-most point in a
gorge or valley are likely places to
dig. An inordinate amount of thriving
vegetation at the base of a cliff means
that the water these plants’ roots are
drawing from can be found by
digging. Of course, any old stream
bed or flood channel—no matter how
dry the surface appears—gives you
logical reason to dig. The presence of
palm trees, reed grass, rushes,
cattails, willows, elderberries, cotton
woods, or sycamores all indicate that
ground water is near the surface.

M

The secret to digging in emergency
survival conditions is to work in
harmony with nature’s forces. Thus
you dig slowly and rhythmically, and
go no more than 6 to 12 inches before
stopping and sitting back to see if
water seeps into your hole. If it does,
you can sponge it out with a cloth, and
squeeze into a container (as before).
This is FAR better than trying to dig a
well. If you have any reason at all to
suspect the water’s purity, it is wise
to boil it for added safety.
In ocean areas, you can survive on
sea water if you can discipline
yourself to sip only the tiniest
amounts at a time. The “ saltiness”
is, in fact, due to the abundance of
minerals that are suspended in the
water. Those minerals will add to your
health, but only if you ingest them
V-E-R-Y slowly. However, in ocear
shoreline areas you may successfully
find fresh (or at least brackish) water
by digging into the sand just above
the high tide line. Any fresh water that
may be there will be “ floating’’ on top
of the salt water. For this reason, stop
digging as soon as you’re down to wet
sand so that the “ higher” water can
seep in. To prolong your water supply
in ocean areas, you can safely drink
large quantities of a blend of one part
ocean water to three parts of fresh
water (ie, 25 percent ocean water, 75
percent fresh).
The construction of a solar still is a
practical means of collecting water
from the soil. In a spot where water is
likely to be underground, dig a hole
approximately two feet deep and
three feet in diameter. In the center
bottom of the hole, put a cup to catch

the water that will condense on the
underside of a plastic covering. If you
surround the cup with whatever fresh
vegetation (including cacti) is avail
able, you’ll also be able to extract the
plants’ water. Break the vegetation
into small pieces—this promotes eva
poration of its moisture content. You
can also pour urine into the hole,
since the liquid that is evaporated out
of this simple still is only distilled
water. Cover the hole (as airtight as
possible) with a sheet of plastic,
ideally 1 mil thick, durable, and
rough-surfaced. Water adheres to
rough-surfaced plastic better them
smooth plastic, allowing the water to
drip down to the tip of the cone before
dripping off into the cup.
The plastic, which should be allow
ed ample slack so that it “ sags” in the
middle, is held in place by mounding
dirt around the edges. This seals off
the hole from outside air. A small rock
or pebble is placed on top of the
plastic sheet (as close to the center as
possible) in order to cause an inverted
cone shape to hang down into the
hole. The tip of the cone must be
centered above the cup inside the
hole. As the sun heats the ground
(and vegetation and urine, if in
cluded) inside the hole, water from
the soil and broken vegetation eva
porates, condenses on the bottom of
the plastic, and then drips into your
container. By placing some tubing
(such as surgical tubing) or short
length of hose or hollow reed from the
water container to the outside of the
hole, you’ll be able to suck out the
water without disturbing the still. The
still should be situated in the full sun.
he stems of most edible plants
have enough moisture that, if
chewed, they can alleviate
thirst. If no such plants are available,
you can obtain moisture by first
burning or peeling the sharp spines
from young prickly pear cactus pads,
then removing the skin, and eating
them raw. Prickly pear contains up to
90 percent water, by volume. The
flavor of raw prickly pear is similar to
sour green peppers. The barrel cactus
is another source of wild water.
Although it isn't sparkling clear water
(it has the consistency of thick glue),
it is a most welcome, and long lasting,
source of moisture to the beleagured
desert traveller.
Watch for circling birds; in the
desert, they will circle over only two
things: a water hole, or a freshly-dead
(or dying) animal. In either case,
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they’re circling over “ survival” for
you. Distasteful as it sounds, you can
safely slake your thirst from the blood
of animals; either raw blood directly,
or in the form of blood soup or blood
stew that you cook up from whatever
edible items are growing near the
animal's carcass.
Then there’s life-saving moisture
obtainable from the bodies of the
“ wee animals” ~the insects too. Have
you seen the relish with which cats
and dogs eat cockroaches, spiders,
bees, etc.? If that’s all that stands
between dying of thirst and surviving,
I hope you’ll overcome your natural
repugnance to that fare, and dine
along with your domestic friends.
Once the canteen has gone dry,
most people scout around for visible
water sources. But once such a source
is located, how do you determine its
purity (and thus its safety)? Crystalclear babbling brooks or streams may
contain dangerous germs, while rank
smelling scummy pond water may be
perfectly safe to drink. One rule of
thumb is that a teeming insect
population in and around the water
indicates that it’s relatively safe to
drink. If you see no insect life, you’re
wise to doubt the water’s purity. In
such case, if you need to drink
immediately in order to survive, boil
the water for 5 to 15 minutes before
drinking. Boiled water tends to be
come flat tasting because the air has
been boiled out. If you wish to
“ improve” this flavor, pour the water
back and forth between two con
tainers to aerate it.
Tincture of iodine (2Vz percent),
which comes with most first aid kits,
can also be used. Five drops of
reasonably fresh tincture of iodine
added to a quart of water will render
the water safe to drink in about 20
minutes.
Equally effective water purifiers
are household bleach (5.25 percent
sodium hypochlorite) or swimmingpool chlorine. They both impart a
definite flavor to the water that many
people find objectionable. Add two
drops per quart of water, and let it
stand 30 minutes before drinking.
Since household bleach is readily
available in most homes, it’s the most
likely way to purify city water that
would be available after an earth
quake (when pipes are broken and
water contaminated). For home stor
age of water, 20 drops of household
bleach to five gallons of water will
keep the water palatable indefinitely.

istillation and evaporation are
probably the two best ways to
purify water. If you’re able to
set up the needed apparatus, distill
ation will produce the greatest volume
per hour spent—but this is usually not
an available option in emergency
situations.
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Water with a disagreeable odor and
flavor can be at least partially
“ sweetened” if boiled with a piece of
charcoal, then strained through a
cloth or grass filter to remove any
foreign matter. Wood ashes can also
serve as a purifying agent for suspect
water. Combine water and ashes in a
container, shake vigorously, then
pour through a filter before using.
Better yet is to boil the water and
ashes for a few minutes, filter, and
drink.
Muddy water can be fairly well
cleared by either filtering through
tight-woven cloth, or by allowing it to
stand overnight. If your situation
doesn’t allow you to boil the water,
there are chemical alternatives. Two
halazone tablets, or one iodine puri
fication tablet, is sufficient to render
one quart of suspect water safe to
drink. Add the tablets to the water
(preferably in a covered container so
that you can shake it vigorously), then
wait at least 30 minutes before using.
Both types of tablets are available
under various brand names at drug
stores and sporting outlets.
As a general rule of thumb, it is
better to store water in your stomach
than in your canteen. People have
died from dehydration while their
canteen was full of the water they
were rationing. Pebbles in the mouth
and other such devices will relieve
thirst but don’t prevent dehydration.
When water is unavailable, focus
upon conserving EVERY BIT of your
body’s moisture: eg., minimum phys
ical exertion, breathe through the
nose, talk little, don’t smoke, and eat
only “ wet” foods. In desert or
semi-desert areas, travel only in
shade or shadow, or when cloudy, or
at night if you must travel on foot.
And even then, travel with minimal
possible physical exertion so that your
body will lose minimal moisture
through exhalation and perspiration.
Christopher Nygeres writes and lives
in Los Angeles, California.
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Cattails

by Fran Stoddard
s there anyone who does not recognize the versatile
cattail? It is one of the most familiar wild plants. If
you can only learn to recognize and use one wild
edible it should be the cattail. Why? It could save your life.
But, if you never need it for survival this marsh plant can
be very useful as well as decorative in the home.

I

Cattails make me think of red-winged blackbirds and
our pond back home in Vermont. I remember so vividly the
big pond with cattails growing along the shores. Some of
my fondest memories were made there.
The pond teemed with all forms of plant and animal life.
Shorebirds, like bitterns and herons, were often standing
among the tall green leaves, almost looking like one of the
plants. Ducks often made nests near the cattails, and I
remember seeing baby ducks coming out into the water
from a bunch of cattails. Kingfishers would sit on branches
of maple trees above the pond and cattails, waiting for a
fish or frog to pass near the surface of the water, then dive
with deadly accuracy to come up with their meals. But,
most of all the redwinged blackbirds stand out in my
memory. If I close my eyes, I can see the male sitting on a
leaf or stem, and bobbing a little in the breeze.
I watched the male red-winged blackbird as it arrived
early in spring, before its mate. It would mark out and
defend his territorial boundaries, build a nest, and await
the arrival of the female. Later, I inspected the nest from a
rowboat, marveling at the beauty of the three to five pale
blue-green eggs with strange markings. The adult birds
would come screaming at me to get away from their nests.
Still later the ugly fledglings hatched, and as summer
progressed, they kept their parents busy feeding and
protecting them. They soon grew into big birds that by fall
were ready to fly away with their parents to warmer
climes.
Along with the birds, there were mammals, like the
whitetail deer that came to the waters’ edge to drink, or
the foxes and ’coons that walked along the shores, and so
many others, frogs, fish, crayfish, insects, the whole area
teemed with life, including beautiful flowers, like sweet
flag, asters, pond lilies, but the handsomest of all, the
cattail. Before summer was over hundreds of plants
engulfed the pond with their embrace.
Standing tall above the others like the Queen’s guards,
seemingly watching over the kingdom of their pond, stood
the tall, straight cattails, so much a part of this whole
placid scene.

^ ---
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n May and June the green spikes begin to grow.
Soon the first strap like leaves are seen, growing up
six feet tall. Stems grow bigger, from four to eight
feet and unbranched. At the top is a dense raceme of
minute brown flowers. The lower two to eight inches is a
dense hot-dog shaped cluster of female flowers. Right
above this are the male flowers, which have yellow pollen
early in the summer. This yellow powder is thick, but soon
blows away, leaving the bare upper part of the stem
protruding above the female flowers. The lower female
flowers eventually turn dark brown, lasting most of the fall
and well into winter.
With that brief description, here are the foods you can
get from cattails in seasonal order!
Early Spring: When the plant is still asleep, there are
dormant sprouts on the ends of rootstocks, which are just
waiting for daylight to lengthen, and sunlight to warm
them, to kindle the growth of the coming year’s cattails.
These sprouts can be eaten raw in salad, or cooked like any
vegetable.
Where the rootstocks and sprouts join there is a large
starchy core about the size of a marble. These can be
boiled like potatoes, roasted, or cooked with meat as in a
stew or pot roast. Next, as spring progresses, you will
recognize the young shoots. You can easily pull these out
of the wet ground, and peel them. This leaves a tender,
tasty white part six to twelve inches long. That like the
core can be eaten raw or cooked. When out hiking in
springtime, my children and I enjoy nibbling on them.

I

Cossack asparagus
When the new plants are about two feet high, it’s big
enough to gather a food enjoyed by Russians, and
therefore called, “ Cossack asparagus.’’ To gather: get a
firm hold of the inside leaves, pull steadily; the tender
insides will usually break away from the roots and slip out.
If you peel this down still further, there is a tender
whitepart, it can be up to a foot long. Eat raw or cooked.
To cook Cossack asparagus:
Cut the white tender leaves into small pieces.
Parboil for a few minutes, then throw away the water.
There are several ways to use this vegetable
Cook and eat as asparagus or—
Use with a meat dish, by frying meat until done, then
after parboiling the cattail, put it in with the meat--be sure
there is still enough oil to fry it in. Fry until brown, salt to
taste. Or fry it with Chinese vegetable and use in Oriental
dishes.
Another way is to cut into small pieces, parboil—dip in
egg batter-shake in a bag of flour flavored with your
favorite herb or spice, re-dip, and fry in about a half-inch
of oil or deep fry, salt to taste.
Now, the young green blossom spikes, gathered before
the bright yellow pollen, from the male flowers, shows on
the outside. Cut about the time they are ready to break
through the paper-like sheath. These heads, or tails if you
prefer, can be cooked and eaten like com-on-the-cob.
Boiling time is only a few minutes in salted water. The
sheath that has to be removed is similar to the husk on
corn. The resulting boiled vegetable is just a little dry, so
eat hot, smothered with butter.
If you don’t like to eat it from the spike, scrape it off the
bud to the core. Use the material in bread, muffins,
casseroles, or about anyplace where you would use corn.

The blooming season for cattails is about six weeks, so you
can have fresh cattail blooms, on the spikes, for well over a
month. These can even be stored by freezing. Just boil five
minutes, scrape, package, and freeze.
hen the male flowers give forth a thick coat of
bright yellow pollen it is time to gather it. Bend
over the heads into a large pail and rub off what you
can with your hands. You can easily gather several pounds
in a relatively short time. Pollin is said to be good for us. It
can be substituted on a 1:1 ratio for flour and added to
pancakes, muffins, quickbreads, cakes, and other recipes
where flour is needed. It enhances the flavor and adds
color.
Even the fluff or down can be used when mixed with
flour, but use less down than with the pollen, about 1 part
fluff to 3 parts flour.
This has now taken us from early spring well into fall,
and even winter. But, even in winter, cattails can furnish a
good source of nourishing food, from the center core of the
rootstock. The roots pull up easily because swamps and
ponds, where cattails grow don’t usually freeze as solid as
other areas. It may be messy, but worth it.
Indians dried and ground the rootcores for flour. The
rootstock can also be eaten raw or roasted in hot coals.
There are several ways to obtain flour or starch from the
rootcore. The way the Indians did it. Dig and wash, then
peel immediately. They are harder to peel after they dry
out. There is a spongy layer between the bark and core
that makes peeling easier. You can dry the core, grind it,
and store the flour in a cool, dry place.
Or you can run the fresh cores through a blender with a
little water, strain out the fibers, and use the paste pulp
in biscuits or pancake batter, etc.
I like Euell Gibbons’ method best. It is similar to the
blender, but this you can do in the wilds (if you have a
container).
After cleaning and peeling cut the white fresh cores into
half-inch diameters. Fill a large container with clean cold
water. Wash and crush the cores of the roots with your
hands, until all fibers are separated, and washed clean.
Strain out the fibers, let the wash water settle for a half
hour. This allows time for the starch to settle to the
bottom. This water will be very slimy and ropy. Carefully
pour off this first water. Refill with cold fresh water again,
stir the starch and let it settle again. Two washings
are usually enough. The starch becomes more refined the
more often it is washed. On the last washing allow the
starch to settle in to a solid layer on the bottom, then pour
off all the water you can drain out of it. What is left is a
fine white “ flour’’ you can use immediately in bread,
muffins, cookies, biscuits, etc.. If you wish you can dry it
by slow heating and stirring. When entirely dry, store in
air tight containers, in a cool-dry place.
A word of caution when hunting any wild root, be sure
you know your plant. With cattails the plant and roots
remain attached even in winter so there isn’t too much to
worry about, just don’t pick up an extra root. The reason is
because water hemlock grows near water—it is so
poisonous that a piece of root the size of a walmut can kill a
full-grown cow in fifteen minutes.
Other uses for Cattails

W

ecorations: When the cattail turns ripe, and before
•heads loosen, many people gather them and dry
them for indoor bouquets. I paint them, either with
a spray paint, or spread on paint with a brush. Shellacing
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them if you don’t want to paint them will keep them from
fuzzing out in your home, or dip in hot wax. When the
paint or varnish is still wet you can sprinkle glitter on
them. You can also paint designs on them. They last
indefinitely.
The down from the ripe heads can be used for various
things-including stuffing mattresses, making sleeping
bags, and downy jackets, stuffing toys, pillows, in some
cases insulation such as in an emergency stuff plastic bags
with it and you have a makeshift soft warm mattress.
If caught out in the wilds and temperatures are frigid,
stuff some cattail fuzz in your boots to prevent frostbite, or
in your mittens. The “ fuzz” makes excellent tinder and
will excellent tinder and will explode into a flame with just
a spark. A spark can be made from an empty cigarette
lighter (in case you ran out of fluid, the pyrite or flint will
still spark), iron or steel or really hard rocks will create a
spark when hit together, or use the boyscout methods with
sticks and drills. In any case have other tinder, kindling,
and wood ready to throw on, as the flame will quickly
explode, and then die out.
The long flat leaves at the base of the plant has long
been used for making rush seating for chairs, etc., to do
this; gather while they are still green, but full grown,
remove the mid rib and discard. Hang the four to five foot
long leaves in bundles to dry in the shade, and out of
precipitation. Before you use them soak to make them soft
and pliable. Twist the strands together by hand as you
weave the seat. Baskets, and mats can also be made from
cattails. Which is very likely to be the material Big Foot
uses.
You may not believe in Big Foot, but I’ll still tell you this
story I heard from an Indian woman from a tribe in
Washington that begins with “ Q” the Quinault tribe, I
believe. Her name is Jonnette. Her Grandmother knew
and played with children of Big Foot. She said Big Foot are
a tribe of large Indians, extremely shy, but excellent
weavers. When her Grandmother grew up, she would
leave food outside her home for the Big Foot people, who
would come out of the forest and take it. In return they
would leave beautiful baskets so well woven they could
hold water. She said her Grandmother would show us the
baskets if we went there. One night Grandmother forgot to
put the food out. The next morning she found her two
horses in the bam, their tails so tightly woven together,
they had to cut them apart!
Since cattails are so plentiful, no doubt, if the story is
true, Big Foot people used cattail leaves, in fact, they
probably know the cattail is a good source of food too.
As I mentioned in the beginning about associating
cattails with the pond and the many wildlife forms, it
shows that cattails are also important to our environment.
If you put a pond in, why not plant a few cattail roots for
yourself and wildlife?
□

Fran Stoddard is the author of “ Blackberries,” and is
moving--this spring from Calder, Idaho back to Vermont.
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some of the recently published herb
books labelled “ new.”
Rosemary’s chapter on herb garden
design will aid both new and experi
enced gardeners. Practical tips on sun
and shade, soil and drainage, formal
or informal shapes are discussed here
with many illustrations.
Several charts are used. These are
often helpful for finding in a hurry the
height of a plant and when or if it
flowers. One chart seemed too diffi
cult to interpret, but since this
reviewer has always been obtuse
about charts the error may well be
mine.
The book lacks a comprehensive
index. A complete list in the back
gives page numbers for each plant
mentioned, but general related sub
jects such as mulching are not
indexed.

PARK'S SUCCESS WITH HERBS by
Gertrude B. Foster and Rosemary F.
Louden. George W. Park Seed Co.
Inc. 1981. $9.95 plus $.85 postage.
by Madeleine Siegler
he best of the herb books this
year may well be one not found
in a bookstore. Park’s Seed
Catalog, well known to all gardeners
for its infinite variety of flower seed
has gone into the book publishing
business. The first venture was Park’s
Success With Seeds in 1978. This year
the subject is herbs and the principal
author is an herb grower of forty years
experience who is the author of Herbs
For Every Garden, published in 1966
and recognized as one of the best
complete books on herbs.
Mrs. Foster, husband Philip and
daughter Rosemary have worked well
together to write and illustrate a book
with a fresh, new approach. Mr.
Foster took over 300 color pictures of
herbs in their gardens to get the ones
used in the book, as well as advising
daughter Rosemary on technique for
her pictures of food. Rosemary auth
ors the recipes which accompany
discussion of individual herbs, as well
as writing the section on herb garden
design.
The lavish use of color pictures
showing herbs both in seedling stage
and when fully grown, adds immense
value to the book, but it is Mrs.

T
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Foster’s succinct writing style and
sense of humor, coupled with her
tremendous knowledge that makes
the book important.
The first section gives good detail
on why herbs are important: their
place in the garden, their value in
special diets. She presents some of
the history of herbs as well as their
special uses. Details on starting them
from seed is clear and well illustrated.
Information on drying or otherwise
preserving ones harvest is foolproof.
A new method, using the blender to
chop leafy herbs and then freezing in
ice cube trays is one worth trying.
The main section of the book takes
over 100 herbs from alliums to
yarrow, and with color pictures on
each page, shows and tells the reader
nearly all they want to know. With
many of the herbs, co-author Rose
mary gives us new recipes for their
use, accompanied by pictures. The
information on each herb is well
organized, starting with the correct
Latin name based on the new Hortus
III. Separate headings for each plant’s
Habit, Culture, and Use simplifies the
book for the gardener who may be
rattling a seed packet of sage and
wondering how best to start.
The reader is left with no doubt that
the author knows her subject very
well. Sentences leap out relating
personal experiences from her many
years in her herb gardens-the kind of
expression so clearly missing from

While the publishers have used
very good quality paper, and the book
is of a convenient size, the type size
appears small. Perhaps by doing so,
they were able to keep the price low.
Lacking a Park’s Seed Catalog, you
may order the book by addressing
them at Greenwood, S.C. 29647.
THE WAY OF HERBS by Michael
Tierra. Unity Press. Paperback $6.95.
by Madeleine Siegler
his herb book comes from
California and carries a sub
title: “ Simple Remedies for
Health and Healing.” The author
holds a naturopathic degree and is a
certified acupuncturist. Michael Tier
ra has spent many years studying
Chinese herbal medicine, many years
with the Karok Indians, and four
years with Dr. Christopher who has
established a reputation in herbal
healing. Tierra knows his subject and
writes with force and clarity.

T

This is not simply another book
about herbs, nor does the author
intend it to be. It is completely
devoted to setting forth his philo
sophy, which is that “ all healing
comes from within and the body heals
itself. ’’ He obviously believes that all
illnesses can be cured by the proper
frame of mind accompanied by the
right herb.
He gives great detail on every type
of illness, and equal detail in the
ability of herbs to cure. Complete

description is offered on how to mix
the many medicines made from herbs
and where to find the herbs. To help
the reader on his way, all the healing
herbs are discussed along with some
rather poor illustrations (unfortun
ately), and suggestions on where to
look for them in the wild.
An appendix lists herb shops in all
parts of the country where herbal
medicines are sold. Another appendix
offers the reader a correspondence
course in herbal medicine offered by
Tierra. He quotes the price.
Many books have been written on
the historical use of herbs for medi
cine, and about the hundreds of
botanicals still used today by all the
pharmaceutical firms. This book is
hailed by one of Tierra’s fellow
naturopaths as the best and most
complete on herbal healing.
I have too much respect for the
medical profession to suscribe to this
belief. I have been appalled by the
number of deaths reported in recent
years caused by herbs either wrongly
identified or wrongly used. Unless
you really want to take your life in
your hands and play doctor, in my
opinion, this book is not recom
mended.
Tierra writes clearly and explicitly
on how to cure with herbs, and yet on
the copyright page he accepts no
responsibility for the results of his
own medicine with this statement:
‘‘This book does not intend to treat,
diagnose, or prescribe, and therefore
does not take responsiblity for your
experiences using this system.
SQUARE FOOT GARDENING by Mel
Bartholomew. Rodale Press, Emmaus, PA. 1981. $9.95 (paper).
by Frances Silenzi
el Bartholomew claims that his
“ square foot method’’ is not
for beginners only but also for
“ experts who want to grow a perfect
crop with little effort.’’ However, I
feel his book is definitely aimed at the
beginning gardener. Basically, the
author takes the known techniques of
intensive gardening one step smaller,
recommending more limited spaces
divided into growing areas one foot
square. Along with this, he advises
things like planting seed-by-seed for
stronger seedlings and less waste.
A practical homesteader, however,
planting those tiny seeds which will

M

grow into carrots needed for winter
storage, would hardly want to plant in
this painstaking way, especially in
Northern areas, where black flies
divebomb you at every opportunity.
Bartholomew also recommends lay
ing boards as vegetable garden paths
so as not to compact the soil. Now, if
you do have a lot of rotting old boards,
this is an excellent idea that I can
vouch for, having mulched that way
for years. Formerly, when I used
one-to-two foot thicknesses of rotten
hay, the witch grass grew up through
it as if that hay was so much added
fertilizer. But let me tell you—nothing
grows through a board. And if old
boards also decay, they do so on a
much slower timetable. (If you’re
interested in adding more nutrients,
you can put a light layer of hay under
the boards.)
But the nub of the book, of course,
is Bartholomew’s square foot method.
It’s nice; it's pretty-especially if you
use new lumber, as depicted on this
book’s cover. But if you are primarily
interested in growing food and lots of
it (ten tablesize squash as opposed to
one or two prize-winning biggies), I
don’t feel this is the way to go. When

I harvest my storage cabbage, I don’t
want to have to hunt through the
whole garden for them. And when I
do my planting the following spring, I
want to know where I planted what
the previous year, so I can rotate in a
way that will benefit this year’s crops.
I certainly don’t want to have to refer
to some map of little checkerboard
squares. However—the square foot
method would be a sensible way to
handle an herb garden, where you
would be dealing with a large variety
of plants but few of each.
As I said, the book is really much
more general (and elementary) than
the author implies. It has the usual
helpful gardening hints, ones not
related particularly to the square foot
method: planting timetables, advice
on pest control, suggestions on ex
tending your growing season, and so
forth. All very useful, if also very
basic.
The section on vertical growing, for
instance, contains a good description
of tomato pruning. However, as the
daughter of the Tomato King of the
Bronx, I can’t resist pointing out one
misleading statement. Bartholomew
claims that no damage results to a
tomato plant, even if you prune a
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“ sucker” up to eighteen inches long.
While it’s true you won’t hurt the
plant, it’s simply not worth pruning a
sucker that large: it has already
produced flowers, maybe even some
small tomatoes. And the main stem
has already lost some of its growing
energy to that branch. So, instead of
wasting time cutting the branch off,
you'd do better just to cut its top off,
to prevent further development. (Of
course, the author would now proba
bly feel he had to add another string
to his tomato frame for the extra vine
to climb. That might offend his
aesthetic sensibilities, but it wouldn’t
bother me much!)
All in all, this is a good book to give
to your retired uncle who has just
taken up gardening, or your mother
who likes to grow flowers, herbs and a
few salad fixings. Or if you’re the kind
who likes to give each and every plant
very special and individualized care,
and perhaps produce a few whopping
veggies for conversation pieces, you
might take to this method. But if you
depend on your garden for food,, for
table, root cellar and freezer, there
are plenty of other Rodale books that
would suit your needs better than this
one.

LOST COUNTRY LIFE by Dorothy
Hartley. Pantheon Books, New York.
1980. $14.95 (hardcover).
THE FARM BOOK by Rien Poortvliet. Abrams, New York. 1980.
$16.95 (hardcover)
by David Walker

book of powerful pictures with
brief but witty text; a book of
strongly written text with small
but wittily informative illustrations...
These two volumes, though they may
on the surface seem designed for the
giftbook or “ coffee-table” market,
are neither superficial nor merely
nostalgic. They bear repeated read
ings—and lookings. If not quite the
“ How-to” guides you may expect,
they are richly suggestive documents
of “ How it was.” Furthermore, each
contains a bracing reassurance of
“ How it still often is.” In short, they
will delight, inform, and in places
even instruct all who farm, garden, or
simply “ live country” with respect for
both natural and traditional methods.
Dorothy Hartley, an octogenarian
Englishwoman, is a sort of weightier
Eric Sloane. She probably knows
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more, and in more depth, about
English rural customs than anyone
else alive. (Her previous books in
clude the classicsFood In England and
Water In England.) Lost Country Life
is subtitled “ How English country
folk lived, worked, threshed, thatch
ed, rolled fleece, milled corn, brewed
m ead...” —the account spills onto the
inside of the dustjacket, yet never
does summarize all the wonderful lore
this book contains. In fact, the title is
something of a misnomer: one of
Hartley’s not-so-hidden implications
is that many old country ways aren’t
lost at all but rather, continue to
re-surface. The author points this out
in a special preface addressed to
American readers:
Many homely survivals from the
life in this book can still be found in
America. Baked beans were winter
food for Piers Plowman’s “ little
ones” centuries ago...New Eng
land sugar-cured hams are the
descendants of the medieval honeycured bacon, and sweet-and-sour
pickles derive from the two old
English ways of pickling fruits and
vegetables.
With so much material, Hartley has
done cleverly to organize the book
around a typical medieval year. Each
of the main chapters concerns a
month and the activities associated
with it; each chapter is enlivened with
quotations from Thomas Tusser’s
16th-century Five Hundred Points of
Husbandry, a kind of pre-Rodale
Press extravaganza which was enor
mously popular with Elizabethan
do-it-yourselfers. Tusser's prototypal
farmer’s almanac was written in
charming Cockney doggerel; Hartley
shows that the seeming hodge-podge
contents and naively-forced rhymes in
fact enforce valid points. For in
stance, Tusser knew all about rotation
planting:
Friend, always let this be a part of
thy care, for shift of good pasture,
lay pasture to spare.
He warned about creosote build-up:
The chimney all sooty, would now
be made clean, for fear of mis
chances, too oftentimes seen...
And he had advice for the care and
feeding of bees in winter:
Go look to thy bees, if the hive be
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too light, set water and honey, with
rosemary dight; Which set in a dish
full of sticks in the hive, from
danger of famine ye save them
alive.
In all, Hartley quotes hundreds of
Tusser’s eminently practical if helterskelter advisory jingles. She accom
panies these with her own apt
commentary, with pertinent line dra
wings, and with additional notes on
technical processes used in every
thing from pig-rearing to canal
dredging.

The whole makes for a book as witty
as it is wise (some of the drawings are
very funny, most are at least droll).
And as a supplement to the down-toearth central calendar, Hartley ap
pends special sections treating, for
example, “ The Medieval World,”
“ Trade,” “ Travel,” “ Markets and
Fairs” -a s well as several appendices
including a fascinating one on “ Com
monly used wild and cultivated pla
nts.” There are also some intriguing
photographs which emphasize the
linkage between old and new agricul
tural methods (thatching, fishing,
milling, sawing-you name it.) And

there is Hartley’s style. This would be
an aristocrat among country life books
for its literary quality alone, although
I hope I’ve indicated it is much more.
Hartley writes with the brooding
fervor of Thomas Hardy, the quiet
inwardness of Thoreau, and the
shrewd thoroughness of the old
agricultural commentators she loves
to quote. How does a remote mount
ain valley first become cultivated?
Hartley shows you a striking aerial
photograph of one and remarks:
Into such a hidden comer as this
one in Wasdale, a strong and
healthy mercenary, now bloody and
concussed, might have blindly stag
gered seeking water. He has stum
bled to the sunken ditch, rolled
down, and passed out; after dark a
camp follower, pillaging, finds his
dazed “ corpse.” Following the
stream they struggle up and away
into the hills, travelling by night,
sleeping by day, starving on stolen
food.

The chance couple builds a crude hut:
In time, and with the feeling of

some security, they clear a little
ground behind the hut-all hard
manual labor then—and sow it with
begged or stolen com. It is roughly
sown, but new ground gives a good
yield; the years pass—there is
perhaps a son, real fields and a
plough.
If any solitary wanderers read these
notes, let them look where they are
going, and perhaps trace other and
earlier walkers, fellow escapists
like themselves.
I mentioned Eric Sloane earlier in
connection with Hartley’s book. Both
writers have the knack of showing us
things, through a combination of word
and picture, so that we say: Ah—so
that’s how it worked! And one must
add, still works. Do you want to know
the virtues of various funguses? How
best to breed your bull? What
surprising things you can use home
grown wax for? (I’ve opened the book
at random to cull these.) Lost Country
Life is so dense with good things, with
absorbing lore and ever-timely infor
mation, that it took me six months to
meander through its 373 packed
pages (plus handy index). That’s
longer than for any other book I’ve
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read except The Bible—and as you can
see by now, it is a sort of bible of
traditional living. I think readers will
love every minute they live with, and
in, this most remarkable volume.

R

ien Poortvliet created Gnomes
and more recently The Living
Forest.. The Farm Book is 200plus pages of watercolors, and a few
drawings, which show the Dutch
countryside, farms, farmers, farm
animals, and farming means and
more. The text is minimal but fun: as
Robert Elman notes in his introduc
tion to this English-language edition,
Poortvliet is “ a latter-day Boswell
(and occasionally a Hogarth),” and
some of both word and picture are, if
not frankly ribald, at least ribaldly
frank.
Yet it’s not all, perhaps not at all,
aimed for an easy laugh. The painting
of animals in surgery are remarkable,
even painful in their accuracy and lack
of sentimentality. We see actual
operations: a stallion treated for a
hernia, a cow receiving a caesarean.
We witness a new-born piglet first
rejected, then crushed by its sleeping
mother. We are shown veterinarians
and others at hard, often filthy tasks;

we see the tools and methods of their
work, and catch them also in off-mo
ments: cupping a match from the
wind, getting ‘‘caught short” acres
from the outhouse, breaking into
wrinkles of mirth over a pint of dark
Dutch beer. Elman, in his introduc
tion, compares Poortvliet to Norman
Rockwell: I find that ridiculous.
Poortvliet has the hard edge, the toal
honesty of the best of Andrew Wyeth,
as well as something of Wyeth’s
palette: browns, grays, monochromes
relieved by sparing flashes of bright
color. But his material reminus me
most of a fellow Dutchman: the
Rembrandt who dared to paint sla
ughterhouses. Both painters can see a
world worth recording in a side of
beef or a strung-up porker, or in a
portly farmer—all yawn and grubby
nightshirt-dressing by pre-dawn can
dlelight.
Poortvliet’s material isn’t only re
freshingly honest; it’s also often
downright and surprisingly familiar.
His Dutch “ peasants” look to me an
awful lot like New England farmers,
and except for a certain closeknit
tidiness, his Dutch farms resemble
many of our older ones. If his farmers
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keep piglets next to the kitchen—well,
I remember when my father brought a
weak calf right into our kitchen, one
cold winter night. His vets remind me
of the ones I used to “ help” as a boy,
when they needed someone to grab a
cow’s head to steady her for a pill or a
Bangs shot. Indeed, most scenes in
this book could be closely duplicated
in any small rural “ backwater” from
Nova Scotia to North Dakota.
The Farm Book, of course, isn’t
really a “ how-to-do-it:” rather less
so, even, than Lost Country Life,
which does offer considerable practi
cal advice. Yet I did learn some
things: for instance, how a plough
man should turn his horses when he
comes to the end of the furrow. (My
grandfather did it the same way as the
Dutch farmer pictured here; twenty
years later, Poortvliet’s clear yet
graceful drawings finally allowed me
to understand why.) And if you need
to help a cow calve, want to try
carving clogs, or plan to make your
own cheese, the pictures at least
provide some clues.

But mainly, this is a book focused
on frank reminiscence, on loving
realism. A fox drags its prey across a
frozen field; cattle hunch their backs
and wait out a sleetstorm; a cat is
about to pounce on an unsuspecting
fieldmouse. It’s a tribute to Rien
Poortvliet’s artistry that such scenes
are neither cute nor merely anecdotal;
you want to come back to the
paintings over and over, perhaps to
notice a detail or a mood or an
overtone you missed before. The
expressions on the farmpeople’s faces
alone will bear much re-watching, so
many different emotions seem pre
sent. Like Dorothy Hartley’s, Lost
Country Life, Poortvliet’s, The Farm
Book, strikes me as an instant
classic—and certainly not just another
mellow visit down memory lane.

Readers and watchers of either
book should be prepared to bring an
alert vision and a fully-attuned hear
ing to these most special and reward
ing worlds. To live with either book is
to begin to grasp how much of our
present is also our past, and to sense
how little the farmer in all of us has
changed—or perhaps, will ever chan
ge.
□
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A Complete Guide to Pruning Trees,
Shrubs, Bushes, Hedges, Vines, Flowers,
Garden Plants, Houseplants and Bonsai by
Lewis H ill
R-74 Since the first shaggy tree was pruned, neither
trees nor the tools of the art have changed a great deal.
However, there was room for a better pruning book,
and Lewis Hill rose to the occasion. Teamed with
illustrator Daryl Hunter, he has produced a guide that
is both comprehensive and easy to follow.
A strength of PRUNING SIM PLIFIED is its
usefulness to those who need a streamlined course in
maintaining the variety of plantings found on the
typical lawn. People are increasingly interested in trees
and bushes that yield a crop of fruit or nuts, and Hill
shows how to prune with both appearance and
production in mind. 192 pages, 80 illustrations, index.
Hardback...................................................................$12.95
Paperback..................................................................$9.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR GARDEN-Using
Advanced Intensive Gardening Techniques - by the editors of
Organic Gardening Magazine
R-72 GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR GARDEN
“ This is reading material for the home (or market) gardening pro and those
who aspire not only to self-suffiecny, but self suffiency with style. This is
definitely a worthwhile book and a fine addition to the serious gardener’s
reference library.’ ’ F.S.
Hardcover; 496 pages; 60 photos; 150 illustrations........ ..........................$14.95

The Draft Horse Primer

A Guide to the Care and Use o f Work Horses and Mules
by Maurice Telleen
R-16 THE DRAFT HORSE PRIMER by Maurice Tellene -- For people
who want to learn the fundamentals of using work horses on the farm.
This book clearly illustrates the economy of using draft horses and
explains the basics: how to buy a draft horse; how to feed and care for
the animals; how to find and repair horsedrawn machinery; how to
harness and hitch a team; and how to breed them. Hardcover, 400
pages, photographs, illustrations and index.
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Writing clearly, economically, and with good common
sense, he distills the best of the old, adapting and adding
from his own expertise for today's conditions and
possibilities. —Library Journal

Fruits and Berries for the Home Garden
by Lewis Hill

G49 FR U ITS A N D BERRIES FOR T H E H O M E G A R D EN by Lewis

H ill-L e t expert orchardist Lewis Hill guide you to home-grown
Apples, Plums, Peaches, Blackberries, Strawberries, Strawberries,
Elderberries, Nuts...and more. 288 pages,'6 x 9, 80 illustrations and
photos.
He shows you:
* What fruit to grow and where.
* How to outwit Jack Frost.
*How and when to plant trees and bushes.
* How to care for fruit trees and berry bushes througnout the
growing season.
* How to control diseases, insects and animals.
* How to prune, thin and propagate.
* Spraying-fruit by fruit.
* How to narvest, preserve and store.
* Outstanding reference sections.
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Trade paper............................................................................................ $6.95

New Country
Wisdom Bulletins!
W IN T E R SQUASH
A N D P U M P K IN S
by M ary A . Du Sablon

You’ll savor the doz
ens of recipes for these
native American fruits. There are cooking
and storage tips, and information for
preparing these cucurbits: baked, broiled,
steamed, frozen, canned or dried. You’ll
want to try pickled pumpkin pieces, pumpkin
conserve, squash with sausage stuffing,
pumpkin soup and pumpkin bread.

Unusual Vegetables:
Something New for This
Year's Garden
by the editors of Organic Gardening® magazine
edited by Anne Moyer Halpin
R-54 U N U SU A L V EG ET A B L E S: Something New for This
Y ear’s G a rd e n -F o r adventurous novices as well as veteran

gardeners, UNUSUAL VEGETABLES contains all the inform
ation needed to grow 79 out-of-the-ordinary vegetables. A wide
range of vegetables is covered in the book, including some
from other parts of the world which can be grown in this
country. The book also lists seed suppliers and provides good
values and recipes. 464 pages, 72 illustrations.
Hardcover........... ..................................................................... $12.95

A-55 Paperback, 32 pages ............ only $1.00

Secrets of Companion Planting
For Successful Gardening by L ouise

R iotte

G -14 SECRETS OF C O M P A N IO N P LA N TIN G FOR SUCCESSFUL

G A R D E N IN G by Louise Riotte—People seem to “ blossom” around
some people, and falter around others, so why not plants too! Fact is,
plants can hinder or help other plants by deterring bugs, weeds;
building soil. Learn here to plant your vegetable, fruit and flower
gardens around positive plant relationships, like knowing which
plants flourish together. IT REALLY WORKS! 240 pages, 6 x 9, 75
illustrations.

“ Whether you buy or grow your own, you
will never find a nicer variety of ways to
prepare mushrooms. Forty-three recipes
from soup to sauce, from Egg Fu Yung to
Fettucine Parmesano, in eggs or pickled. Jo
Mueller’s mushroom cookery wMI tickle your
pallette and train your talents for mushroom
cuisine.”
E. LaC.

Trade paper........................................................................................... $5.95

A -40 Paperback............................... only $1.00

★

H eating W ith C oal
C O M P L E T E C O A L-B U R N IN G K N O W H O W !

Coal burning may be the one energy option in
everyone’s grasp. It’s available and affordable!

by John W. Bartok

G-85 H E A T IN G W IT H COAL by John W . Bartok-There are a lot of important
questions for potential coal burners and John Bartok clearly explains the
present “ state-of-the-art.” He includes details on the special problems
woodburners face since most present woodstoves do not readily convert to
coal. He also discusses the larger environmental issues facing the
coal-burning industry today. Heating W ith Coal is a very thorough treatment
in practical, how-to terms of a most important current energy option. 160
pages, 6 x 9 , illustrations, photos, charts.
Trade paper.................................................................................. .................... $ 6.95
• Estimating your coal-burning cost effective
ness...can you save?
• Choosing the coal stove or furnace for your
needs.
• Installing and operating coal burners.
• Starting and maintaining a coal fire.

•
•
•
•
•

Coal burning safety.
Central heating with coal.
Coal and your fireplace.
Complete source and equipment catalog of
available coal stoves and furnaces.

R-37 DUCKS ANDGEESE IN YOUR BACKYARD by
Rick and Gail Luttmann - T h is b o o k p r e s e n t s a ll t h e
b a s ic s

of

d o m e s t ic

w ild f o w l

h u s b a n d ry

in

an

e n jo y a b le , e a s y - t o - r e a d m a n n e r . I t c o v e r s b r e e d in g ,
h a t c h in g , f e e d in g a n d h e a lt h m a in t e n a n c e ; h o w t o
g e t e g g s , m e a t a n d d o w n f r o m th e b a c k y a r d f lo c k ;
h o w to c o n s t r u c t p o n d s a n d u s e w ild f o w l f o r in s e c t
c o n t r o l, p e ts , a n d s h o w b ir d s . 2 5 2 p p ., 7 5 d r a w in g s .
P a p e rb a c k

$ 5 .9 5

0 *9 4 G A R D E N W A Y 'S P R A C T IC A L
B E E K E E P IN G by the Garden Way Staff
This Is a book that we know from ex
perience will work in the field, a book that
we know from experience is necessary to
fill the need for easily grasped, practical
know-how In the ever-growing field of
beekeeping. 224 pp with 100 illustrations.
Paperback......... .......................... .........15.95

R-26 A V E T E R IN A R Y G U ID E FOR A N IM AL
OWNERS by C.E. Spaulding, D.V.M . — Here's a
book that's long been needed on the farmstead — a
handbook for specific preventive measures and
cures for all common pet and livestock ailments.
It's organized by animal, and each chapter gives
health-care information for that particular animal.
A book that animal owners will use time and time
again. 432 pp. 60 illustrations.
Hardback ............................... .......................$ 1 2 . 9 5

G-35 R A ISIN G T H E H O M E DUCK
FLO C K by Dave Holderread - This

342

book covers incubation of eggs, how
to rear ducklings and manage the
adults, possible health problems and
how to control them, and how to
butcher the ducks - with recipes for
both the meat and eggs. Plus there
are practical suggestions on the use of
the feathers and down, preparing and
growing feed, building low-cost
housing. 200 pages plus illustrations.
Paperback ..................................... $5.95

THE FAMILY COW by Dirk van Loon

— Perfect for the single-cow family or for
semi -commercial needs. Highly informative,
usable information on buying a cow, han
dling techniques, housing, feeds and feeding,
milking, health care, breeding, calving, land
use, all about hay and roots.
Excellent
illustrations. 200pp.
Quality paperback ................................. $ 6.95
G-24 RAISING a CALF FOR BEEF by Phyllis
Hobson - E n jo y s u p e r io r b e e f f o r le s s t h a n h a lf th e
s u p e r m a r k e t c o s t. In 1 5 - 1 8 m o n t h s y o u c a n h a v e
6 0 0 - 7 0 0 lb s . o f b e e f w it h ju s t
day.

I n c lu d e s

c o m p le te

Vi h o u r o f c a r e p e r

in fo r m a tio n

fo r

G-8 SMALL-SCALE PIG RAISING by Dirk van Loon
R a is in g

c a re ,

$ 4 .9 5

G -4 3 C om plete, up-to-date coverage
by the leading a u th o rity . Illustrated
chapters on selection, housing, fenc
ing, breeding, kidding, chevon, goat
m ilk products and m ore. Plenty of
"hoVv-to" diagrams and photos. T e r
rific insight! 150pp.
Q u ality paperback ............. . $4.95

s p r in g

is

a

and

s h o rt-te rm

T h a n k s g iv in g

h a m - e n o u g h f o r t h e w in t e r . H e r e v a n L o o n c o v e r s
th e

b a s ic

in f o r m a t io n

of

h a n d lin g , p e n n in g , n u t r it io n ,

LIVING ON
THE LAND

b u y in g

fe e d in g ,

a

p ig le t ,

b u t c h e r in g

a n d c u r in g . 1 8 0 p p ., 1 0 0 illu s t r a t io n s .

Paperback

$ 6.95

G-7 LIVING ON THE LAND; AN APPROACH TO
SMALL-SCALE FARMING SUCCESS by Karl
Schwenke - “ S o m e w h e r e a t t h e c o m m o n r o o t a r e
th e

u n iv e r s a l

t ie s

of

m an

to

th e

s o il.”

K a rl

S c h w e n k e t u r n s t o t h e s e t ie s a s th e e x p la n a t io n f o r

G-25 KEEPING LIVESTOCK HEALTHY; A
VETERINARY GUIDE - by N. Bruce Haynes, DVM

t h e n e c e s s a ry r e t u r n

D r . H a y n e s ' e m p h a s is is o n p r e v e n t io n a n d e a r ly

t o t h e s m a ll- s c a le f a r m . H e

h a s w r i t t e n t h is b o o k to s e r v e t h e s e n e w f a r m e r s

d e t e c t io n

as

h o r s e s , c o w s , p ig s , s h e e p a n d g o a ts h e p r o v id e s

a

p r a c t ic a l

re s o u rc e .

d is c u s s io n s o f s o ils , f a r m

In c lu d e d

a re

c ro p s , fa rm

in - d e p th

m a c h in e r y ,

s u r v e y in g , r o u g h c a r p e n t r y , a n d r e v iv e d f a r m lo re .
1 4 4 p p . o v e r 1 0 0 illu s t r a t i o n s a n d a p p e n d ix w it h

charts.

P a p e rb a c k

by Jerry Belanger

B e tw e e n

p o rk

y o u c a n r a is e a f a m ily ’ s s u p p ly o f b a c o n , p o r k a n d

R-29 T H E H ERB A L HANDBOOK FOR FARM
AND STABLE by Juliette de Balracli Levy — This
book brings information to farmers and owners of
domesticated animals in treating their livestock
without chemicals. Separate chapters on each
animal include herbal care for diseases, delivering
young, and keeping animals healthy. 320 pp.
Paperback......................................................... $5.95
Hardback ................. ...................................... $9 95

RAISING
MILK GOATS
THE
MODERN
WAY

fo r

b u t c h e r in g . 1 2 8 p p ., 1 0 0 illu s t r a t io n s .

a ll

t

p ig le t

c o m m it m e n t .

Q u a lit y P a p e r b a c k

GF-04 R A IS IN G SHEEP TH E MODERN WAY by
Paula Simmons — Modern sheepraising has
shown a trend toward the small holder, with em
phasis on profitable, self-sufficiency. This book
provides the small flock owner with information
on the fundamentals of sheep management. It
stresses sheep health and preventive care, and of
the latest in medical treatment, should that
become necessary. 234 pp. with illustrations.
Quality paperback......................................... ..$ 6.95

a

fe e d in g a n d h o u s in g . A ls o c o m p le t e p h o to s o f h o m e

o f fa rm

in f o r m a t io n

on

a n im a l d is e a s e

how

and

w hat

to

p r o b le m s .
te e d ,

For

s h e lte r ,

r e p r o d u c t io n , d is e a s e s a n d m u c h m o re . 1 6 0 p p ., 7 0
il lu s t r a t io n s .

Paperback

$10.95

..................................................... $ 8 .9 5

R-14 TH E SHEPH ERD 'S GUIDBOOK: Raising
Sheep for Meat, Wool and Hides by Margaret
Bradbury — For anyone contemplating raising
sheep. The author discusses what to look for in
buying a flock with emphasis on marketable pro
duction. She talks about breeds and even gives in
structions for preparing wool for spinning, direc
tions for tanning sheepskins, recipes for lamb,
and some tips on butchering. 200 pp. with photo
graphs.
Hardback ........................................................ $8.95

G-29 RAISING RABBITS THE
MODERN WAY
by Robert Bennet—
— For home

and
semi-commercial producers. Includes choos
ing proper breeds, housjng, feeders, waterers,
feeding and diets, rabbit m anagem ent, disease
prevention, m arketing. Excellent " h o w -to "
w ith diagrams, photographs and plans. 145pp.
Q u ality paperback .................. ............... $4.85

R-13 R A IS IN G T H E H O M E S T E A D HOG by
J trm o n f D. Belanger — Raise a pig in the
backyard? Why not, challenges the author, as he
explains that properly maintained pigs are not
smelly or dirty. It covers the full range of hog
raising including feeding, diseases and related
management topics. 224 pp. 36 illustrations.
Hardback ........................................................ $8.95

G-80 RAISING POULTRY
THE MODERN WAY
by Leonard Mercia**
Covers, stock selection, feeding, brood
ing, rearing, m anagem ent, current dis
ease prevention, treatm ent for L A Y 
IN G F L O C K , M E A T C H IC K E N S , T U R 
K E Y S , D U C K S , G E E S E . Also housing
plants, processing, preservation and
m ore.
2 4 0 pp.
Q u ality p a p e r b a c k .......................... $5.95

G-17 NUTS FOR THE FOOD GARDENER by Louise
Riotte - Care, cultivation, propagation, grafting,
budding,

harvesting,

and

recipes

for

15

nut

v a r ie tie s . A lso g ro v e im p ro v e m e n ts , fo ilin g
predators, source lists. 192 pp., illustrated .
Quality Paperback
$4.95

G-18 GROWING BERRIES AND GRAPES by Louise
Riotte - Luscious homegrown berries are the best
treat in the garden! Learn how to order varieties,
planting care, pruning, safe pest control, nursery
sources for every berry and grape. 142 pp.,
illustrated.
Quality Paperback.......................................... $4.95
G-23 IMPROVING GARDEN SOILS WITH GREEN
MANURES by Alther Raymond Increase fertility,
help rid gardens of weeds, prevent soil erosion,
allow easier and e a rlie r planting S tep-by-step
procedures for sowing these special cover crops.
4 8 pp., illus. & photos.
Q uality Paperback

R-22 S T E P - B Y - S T E P TO O R G A N I C
VEG ETA BLE GROWING by Samuel Ogden —
This well-known guide to raising vegetables
without chemical fertilizers and insecticides is
based on the author's 40 years of personal ex
perience. M r. Ogden's book represents a solid re
ference source for beginners who need the basic
information on caring for the soil, organizing the
garden plot, collecting the necessary tools, con
trolling pests, and growing two dozen of the more
popular vegetables. 192 pp. 95 illustrations.
Paperback...........................................................$3.95
Hardback ..........................................................$7.95

GF-05 P R O F IT A B L E H E R B G R O W IN G AT
HOME by Betty E.M. Jacobs — The author of this
book writes from experience, having run an herb
farm in Canada for eight years. Here she shares
knowledge on growing, harvesting and marketing
herbs. The text is well-organized and the illustra
tions are delightful. 225 pp.
Quality p aperback.............................................$5.95

$2.50

R-40 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ORGANIC GAR
DENING by the staff of Organic Gardening and
Farming Magazine - A revised, up-dated version of
one of R odale’s all-tim e best sellers, this is the
most a u th o rita tiv e handbook of organic m ethods
yet to be published. O ver 2 ,0 0 0 topics listed in
c o n v e n ie n t e n c y lo p e d ic fo rm p r o v id e r e lia b le
answers to alm ost any question. C o m prehensive
and concise 1 2 0 0 pp., 2 7 5 photos, 100 illu s tra 
tions.
H ardcover

$ 2 1 .9 5

R-11 T H E GARDENER'S G U ID E TO B ETTER
SOIL by Gene Logsdon — How to develop rich,
fertile soil and keep it that way year after year.
Every gardener, novice and veteran, can derive
down-to-earth tips on ensuring bountiful harvests
of tasty and nutritious fruits and vegetables,
beautiful flowers and majestic trees. 260 pp. 33 il
lustrations.
Paperback............................................................$4.95
Hardback ............................................................$7.95
R-1S SMALL-SCALE GRAIN RAISING by Gene
Logsdon — For every gardener and homesteader
who wants to increase both the quantity and quali
ty of his homegrown food supply by growing and
using whole grains. Individual chapters are devot
ed to corn, wheat, sorghum, oats, soybeans, rye
and barley, buckwheat and millet, rice and their
many varities. Also included is a section on un
common grains — wild rice, triticale, safflowers,
and legumes. 320 pp. with illustrations.
Paperback.........................................................$5.95
Hardback .........................................................$9.95

vegetable garden you ought to have this book!
Absolutely unique, otherwise unavailable
practical advice from a gardener of 40 years.
Extending vegetable productivity, "wide-row"
planting for triple yields, picking at peak
flavor, saving and storing seeds.
Heavily
illustrated. Succession planting, m<iepth in
formation, excellent regional advice. Many
gems of garden wisdom.
160pp.
Large.
Quality paperback ............................... $7.95

R-65 T H E R U TH STO U T N O -W O R K
G A RDEN BOOK by Ruth Stout and Richard

Clemence - This welcome book presents Ruth
Stout’s unique advice on organic growing
techniques that can help the gardener avoid
many chores and still achieve a productive
garden. How to combat insects, grow tasty
vegetable all year, foil both drought and frost
- these and many other growing secrets of
the author's year-round mulch method are
revealed. 234 pages, photos, index.
Hardback .................................................. $7.95

Sold Over
100,000 Copies!
R-52 STOCKING UP: HOW TO PRESERVE THE
FOODS YOU GROW, NATURALLY edited by Carol
H. Stoner
O n e - th rd la r g e r t h a n th e o r ig in a l
e d itio n , w it h
100 new

G-6 THE COMPLETE GREENHOUSE BOOK by
Peter Clegg and Derry Watkins Everything from a
simple cold frame to an attractive window
greenhouse to an elaborate solar structure is
thoroughly covered here. Heavy emphasis on
'energy conservation, solar considerations, small
greenhouses and attached greenhouses. Complete
details on designing, building and using; ways to
save and produce heat; progressive designs to fit
every budget, every location; excellent details on
construction, foundation, floors, structure, framing,
materials. Also included are operating and growing
details with special insights into the greenhouse
environment, soils, growing conditions, pests and
diseases. 176 pp. with 120 illustrations and photos.
Paperback
$10.95
Hardcover
$14.95

A-40 M U S H R O O M C O O K E R Y by Jo M u e l
ler. You’ll never find a nicer variety of ways

to prepare mushrooms. Forty-three delicious
recipes. Paperback....... !...'........... only $1.00

G-16 VEGETABLE GARDEN HANDBOOK by Roger
Griffith - Every good gardener knows the impor
tance of careful record-keeping, especially when it
concerns seeds, quantities, varieties, crop rotation,
yields. This planter's handbook and gardener’s
record book could well make the difference
between a “ fair" garden and a successful,
money-saving garden. 120 pp.
Q uality P aperback

$ 4 .9 5

d r y in g

m a n y m o r e i l lu s 'r a t io n s a n d a lm o s t

r e c ip e s , t h e n e w e d it io n

d ir e c t io n s

seo o eo o eo o eo eo o o o c
R-2J MOW TO GROW V E G E T A B L E S A N D
FR U ITS BY THE ORGANIC METHOD by J.l.
Rodate — This hefty volume is actually seven
books in one, covering general organic gardening
techniques, vegetable growing, the home fruit
garden and orchard, organic fruit culture, organic
nut culture, herb gardening and growing unusual
fru its. This rem arkable book is the organic
vegetable and fruit grower's bi^‘<». More than 600
charts, tables, how-to-lllustrations and photos. 926
PP.
H ardb ack........................................................... $15.95

G-41
DOWN-TO EARTH VEGETABLE
GARDENING KNOW-HOW by Dick Ray
mond - We honestly believe if you have a

fo r

fru its ,

ja m s

and

v e g e ta b le s ,

m a k in g a v a r ie t y

of

s o ft

ie llie s
and
and

has e xpa nded

w it h

honey,

m e a ts ;
h a rd

and

fo r
fo r

cheeses. An

e x c e lle n t r e fe r e n c e w o r k o n a ll a s p e c ts o f p r e s e r v 
in g . 5 5 2 p p ., il lu s t r a t i o n s

Hard cover

$ 1 3 .9 5

Hard cover D eluxe

$ 1 5 .9 5

G 18 GROWING BERRIES AND GRAPES by Louise
Riotte - L u s c io u s h o m e g r o w n b e r r ie s a r e th e b e s t
t r e a t in t h e g a r d e n 1 L e a r n h o w t o o r d e r v a r ie t ie s ,
p la n t in g c a re , p r u n in g , s a fe p e s t c o n t r o l, n u r s e r y
so u rc e s

fo r

e v e ry

b e rry

and

g ra p e

142

p p ..

illu s t r a t e d .
Q u a lit y P a p e r b a c k

$495

GF-07 SUCCESS W ITH SMALL FOODGARDENS:
Using Special Intensive Methods by Louise Riette
— This unique vegetable gardening book has been
developed for everyone who has little land but
would like to grow an abundance <jf vegetables.
This book details the many techniques developed to
insure bountiful crops in small spactk Some
techniques discussed: e interplanting e growing
fences e tier plots • chatch cropping • hanging
gardens • terrace gardens • succession plantings •
raised beds e kitchen and herb beds • vertical
gardening e pyramids e French intensive beds.
Unique to this book is the concept of landscaping,
wherein the entire home landscape is planned to
accommodate food production attractively and ef
fectively. Fence-row growing, border plantings,
multiple-use trees and shrubs, and small de
corative vegetable plots can be combined for a
stunning landscape, while providing a luscious
fresh fruit, vegetable and berry supply. 192 pp. with
70 illustrations.
Paoerback..........................................................$ 5 9 5

START OR COMPLETE YOUR

FARM STEAD LIBRARY
W e offer for sale a limited number of back issues of FARMSTEAD
M AG A ZIN E . Each issue contains a wealth of information for gardeners
and small farmers everywhere. You can use the coupon at right to send
us your order. Back issues are $2.00 each, ppd. Payment must be
included with order.

Check contents sampler
below for some of the topics
covered in previous issues of
FARMSTEAD.
EA RLY S U M M E R ’78

The Common Sunflower
Growing Grains
Building a Log-End Home
The Reliance Peach
Plowing With a Draft Horse, Part
i I Harrowing and Seeding
S U M M E R ’78

Plowing With a Draft Horse, Part
111 Haymaking
Raising Rabbits
The Truth About Salad Greens
Getting Your Goat
Weeds to Encourage
Our Spring-Fed Reservoir
FALL ’78

Preserving Your Garden's Bounty
In Praise of Chickens
Caring for Small Stock
When It’s Time to Butcher the
Hog
Water Closet Blues-A New Look
At No--Flush Toilets
Our Unique Waste-Water System
The Art of Splitting Wood

USE HANDY COUPON
TO ORDER
TO.

FALL ’79

All About Growing Carrots, Beets
and Turnips
Thoughts On Killing My Fatted
Calf
In Search of the Perfect Yellow
Apple
Energy and You ■-- Woodstove
Safety
How To Skin a Pig

THE
FARMSTEAD

BOOKSTORE

A
BOOK CODE NO.

H O L ID A Y ’79

The Truth About Cauliflower
Five Easy Ways To Make A Rug
A Beginner’s Guide to Raising
Bees
First Aid for Fruit Trees
The Sweet and Sour of Sugar
Substitutes
Honey Cookery
W IN T E R ’79

How To Grow Great Tomatoes
Can You Be Self-Sufficient W ith
out A Cow
Complete Home Insulation Guide
Hot Chili Peppers
Shaping Up For Garden Chores
SPRING ’79

The Farmstead Buck Goat
How To Grow Eggplant and
Peppers
All About Buying and Raising Pigs
Weeds Can Tell You About Your
Soil
Caring For Young Fowl
EA RLY S U M M E R ’79

Horses On The Farmstead
How To Build Your Own Under
ground Home
Bees-Find A Swarm and Make A
Hive
Companion Planting— Fact or
Fiction
How To Market Your Farm Pro
ducts

Please send me the books and/or
back issues of F A R M S T E A D magazine
as indicated below.

HOW MANY

s

COST

W IN T E R ’80

Health and The Home Gardener
Grow Perfect Peas
Let Your Chickens Range
Gather Ye Syrup
How to Manage a Copice Woodlot
G A R D EN ’80

Annual Planting Guide
Mulch Helps Our Garden
Ten Rules for Rhubarb
How To Harvest Your Garden

Total Amount of Books
Maine Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

F A R M S T E A D BACK ISSUES

Start Your Own Backyard Orchard
A Beginner’s Guide to Chain Saws
Wild Bee Hunter
How to Make Great Garden Soil
Choosing the Right Shovel

BACK ISSUE

HOW MANY

$2.00
COST

E A RLY S U M M E R ’80

Bees: Are They Endangered?
Bee Sting Remedies
Blue Ribbon Black Sheep
The Herbalist’s Notebook
Caring for Orphan Lambs
Cash In On Capons
An Easy to Make Rabbit Hutch

i

S U M M E R ’80

Swinging Toward the Sun
How To Install Windows
Make Your Own Solar Window
Box & A Solar Food Dryer
Tips on Feeding Your Goat
Grow More In Your Small Garden
All About Growing Sweet Corn
H A R V E S T ’80

Harvest Kitchen Checklist
Guide to Woodburning Cookstoves
Part 1
Freezing and Drying
A Peck of Pickle Recipes
Harvest Inventory
FALL ’80

Raising Pigs and Making Sausage
Building Masonry Firestoves
Plant Onions and Garlic Now
Living In An Underground Home
Tasty Turnip Recipes

S U M M E R '79

Oxen On The Farmstead
How To Sell Your Crafts
Tools- A Basic Farmsteader’s
Guide
All About Growing Beans
How To Hand-Hew Beams

Box 111, Freedom Me. 04941

Eastern Coyote-New Threat to
Wildlife
How to Raise Turkeys
1980 Seed Catalog Review
In Praise of the Sauna
How to Get Hot Water from Your
Woodstove

SPRING ’80
H O L ID A Y ’78

’W
hW
iiiiaiMai

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

Total Amount of Back Issues

$-

Maine Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

—

TO T A L BOOK & B ACK ISSUE ORDER

__

Orders under $10 please add 60<
for postage and handling.

r

N O T E : Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Any titles temporarily
out of stock will be shipped when available. Due to book publishers'
price increases, our prices are subject to change without notice.

ES81
Name .

H O L ID A Y ’80

How to Plant a Permanent Garden
Growing Fruits and Berries
Generating Wind-Electric Power
Retrofitting Your Old Farmhouse
How To Raise Rabbits

Address

Z.p

s p littin g tool

log roles

If you own a small woodlot and plan
to sell some of the timber, you can
hook into a new price-reporting
service sponsored by the Cooperative
Extension Service and the U.S. Forest
Service. You can find out what raw
forest products are selling for in a
particular area in most states. The
service will give you a range of
area-wide prices for sawtimber, pulpwood, firewood and other products
such as peeler and veneer logs, chips,
poles, ties, fuel residues, and lumber.
The information is free and regularly
updated. Call or write your county
extension agent of the local state
forestry representative.

A new log-splitting device called
the impaxe is claimed to do the job
faster, safer, and easier than the
usual axes, wedges, mauls and sled
ges. Its pile-driving action concen
trates the energy to the same spot on
every stroke. There’s no wooden
handle to break and no chance of
flying steel fragments as with the use
of a wedge. The up-and-down action
is said to be less physically demand
ing than swinging an axe.

nu clear w h o as

--American Forests

--American Forests

A man named Milan Schultz des
cribed his method of burning used
motor oil in combination with wood to
heat his small shop. An exterior
storage tank is elevated to provide
gravity flow of used motor oil which
has been filtered. Since the tank is
cold from outdoor winter storage,
pre-heating is recommended for im
proved oil flow. Schultz has used an
electric heat tape, but agrees that the
furnace flue pipe could do the job if a
coil carrying the oil were wrapped
around the pipe. A spigot is used to
control flow to the combustion cham
ber of the wood furnace. To prevent
the problem of the oil inlet pipe end
burning and plugging, Schultz con
structed his system so that the oil
would drip through a vertical three
foot long pipe, six inches in diameter,
before burning. Perhaps this new idea
will assist innovators in making
greater use of used motor oil as a
low-cost fuel.

Large nuclear electric generating
plants are now producing at less than
half their capacity factor (the amount
of electricity they were originally
designed to produce if they were kept
operating at full capacity all the time).
During the first six months of 1980 the
average performance of plants over
800 MW was 48 percent (their
average lifetime capacity factor is 54
percent). The average for all nuclear
plants for the first half of 1980 was 51
percent. In the early 1970’s perfor
mance at 80 percent of capacity factor
was being predicted by the nuclear
industry; today the plants are not
even reaching the industry’s scaleddown goal of 65 to 70 percent. Energy
analyst, Charles Komanoff, notes that
although much of the recent poor
performance can be credited to
shutdowns related to the Three Mile
Island incident, equipment and ma
terial failures have also contributed to
the performance decline. The small
reactors (under 600 MW) continue to
turn in the best performance.

-- SFEP News

--Environment

used m otor oil as fu el

— ANTIQUE APPLE TREES—
F ir s t v a r ie t ie s g r o w n in A m e r ic a .
A f la v o r tre a t u n k n o w n t o m o s t p e o p le t o 
d a y . O n e o f t h e la r g e s t c o l le c t io n s

in th e

U n it e d S ta te s . F R E E L is t.

Lawson’s Nursery
Route 1 - Dept. F
Ball Ground, GA. 30107
_____________[404] 893-2141_____________

Smith & Hawken offers the finest durable tools,
forged in England: forks, spades, shovels, hoes,
rakes, scythes, trowels, pruners, shears,
and more
FREE ‘
^
mail order catalog
COMPANY of durable tools
‘"<V3ies5o*
68 Homer. Dept. F22. Palo Alto, CA 94301
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fu e lin g th e fu tu re

Canadian researchers have struck
oil in purple blossoms on a Saskatche
wan salt lake. These purple flowers,
Morris Wayman and colleagues of the
University of Toronto have discov
ered, house a bacterial partnership
that can convert carbon dioxide to
chains of hydrocarbons--the compon
ents of crude oil.
The bacterial oil is the end-product
of an extended version of photosyn
thesis. That process consists of a
light-driven splitting of water and a
second step that uses the energy
gained from splitting water to convert
carbon dioxide to energy in the form
of organic compounds such as the
simple sugar glucose. But the bacter
ia pair takes photosynthesis one step
further. After one bacterium converts
carbon dioxide to the energy-rich
organic compounds, the other bacter-

H O O K E D RU G PATTERNS

GREAT SAUSAGE RECIPES

S e n d f o r o u r la te st illu s tra te d c a ta lo g s h o w in g
2 9 7 p h o to s (2 9 1 in b la c k & w h ite , 8 in m a g 
n ific e n t c o lo r) o f f in is h e d h o o k e d ru g s . C o m 
p le te p ric e list o f o u r o v e r 5 0 0 d e s ig n s . P ric e

227 page illustrated book explains sau
sage making plus home curing and smok
ing of meat, fowl and fish. Over 100 rec-.
ipes. Free equipment and supply catalog
has more information. For yours, send to:
The SAUSAGE MAKER
Dept 18
177 Military Rd.
Buffalo, N Y. 14207

$2 00

HEIRLOOM RUGS

; D ept. F 28 H arlem S t., Rum ford. RI 02911

FINE GARDEN AND FARM TOOLS
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Impaxe weighs 23.5 pounds and the
length open is 58.5 inches. For more
information, write Inmark Industries,
P.O. Box 402, Wauseon, OH 43567.

FREE CATALOG

‘Ih.e

pbx-pHU parrn

of raro fruits . ..

such as Giant Grape, Everbearing
Black Raspberry, many others.
S in c e 1 8 3 7

S e n d fo r c o p y to d a y

Dean Foster Nurseries
Dept. FS Rt. 2, Hartford, Mich. 49057

Ol t n e i l

I
eO O d
~
I .

COOKing
v

BO X

7fm

0

HERBS

They choose from 8 different basils, 27
thymes, 16 mints, 7 rosemaries. ..some of
the 250 + varieties of herb and scented
geranium plants described rn our mfor
mative catalog
Send $1. for your copy. (Price list, s.a.s.e.)

, 440 W .

M ic h ig a n A v e .,

P arm a , M l 49269

ium feeds on those compounds and
accumulates “ very high concentra
tions of oily material.’'
While Wayman and colleagues first
investigated such a process in the
purple flower bacteria—Chromatium
warmingii and a Desulforiste 11a--they
since have discovered more efficient
algae-bacteria combinations. A hec
tare of these growing microbes “ co
uld produce the equivalent of 50,000
barrels of crude oil a year,” providing
“ an alternate fuel source with greater
potential than the currently popular
gasohol,” Wayman reported at the
AAAS meeting.
Wayman explains that while both
potential fuel altematives-crop-based ethanol or gasahol and microbial
oil—use sunshine, surface area and
carbon dioxide, the microbial energy
conversion may be more efficient
since some of the bacteria can utilize
weak light. Moreover, whereas gas
ahol crops must be grown on arable
land, oil-bearing microbes can use
land and sea surfaces. “ Finally, there
is no conflict with food production
about the impact of the gasahol
program on food prices.”
--Science News

Christm as trees en h an ced

Since Christmas trees are short
rotation crops with a definite market
ability, they may be the best crop for
small sewage treatment facilities.
White spruce, balsam fir and three
varieties of Scotch pine were all used
in a test near Petoskey, Michigan to
determine response to sewage ef
fluent irrigation.
Tests showed that regular applica
tions of sewage treatment pond
effluent during the growing season
enhanced survival and growth of the
five varieties tested. These trees can
be grown successfully on sewage
effluent application sites with sandy
soils. The marginal survival rate of
sewage-irrigated balsam fir seedlings
discourages their use, but balsam fir
transplant stock had an adequate
survival rate and, although it grew at
a slower rate than white spruce and
Scotch pine, it may yield more money
because of its higher value.

Country Homes
and Farms

If you have real estate to
sell—homes, farms or propertyadvertise here.
Your offering w ill be seen by
300,000 readers across the coun
try.
For rates & closing dates
please contact:
Advertising Department
Farmstead Magazine
Box 111
Freedom, Maine 04941
_________ [207] 382-6200_______

DrownA gency
Parsonsfield—150 year old cape farm
house on 66 plus acres. Post and beam
construction, 3 tile chimneys, wood heat,
4 fireplaces. 9 /6 windows, 26 x 28 barn,
woodshed and shop. New henhouse,
large garden area, farm pond, brook,
hardwood, mountain view. Very private
town-maintained road- 2 hours from
Boston
$75,000
Lyman-Solar gambrel being built on 8
plus acres, field and hardwood. Tradi
tional appearance with solar design.
^Open living room and dining room with
glass across south wall. Center chimney,
^ fully insulated, 3 bedrooms, V /2 baths.
' ’ Unique interior design, country setting
but only minutes to Biddeford and
Sanford areas
$59,900

d*

P.O. Box 98
Limerick, M E 04048
207-793-2004

Restored Mill Home
Newfield - Watch the stream flow by your
dining room window in this fascinating
restored 1800‘s mill home. The owner has
meticulously retained the character of the
mill with many original features intact. It
boasts 4 bedrooms, 2 full baths, screened
sun porch, large living room with
fireplace and basement workshop. Abuts
mill pond and includes 700 feet of trout
stream frontage.
Showings by appointment.

$ 135 , 0 0 0 .

LAND/VEST, Inc.
76 Main Street Dept. FP
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
207/846-5111

SB

M A IN E PROPERTY
MORRILL: Lovely farm house with
attached shed and barn; detached two car
garage. Eleven cleared acres; five wood
ed acres. Owner financing available.
$49,500.
SEARSMONT: Small Cape with attached
barn on ten acres; farm pond, garden,
berries, and woods. Creative financing
available.
$34,500.
FRANKFORT: 75 acres - 2,000 feet road
frontage, good exposure, wooded, se
cluded, yet only five miles from Penob
scot Bay.
$17,500.
JACKSON: 60 plus acres - Southerly
exposure, fields and woods. Good spot for
solar homestead. Power and telephone at
site. Asking
$25,900.
SEARSMONT: Old Cape on eight cleared
acres. Barn, farm pond, long set-back
from road. Southerly exposure. $45,000.
BELFAST: Early cape with Southerly
exposure. Fields and woods. Three miles
from Penobscot Bay. Possible owner
financing.
$52,500.

F IE LD & Q U IM B Y , INC.
P.O. Box 403F
Belfast, Maine 04915
[207] 338-1360

FARM W ITH 10 ACRES
Completely restored, and with
new copper plumbing, new w ir
ing and new heating system.
Three bedrooms, two baths,
eat-in kitchen, diningroom open
ing to deck, living room and
music room. Attached barn and
huge all-purpose room. Open
fields and dwarf fru it trees.
Located on Naskeag Point, Brooklin. Price:
$79,500.

Madeline Mattson
m

REALTOR*

REALTOR
P.O. Box 522
Blue H ill, Maine 04614
207-374-2766
207 374-5543

--Compost Science/Land Utilization
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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The FARM STEAD Peddler
HOW TO OBTAIN FEDERAL FIREARMS
LICENSE and How to obtain concealed gun
permit. $3.00 each. Both for $5.00. Home
steaders, Inc. Box 747, Corbin, KY 40701
_______________ ___________________ SP2P
BROAD BREASTED LARGE TURKEY po
ults, white-bronze. Free Brochure; Master
Charge, Visa Accepted, orders before May 1,
Receive free Turkey Raising Booklet 814774-4926 Laughlin Turkeys Girard, PA 16417
___________________________________ SP2P
ABSOLUTELY!! BEST WHOLE W HEAT,
PLUS, bread ever tasted! Fool Proof recipe.
Become famous for Your Bread!!! Send
$1.00, plus stamp to: Gideon Hollow, 484
Plumtree Lane, Grants Pass, Oregon 97526
SP2P*I

STEAM ENGINES, woodfired boilers, tur
bines, stove powered generators, gasoline
engine conversions, complete systems, parts
plans, catalog $5.00. U.S. Steam Power
Products, Dept. F, RR 2 Koshkonong, MO
65692
G4P

RAISE CHICKENS (also BANTAMS) for
meat and eggs. Send 50 cents for big picture
catalog. Shows over 35 rare and exotic
breeds and all standards. Five FREE chicks
with each order. Clinton Hatchery, Inc., Box
548-57, Clinton, Missouri 64735. Telephone
816 885-8500,_______________________ SP3P

FREE FRUIT CATALOG. Color catalog with
82 strawberry varieties, plus all other fruits.
W rite for free copy. Grower since 1837. Dean
Foster Nurseries, Dept. F-1, Hartford, Ml
49057 616/621-2419
SP1P

FERRO C E M E N T W A T E R TA N K S : simple
to build, low cost, incredibly strong and
chemical free. Plans and information $5.00
to: Worcester’s Plans, P.O. Box 644, Willits,
CA 95490_______
________________SP2P

Bantams, Chickens, Ducks
Turkeys, Guineas, Geese
Many and most of the rare, exotic,
fancy, old fashion and the popular
breeds of each. S e n d 500 to d a y fo r

W EATHER VANES - Free brochure Wildwind - 24 E. Euclid Spokane, Wash.
99207
G2P

in fo r m a tiv e p ic tu r e c a ta lo g .

Country Hatchery, Box 747-6
__ Wewoka, Oklahoma 7 4 8 8 4 ___

BIGGS OREGON PICTURE ROCK. Beaut
iful scenes, great for belt buckles, necklaces,
and rings. Slabs only, $4.25 per square inch.
Minimum order, 5 square inches.
G2P
THE SPROUTLETTER. Sprouting,- Raw
Foods, Indoor Gardening. $1.00 sample
issue. Sproutletter, P.o. Box 10985, Eugene,
OR 97440
G2P
DELICIOUS DIET SOUP only 300 calories
per 4 quart pot and poor mans lobster you
never know its fish. $ 1 .00 each. C .J.’s, 2687
Bernard Road^New Vienna, OH 45159 G2P
O N E ID A H E A T E R C O M P A N Y ,IN C .

I
I

Please see our ad on the back cover and
use this coupon to send for information.

I

I W ould Use:

□ Wood Only
□ Wood/Coal Only
□ Wood Plus Oil/Gas
M y Present H tg . System:

□ Warm Air

□ Hot Water

■Name________________________________
■Address______________________________
"City__________________________________
IState____________ Zip C o d e . __________
Phone______________________________ _
Mail to: Oneida Heater Company, Inc.
109 N. Warner Street, Oneida, NY
J342^._Phone-J315) 363-5500

1

p"

LONG WOOLED BLACK SHEEP. $2.00 for
brochure and information. Jones Sheep
Farm, RR2M, Peabody, Kansas 66866 Sp2P
FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG- Full of
motorcycle, snowmobile, other small engine
parts and accessories; firewood making and
burning supplies. Manufacturer’s Supply,
Box 157-F4, Dorchester, Wisconsin 54425
___ _______________________________SP2P
ANCIENT CONTAINERS: GOURDS. Learn
how to grow food storage containers, musical
instruments, art objects, and much more.
Beautifully illustrated booklet. Seeds includ
ed. $3.25 ppd to Gourdjus, Box 884F, Alamo,
CA 94507
SP2P

FREE SOLAR HEAT! $100. attached green
house easily built. Plans $2.00 SASE. Darla
Lewis, 528 SE Sixth, College Place, W A
99324
SP2P

GET IM M E D IA T E COMMISSIONS. Take
orders for quality Mason Shoes from friends
and neighbors in your spare time. No risk,
No investment. W rite today, Mason Shoes,
K j 66. Chippewa Falls, Wl 54729 ____ G3P

FREE CATALOG, quality chicks, wholesale
prices. New Hampshire Reds, Barred Rocks,
Cornish Cross White Rocks., Leghorns,
Ducks. Reich Poultry Farms, Route 1.
Marietta, PA 17547
G 4P

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EM PLO YM ENT news
letter! Colorado, Idaho, Montana & Wyom
ing! Current openings - all occupations!
Permanent and temporary - skilled or
unskilled! W rite today for FREE details to
lntermountain-5U, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne,
Wyoming 82001.
G3P

FREE DETAILS! College level home study
program in Greenhouse Growing. Growers
Associated, Box 585FM, Calistoga, CA 94515
____ _______________________________ SP2P
n a t u r a l l y r a is e d h a r d y g o s l in g s .

Rare, unusual ducklings. Chicks. Illustrated
catalog and book list 50 cents. Pilgrim Goose
Hatchery, Dept. FS-81, Williamsfield, OH
44093___
____
SP4P
SPINNING W HEELS $110.00. Quality, New
Zealand made. Free brochure-wheels, lo
oms, fleece and accessories. Spring Creek
Farm, Box 466-F, Mound, Minnesota 55364
SP3P
ALGIT NORWEGIAN KELP MEAL. One of
the W orld’s richest sources of natural
organic minerals and vitamins for all
livestock and poultry. Also for soil use. Free
literature. P.B Ohrstrom and Sons. Inc.. P.O.
Box 964F, Arlington Heights, IL 60006 ES1B

GROW GINSENG! $50/Pound. Have seeds,
roots. Goldenseal. Comfrey. Complete grow
ing, marketing information. F.B. Collins,
B50, Viola, Iowa 52350_______________ SP3P
BEERLOVERS! Save $1.00 every sixpack Drink homebrew. New York, Free handbook:
Duane’s Department FM051C 508 Canal,
New York 10013______________________ G3P
AVOID C H IM N E Y FIRES- Chimney Sweep
Kit Do-it-yourself and save with Amazing
Flex Klean System. Easy to use, effective,
inexpensive. Simpex, 115C Midtown Plaza,
Syracuse, NY 13210____________
ES1P

S U B M A T IC IR R IG A T IO N SYSTEM S

Please see our ad on the inside back
I cover.
*□
Ship me one Kit F-50S, freight prepaid for only $12.50
Ship me one Kit F-200, freight pre
paid, for only $35.00
| D Ship me one Kit H, freight prepaid,
for only $115.00
| D I enclose my check in the amount____
J □ Please charge to my credit card:
I □ VISA
□ Master Charge
__________
Acct. No__________Exp.
□ Send me the 1980 Submatic Catalog
|
free.

M O V IN G ? P L E A S E L E T U S K N O W

| Name___________ _____________________
| Address,--------------------------------------------| City-________________ State____Zip_____

TO SUBSCRIBE OR

,-Subscription
Service I
ES81 |
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Farmstead Magazine,
Box 111,
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Mail to: S U B M A T IC , Dept. 381S, P.O.
Box 246, Lubbock, TX 79408
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CD
CD
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new subscription
renewal
Paym ent enclosed

RENEW :

CD 1 Year $12.00 add-ess
D
2Years $24.00
CD3 Years $36.00
c it y
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The FA RM STEA D Peddler
TEXAS RECIPES! Straight from deep in the
heart of! Easy Jalapeno Jelly and/or Tangy
Barbeque Sauce. $1.00 each. Send SASE to
Jelly and/or Barbeque, P.O. Box 27743, San
Antonio, TX 78227___________________ ES1P
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Raise BANTAMS

for Pets, Food and Profit

Beautiful small birds. Easy to raise.
Can be raised in your backyard.
Take little food. Will supply eggs for
your table and eggs you can sell to
neighbors. We hatch over 20 popular
breeds of Bantams as — Blue P o r - ________
celain Antwerps, Black Tailed Japanese, Golden Seabrights, Aracuanas and many other breeds.
25 assorted Bantams only $30.00 fob
Order d ir e c t f r o m t h is a d . Send 50e t o r Big
picture catalog. With catalog, we send
coupon good for 50C when ordering Bantams.

GRAIN BELT HATCHERY
Box 125-1180, Windsor, Missouri 65360

DON’T KILL YOUR PETS with poison
sprays, powders. Natural folk-method wipes
out fleas. Safe, sure. $3.00. List of poison
household plants, precautions, $2.00, SASE.
Oscar Trevino, P.O. Box 2474, Berkeley, CA
94702_____________ _______ _ _ ______ ES1P
10 TRULY DELICIOUS Low Calorie Diet
Desserts. Now only $2.00. Annbee, P.O. Box
410, Woodmere, NY 11598___________ ES1P

BARBEQUED SPIEDIES—For recipe send
$1.25. Twin Pines, Box 367, Chenango
Forks, NY 13746_____________________ES1P

1934 HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE memories
Cookbook. Delightful old-fashioned Hershey
children appear on this beautiful, hard-back
ed 6 x 9 inch spiral-bound replica. Original
recipes, revised and updated for use in
todays kitchens. Contains 96 pages, many in
full color and several depicting interesting
historical information of the period. A
delightfully delicious book full of chocolate
memories. $6.95 ck. or MO. M /C or VISA
include card # and expiration date. Country
Keepsakes, 806 N. Tustin, Box 2644-F
Orange, CA 92669. CA res. add 6 percent.
ES2PI

NIPPA HEATERS - Quality workmanship
since 1930. Sauna heaters, Nippa Supreme
Room Heaters, Nippa Energy-Maid Fur
naces, Nippa Wildfire Campstoves and
Sauna Accessories. Prompt Shipment. M fg.Bruce M fg., Inc., P.O. Box 213, Bruce
Crossing, Ml 49912. (906) 827-3906. Free
Literature. Dealers wanted.________ ES 1 P
PRE-M IXES-SAVES MONEY, Time and
You Control ingredients - Nine recipes,
bread to spices $3.00. Recipes, Box 946F,
Pilot Hill, CA 95664
ES2P
LEARN HOW I EARN $9 AN HOUR
teaching bread baking to adults. You can too.
Send $2.00 to Bread Society, 176 Front,
Berea, OH 44017________________
ES1P

FOURTH ANNUAL HOMESTEADERS
FESTIVAL! July 23-25. “ W e ’re impressed!”
- Helen/Scott Nearing. Write: Homesteaders
News, RFD2,^ddison, NY 14801
SP3P
I

ECONOMICAL, EASY, H O M E M A D E SOAP
RECIPE. Great gift idea, profitable sales
item. SASE-$1.50-WALKUP, Route 2, Gravel Switch, KY 40328________________ ES1P

FIVE W HOLESOM E, DELICIOUS, SOFT
COOKIE RECIPES. $2.00, SASE, Hyrup,
4269 233 Road, Rifle, CO 81650
ES1P

tre e s ,

seeds,

s ta n d a r d p la n ts . C a ta lo g f r e e . G ir a r d N u r s e r 

KENTUCKY FARMS $225.00-375.00 per
acre, secluded hollows, wooded ridges, no
zoning, low taxes, homesteading neighbors,
free brochure. Hart County Realty, Box
456W . Munfordville, KY 42765. (502) 5241980._________________
ES1P

FAM ILY HEIRLOOM. Childs Rocking Horse
Plans $5.00. Fin. Prod. $75.00. Luke B.
Ream, RFD 1, New Park, PA 17352
ES2P

NEVER FAIL PIE CRUST - $1.00 plus SASE.
GK, 1381 Covell Road, Brockport, NY 14420.
___________________________________ ES1P

EVERGREENS,

rh o d o d e n d ro n ,

WOODBURNERS—Sleep Safely- Flue Alert
Early Warning Alarm sounds at high
chimney temperatures before fire starts.
Simpex, 115C Midtown Plaza, Syracuse, NY
13210
ES1P

AM ERICAN INDIAN RECIPES with cowboy
and depression cooking. Written by Osage
Indian. Anecdotes and illustrations. 120
recipes for these times. $5.95. JE Depart
ment FS, P.O. Box 23214, Lexington, KY
40523______________________________ ES1P

9 3 5 , R e a d i n g , P A 1 9 6 0 3 ____________________ G 8 P

shade

SAVE... up to 50 percent on home, auto
energy consumption: Kit $3.00, National
Energy Institute, 1942 E. Main, Rochester,
NY 14609___________________________ SP3P

25 ASPARAGUS PLANTS $4.50 postpaid.
Free bargain list, f onzer Nursery, Lecoma,
MO 65540____________
ES1P

M AINE- live the good life in rural, coastal
Maine, free listings. JC Milliken Agency,
Box F, Cherryfield, ME 04622_________ES5B

BABY

1981 LOG HO M E GUIDE FOR BUILDERS
and Buyers--The most comprehensive direct
ory of 125 log home manufacturers ever
written, completely illustrated with black and
white and color photographs of log homes,
floor plans, structural details of log joining
techniques, prices and kit contents. All “ log
home living’ ’ aspects covered as well as the
log building schools and associations, Log
Homes Council reports and the quality log
home mail order bookshelf. Quarterly maga
zine including 192-page annual directory
(winter issue) —$15. 1981 Directory only
-$ 1 0 . Directory includes LHG Home Plan
ning Kit with furniture drawn to scale. Muir
Publishing Company Limited, Gardenvale,
Que. Canada H9X 1 BO_______
ES1B

WREN HOUSES. Ready to Assemble 1/2
inch plywood, $7.50. KJ, Route 3, Pontial IL
61764______________________________ ES2P

O R IG IN A L A M IS H A N D
P E N N S Y L V A N IA
D U T C H R E C I P E S . C h i c k e n B o t B o i, S n it z
a n d K n e p p . $ 2 .0 0 S A S E . D u tc h M a r y ’ s, B o x

I

I

I

WEAR A SUNFLOWER T-SHIRT. Also
asparagus, daylily, carrots, strawberry, ros
es, chicken, rabbit, earthworm, more! Silkscreened, 100 percent cotton. Sweatshirts,
totes, aprons. Catalog 35 cents. Wild Things,
Box D, Covesville, Virginia 22931______ ES1P
SAVE 50% OR MORE ON GROCERIES! We
show you how. Free details for long stamped
envelope. Towhee Publications, Box 1332FM , Stow, OH 44224_________________ES1P
TOOLS AT WHOLESALE PRICES. Air tools
our speciality, Send for free listing. Tool
Division, WSC Inc., P.O. Box 394-FM,
Wauseon, OH 43567_________________ ES2P
KAHLUHA RECIPE Save $$$ make your
own delicious coffee liqueur. Send $1.00
SASE to T. Mabey, RFD 2, Kingsley, PA
18826______________________________ ES1P
NINE FOREIGN RECIPES using basic
meatball. $3.00 and large SASE. Pigman,
Holgate, OH 43527__________
ES1P
DELICIOUS, NUTRITIOUS SNACKS 4 easy
recipes. Send $1.00 SASE. C-D, Box 140
Watson Hollow Rd., W . Shokan, NY 12481.
_____________
ES1P
PENN DUTCH FUNNEL CAKE RECIPE,
send $1.00 SASE to: Ginny, Box 5, Upper
Black Eddy, PA 18972________________ES3P
GRANNY FRANNY’S H O M E M A D E Ketcup, Chillie Sauce, and Green Tomatoe
Relish-send SASE, $2.00 to: Franny’s
Kitchen, 3075 Slack Rd., M t. Perry, OH
43760______________________________ ES2P
PASTA FAZOOL- A delicious, filling, Italian
Bean recipe. Send $1.00 SASE to Box 897,
Summer Lake, OR 97640_____________ ES2P
TESTED RECIPES: Mushroom Survival
Bread, a Healthier French Bread, Pyracantha Jelly. $1.00 ea. (specify) SASE—JEP
Inc., Box 42, La Honda, CA 94020
ES1P
CHEESECAKE RECIPE. Smooth, moist and
delicious New York style. Send $3.00 to
“ Recipes” P.O. Box 486, Olean, NY 14760.
___________________________________ ES2P
BEERCHEESE. Two fantastic recipes. Great
keepers, also freezes. Send $3.00 to “ Re
cipes,” P.O. Box 486, Olean, NY 14760.
_____________________
ES2P
PEDIGREED ANGORA RABBITS. VanTine,
Penobscot, Maine 04476. SASE_______ ES1P

ES81
Here's how to advertise in
THE FARMSTEAD PEDDLER:
Your ad in this section costs only $1.00
a word. You get a 10% discount if you run
the same ad in two or more consecutive
issues: Garden (Jan. 15), Spring (March
1), Early Summer (April 15), Summer
(June 1), Harvest (July 15), Fall (Sept. 1),
Holiday (Oct. 15), W inter (Dec. 1). Copy
must be received six weeks before
publication date.
You may use this coupon to submit
your ad, however payment must be
included.

Send your ad to:
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
Box 111 Freedom, Maine 04941
Name_______________________
Address------------------------------—
_____________________ Zip________

Number of words---------------------C ost: $------------------------------------For issue(s):
□ Winter □ Garden □ Spring
□ Early Summer L, Summer
□ Harvest D Fall ■ Holiday

r a l l S e a s o n s ...

Farmstead

(jiv e

.

.

to u o u r t r i e n e t s l

anyone who gardens is
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE.
Your gift w ill help all year
’ round with expert advice on ^
gardens, shelter, energy and
T '/f ' livestock care.
For only $12.00 your friend w ill receive
the next eight issues of FARMSTEAD.
You may enrol! additional friends at
the special discount rates shown
below. Simply fiil in the coupons and
mail with your payment.
- — — — USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORMGive Farmstead to your friends at special discount
rates! Second, third and fourth subscriptions at
prices shown. W e’ll send an attractive card
announcing your gift.
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FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

Your Name ------------ .--------------------- -Your Address -------- --------------------------_____________________________Zip

CW OGB S eries B oiler
(Wood/Coal & Oil/Gas)

ACGO S eries F u rn ace

AWGO S e ries F u rn ace

(W ood/Coal & Oil/Gas)

(Wood Only & Oil/Gas)

Wood, or Coal, can be the primary fuel with the combination
AcwB-ioo units above, as indicated.
^Boiicr"
(W ood/coai)

Our Add-On Family:
One of these add-on unit will convert your present
heating system to a 2-fuel, combination system.
For further information, fill in, clip & mail coupon to:

JC Series
Furnace
(W ood/Coal)

ONEIDA HEATER COMPANY, INC.
109 N. WARNER ST. • ONEIDA, N.Y. 13421
PHONE: AREA 315-363-5500
Please send me information
NAME
on central heating, ONEIDA
ROYAL equipment.
ADDRESS
Lumberjack

100
Furnace
(Wood Only)

I Would Use:

C IT Y ____

□ Wood Only
□ W ood/Coal Only
□ Wood Plus Oil/Gas

STATE _

My Present Htg. System:
□ Warm Air

□ Hot Water

ZIP CODE
PHONE _

It you don’t wish to tear this cover, please use the coupon on page 94

KIT H
GREAT FOR THE LARGE GARDEN
Contains enough material to water ten 50-ft. garden rows
300 Emitters, Insert Tool, 100 ft. -1/2" Poly Flex Hose for headers
with extra couplings, 500 ft. - 3/8" Poly Flex Hose for laterals,
1/2" Swivel Tee, 1 0 -1/2" Male HoseTees, 1 2 -3/8" Female Hose
Couplings, 12 - Male Hose Couplings with Hose Caps, 3 Repair
Couplings, Hose Y, and Hose Strainer with stainless steel screen.
Order Kit H, freight
included, for only .. .

11500

GARDENS

KIT F-200

TREES

FLOWERS

ALL YOU NEED TO WATER
200 FT. OF G A R D EN ROWS
Fully assembled. Provides a 200-ft.
long wetted strip. Contains 200 ft. of
3/8" Poly Flex Hose, coupled, with
Emitters on 2 ft. spacing, Swivel Tee,
Hose Shut-Off, and Flow Control.

KIT F-50S
B E G IN N E R ’S SPECIAL
Ready for use. Contains 50 ft. - Poly
Flex Hose with Emitters on 2 ft. spacing,
coupled, with Flow Control.
Order Kit F-50S
$1050
Postpaid, only

Order Kit F-200
Postpaid, only

i £m

s3 5 £

SUBMATIC PRESENTS
DRIP/)
A BETTER WAY TO WATER
DRIP/)
DRIP IR R IG A T IO N is a simple, proven method of dispensing small quantities of water
directly to the root zone of plants by means of supply tubing and emitters. This slow, controlled
watering can optimize soil conditions for the best plant response— something like a person
having balanced meals each day ratherthan Thanksgiving Dinner o ncea week. Underdripirrigation, w aterisdelivered
at 1 to 4 gallons per HO U R from each emitter, spreading through the soil by capillary actioh, thus
saving water and labor, reducing chances of disease, and causing plants to grow faster and
bigger. The fantastic increases in yields being reported from all over the world w ithdrip'irrigation— coupled with its well-known capability of saving precious w ater— make this modern
method of irrigation truly A BETTER WAY TO WATER.
□ VISA
□ MasterCard

Exp.
A C C O U N T NUMBER

□ Please ship me one KIT H, freight prepaid, for only $115.00
□ Please ship me one KIT F-200, freight prepaid, for only $35.00
□ Please ship me one KIT F-50S, freight prepaid, for only $12.50
□ Check enclosed

□ Please charge to credit card indicated above

STATE

ZIP

Texas Residents add 5% State Sales Tax

IN A HURRY? Call for the name o f yo u r nearest dealer
o r place y o u r order dire ctly with Subm atic

If you don’t wish to tear this cover, please use the coupon on page 94

806 747-9000
-

